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ABSTRACT 

What accounts for the giobal spread of judiciai activism? According to a 

legalist/institutional exphnation, judicial activism is mandated by entrenched constitutionai 

documents, and the spread of activism is thus explained by the spread of this kind of 

constitutionalism. A rival explanation, based on legal realism, holds that judicial activism 

is rnainly a fbnction of judicial inclination or judiciai culture, not constitutional documents. 

This study is grounded in the second perspective. In other words, it denies the 

legaiist explanation for judicial activism, at least in its more simplistic versions. Does it 

foilow fiom the obvious fact of judiçial discretion, howwer, that inclination and culture 

are the sole explanatory variables? Are the uisights of neoinstitutionalism of no relevance 

to the understanding of judiciai behaviour? Or, despite ttie great weight of judicial culture, 

does institutional context continue to exercise a si@cant infIuence? In short, in the area 

ofjudicial behaviour, 'do institutions matter'? 

The phenornenon of implied biiis of rights provides an interesting context in which 

to explore this question. Ifjudiciai inclination and culture is everything, one wouId expect 

judges to invent the grounds for constitutiondiy based activism where they do not 

explicitly exist. That such inventions exist - in the fonn of implied bill of rights - is 

itself eloquent testimony to the explanatory power of judicid incIination. But this knot  

the whole story. Having established an implied bill of rights, do judges use it as 

cornprehensively and aggressively as they would an explicitly entrenched constitutional 

document. If not, then claims that constitutional entrenchment explains judicid activism, 

while ofien used by judges in exaggerated ways, retain some force. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the globe, courts have become important players in domestic policymaking 

Currently, judges in many diverse jurisdictions routinely make decisions which unti 

recently were the sole dornain of legislators, administrators and executives. It is clear tha 

judicial activism, which "cornes into existence when courts do not confine themselves tc 

adjudication of legal conflicts but adventure to make social policies,"' is now prevaleni 

across the vast majority of liberal democratic states and appears to be spreading 

throughout the globe. For the most part, this trend is a relatively recent development, 

beginning shortly after the conclusion of World War II. And, as judiciai activism has 

proiiferated throughout the West, it has had a profound impact on the political order of 

many states.' 

A brief survey of activisrn in Iiberal democracies illustrates how extensive the 

recent growth of judicial power has been across the West. Predictably, American courts 

rank arnong the most a ~ t i v e . ~  However, the hi& degree of judicial activism presently 

observed in the United States is a reIatively recent development. Although the power of 

judicial review had been developed by the Ameiican Supreme Court by 1803, Hoiiand 

points out that "[iln the 1950s and 1 9 6 0 ~ .  the Court boldly undertook a new mission that 

Kenneth h4 Hoiland, "IntroQctionn in Kenneth M. Holland ed, Judual Activism in 
Compmative Perspective (New York: St.  Martin's Press. 1991), p. 1. 

For example, Holland has noted îhat "judiciai activism tends to erode both the parliamentary 
qstem and majoritarian democracy," &id. p. 5.  

' Ibid, p. 2. 



resulted in judicial policy-making of unprecedented scope and impact."' Today, there are 

few policy areas which have not been affecteci by American Supreme Court ruiings. 

In Canada, the adoption of 1982 Charter of Bghts and Freedoms ushered in a 

new era of judicid activism. "Since 1982, the [Canadian] courts have gained a new 

visibility and prominence. They have been thrust - and have t h s î  themselves - into 

the centre of a variety of political disputes.'* Under the Charter, Canadian courts have 

engaged in extensive judiciai policymakmg on a sa le  which wodd have been unthinkable 

prior to the Charter. 0 t h  Commonwealth countries have experienced this phenornenon 

as weil, although not to the same extent. The Australian judiciary, for example, became 

more powerful in the 1970s,%d in 1992, the High Court of Australia embarked on a 

substantial activist departure by protecting freedom of speech through comtitutional 

implication.' 

Similady, continental Western Europe has experienced a marked increase in the 

judiciaiization of politics. Mec Stone has documented this transformation: 

Constitutional review has exploded into prominence in Western Europe. In 
the 1970~~ Greece, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden joined Austria, the 
European Union, France' West Gennany, and Italy as poIities with effeçtive 
review mechanisms. Yet before 1950, the power of European courts to 
control the constitutionality of Iegislation was nearly unkn~wn.~ 

A particularly dramatic example of the growth of judicial power is provideci by the 

Holland, 'Judicial Acüvism in the United Statesn in ibid. p. 12. 
Cari Baar, "Judicial Activism in ~anacla" in ibid, p. 53. 
Brian Galligan, "Judicial Activism in Aussalia", in ibid, p. 70. 
' The Australian case is dixussed at Iength belon.. 
* Alec Stone, "The Bir& and Development of Absuact Review: Constitutional Courts and 

Policymakhg in Western Europe" Poliq  Shcdies Journal, Vol. 19, No. 1, Fail 1990, p. 8 1. 



'revolutiona~y' 197 1 decision of the French Constitutional Council. That nih 

"elevat[ed] individual fieedom to the status of a constitutional right and estabiishEed] t 

Conseil constitutionnel as the protector of that freedom'" Writing in 199 1, F.L. Mortc 

noted the profound impact this decision has had on the French political order: "[iln tl 

past fifieen years the Conseil Constitutionnel ... has risen fiom a politically obscure ar 

insignificant institution to a central piayer in the governing process of Fran~e."'~ 

Like France, Italy has also witnessed a dramatic rise in judiciai power. This trer 

began in 1956 with the establishment of the Constitutional Court. Mary L. Volcansc 

maintains that cXctivismo is a term that has been attached to the judiciary in Itaiy on 

recently, and, as usuaiiy is the case elsewhere, carries a pejorative connotation.. . ."" 1 

fact, detractors of that court have "dubbed [it] criticaily as the 'third chamber' or tl 

'omnipotent legislat~re'."'~ W e  there is some debate as to the degree, German couri 

have also been characterized as significantiy activist.13 

Even in England, long considered a bastion of judiciai deference, courts hav 

become more prone to advism. Despite the fact that Engiish courts are not nearly a 

activist as most North American and Continental courts, judiciai activism is a term that "i 

Cynthia Vroom, "Constitutional Protection of Endividmi Libdes in France: The Conseil 
Constitutionnel since 1971" Tulane Lav Review, Vol 63, 1988. p. 266. 

'O F.L. Morton, "Judicial ActMsm in F m c e n  in Eioliatt4 p. 133. 
" Mary L. Volcans& "Sudicial Activism in Itaij" in ibid, p. 117. 
l2 Ibid. p. 12 1. 
l 3  H.G. Peter Wallach "JudicLal Activism in Germany" in ibid, p. 156. As p m f  consider the 

period between the nrst niling (1951) of the Constitutional Court and 1987, when the Court nullined 270 
Federal and 121 State laws (p. 156). 



now applied regulariy to the behaviour of Engiish judges."14 According to Jerold L. 

Waltman, this transformation has even been recognized by English judges. In a 1985 

m g ,  judge Lord Roskill acknowledged that there had been a profound increase in 

judicial activism in English courts: "[tloday, it is perhaps commonplace to observe that as 

a result of a series of judicial decisions since about 1950.. . there has been a dramatic and 

indeed a radical change ... That change has been described - by no means criticdy - as 

an upsurge of judicial acti~isrn."'~ 

Other examples of the increasing power of Western courts are provided by (but 

not limiteci to) Israel and to a lesser extent, Japan. "Judicial activism has becorne 

increasingly significant to law and politics in Israel. The evolution of Israeli jurisprudence 

since the establishment of the State in 1948 includes an expancihg role for the judiciary in 

determining the shape and content of the law."16 The Japanese Suprme Court, while 

tending to take a restrained approach to constitutional review, has nonetheless wimessed 

periodic bouts of activism.17 It is also worth noting that more than a dozen countries in 

Latin America %have established or re-established constitutional courts with review 

powers ... ."18 The same is true of a number of newly democratized Eastern European 

states.lg 

l4 Jerold L. Waltman, "Judicial Activism in Engiand" in ibid. p. 33. 
'' %id, p. 33. OrighUy quoted fiom CounciC ofCivil Service Unions v. Abfinisterfor Civil 

Service (1985) 1 AC. 374 
l6 Gary J. Jacobsohn, "Judicial AaMsm in Israel" in ihid, p. 90. 
'' Hiroshi Itoh, ''fudiciai Activism in Japan" in ibid, pp. 192-195. 
la Martin Sbapiro and Alec Stone, "The New Constitutional Politics of Europen Comparative 

PolificalSium'es, Vol. 26. No.1, Jan. 1994. 397. 
l9 Md, p. 397. Those mes indude: the Czech Republic, Poland Hungary, SIovaloa and Russia. 



With only a few notable exceptions, most countries in the West have seen the 

growth in power of their judiciary. What is particuiarly striking about this development is 

that it has been observed in regimes with vastly di£Ferent court structures, legal systerns, 

political institutions and cultures. This raises the question as to what is the source of this 

phenornenon. 

There are two primary explanations which atternpt to account for the 

unprecedented growth of judicial power across liberal democracies. The first and most 

prominent explanation cornes fiom what rnight be caiied the legahstrïtutional 

perspective. This approach attributes the nse in judicial activism primarily to the spread of 

legally entrenched constitutions. Constitutions, especially those with entrenched bas  of 

rights, mandate courts to take a more advist stance to protect and enforce their 

provisions; it foiiows that where courts have been constitutionally authorized to check 

legislative, administrative and executive power, one would expect to find more activist and 

more powerfui judiciaries. 

The second e'rplanation posits that the international rise of judicial activism is 

better explained by judicial inchation or preference than by i n s t i o n a l  factors. ~ h e  

heart of this approach is that changing judicial and legal culture, not changing documents, 

is what lads  judges to assume a more actiMst posture toward the other branches of 

goverment. If there is an international rke in judicial advism, this cultural approach 

would lead one to focus on the intemational conduits of legai and judicial cutture, rather 

than on the presence or absence of entrenched constitutional documents. For example, 



one might hypothesize that as international mages between domestic courts have 

increased, a wider legal culture has developed throughout most judiciaries which has 

facilitated the spread of judicial activism. Once operating in relative isolation, domestic 

judges and other members of the legal elite now have instant access to comparative legal 

decisions and acadernic publications. Furthemore, judges and lawyers may now easily 

communicate with th& foreign peers to discuss domestic legal problerns. The globaI rise 

in interest in human rights in the postwar era combined with the inspiration provided by an 

activist Arnerican Supreme Courts has undoubtedly innuenced and legitimated the growth 

of activist judicial culture. 

This debate between the legalist perspective and cultural explmations for judicial 

review may be seen as part of the larger debate between cultural and neoinstitubonal 

approaches to political explanation. M e r  a period in which various sub-political 

approaches - including cultural approaches - domuiated the explanation of politics, 

neoinstitutionalism has largely succeeded in 'bringing the state back in' as an independent 

variable.*' Institutions, including Iaws and constitutions, are no longer seen as 

epiphenomena, shaped by more fundamentd sociai forces, but as powerful shaping forces 

in theû own ri@. However, just as it was a mistake to neglect institutions in favour of 

cultural expianations so it is mistaken to push neotirnstitutionalism to a similar extrerne." 

" See for example, Eric A Nordlinger, On the Autonomy ofthe Democratic Sme (Cambridge. 
Mas: Hanard UnntersiF Press, 198 1) and Peter B. Evans? Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skocpol, 
Bringing the State Back In (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, 1985). 

'' Se.  for example, Alan C. Cairns, "The Embedded Staten in Douglas E. Williams, ed, 
Reconfiguan'ons.~ Canaa5an Citizenship and Constitutional Change - Selected Essays by Alan C. Cairns 
(Toronto: McCIelland and Smart, 1995). 



If institutions explain much more than was thought by an earlier generation of scholars, 

they do not explain everything. If culture is not the master-explanation, neither is it 

irrelevant. Indeed, the relative weight of competing explanations may Vary with the 

phenornenon being explained. 

With respect to judicial power, certainly, institutional factors are clearly not a 

sufticient explanaiion. For example, while entrenched constitutions may facilitate judicial 

power they do not always produce it. There are plenty of examples of judiciai restraint in 

the context of entrenched constitutions. Moreover, courts interpreting entrenched 

constitutions often v a d a t e  over time between degrees and kinds of judicial advism. 

Indeed, so strongly does constitu?ional jurisprudence Vary over time and arnong countries, 

that some observers concIude that an entrenched constitution is no more than 'hhat the 

judges say it is,"" or that the constitution is simply a '0lank slate" to the judiciaq," or 

that constitutional provisions are a set of ernpty baiioons that are filled by judicid air." 

These conclusions suggest that judicid inclination is not oniy important but predorninant 

in explaining judiciai behaviour, ùlat the legaLriitutionai context makes little difference3 

Knopff and Morton, Chmrer Po1iiic.s (Scarimrough. Ont.: Nelson Canada), p. 162. 
Pahick Mordan, Politics and the Constitution: The Charter, Federalim and the Supreme 

Court of Cmada. (Toronto: Thomson Professionai Pubiisbing Canada. 1987), p. 53. 
24 Peter H Russell, "The Supreme Court and the Charter: A Question of Legitimacy?" in Dmid 

P. Shugarman and Reg Wtaker, eds.. Federalism and Po l i t id  Community (Peterborough: Broadvim 
Press. 1989), p. 232. 

Charles Epp has keiopd an interesting argument which also haplays the impoRance of 
legal context. He mainiainR that "Bills of nghts matter, but on@ if civil societies have the capaciq to 
support and develop them." Epp is of the opinion that without a "support structure for legai mobilization," 
which includes organized group litigants, litigation fïnancing and the structure of the iegal profession ans 
bill of nghts will have a Iimited impact. Epp's thesis, therefore, can be viewed as an interesting cuhmd 
explanation for Judicial acti,ism. Charles R Epp, "Do Bills of Rights Maüer? The Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms." Amencan Political Science Revakw. Vol. 90, No.4. 'Il)ec. 1996. 



The same conclusion h d s  even more dramatic support in the many examples of 

judicial activism that arise in the absence of an explicitly entrenched Iegai foundation. The 

aforementioned nse of judicial activism in Britain, France, Israei, and Aumalia, for 

example, cannot be explained by newly entrenched mnstitutional documents. In each 

case, adventurous judges have found, or fashioned, the basis for their activism out of legal 

materiais much less explicit than an entrenched constitutional document. In other words, 

if judicial inclination is reaiiy as 'predorninant' as the 'blank date' theory of constitutional 

jurisprudence suggests, if it is really everything and legal context nothing, one would 

expect to find examples of ingenious judges creating the basis of their own activisrn when 

an explicit constitutional mandate is lacking. And that is precisely what we do fhd. The 

most dramatic examples of such judiciai ingenuity occur when judges 'imply' a bill of 

rights when none is explicitly present. This thesis investigates the 'implied bilI of rights' 

experiences of four countries: Canada, Israel France, and Australia. 

Aithough the very existence of implied bills of rights supports the daim that 

judicial inclination plays a large role in explaining judicial activism, just how Iarge is this 

role? Large enough to j u s t e  a complete rejection of the institutional explanation? If it 

tum out that implied bas  of r i a s  are used just as broadly and actively as their 

constitutiondy entrenched counterparts, this would indeed mean that explicit institutional 

context plays a negligible role. On the other hand, the institutional explanation wodd 

retain some force if it tumed out that judges inclined to activism nevertheless used implied 

bills of rights with greater caution and hesitancy than activist judges use entrenched 



9 

constitutional documents. This thesis is a preimhary exploration of these questions. ~t 

investigates the development of, and experience under, implid bas of rights the 

aforementioned counmes in order to shed additional Eght os the &bate between the 

culture and institutional exphnations for the rise of judicial activism in the Western worid. 

Chapter two outlines the legali~nstitutiod explmation for judcial a&-ism, 

paying particular attention to how activist judges use it as a justification for thek activism. 

The Chapter then shows how the variation of constitutional junspnidence over time and 

among countries undermines the legalist account. 

Chapters three through six then examine the implied-bili-of-fi&ts experience ùi, 

chronologically, Canada, Israei, France and Australia. While the very eiaence of these 

implied bus of nghts contributes m e r  evidence to the case againa the legalia 

explmation, these case studies explore the extent to which inStitiltiond factors retain some 

significant explanatory value. Thus, it will be particularly Mportmt to distinguish 

circurnstances or periods in which judicial inclination to civil l i b d e s  activism appears to 

be high fiom those in which it is not. When the prevailing judicid culme is one of 

restra.int, an implied-bill-of-nghts option will by defuition be rejmed or downplayed. It is 

when judges are inched to civil liberties activism that one can test for the residud weight 

of institutional context. Judicial inclination d reveal itself as M y  predomkt  to the 

extent that activist judges M y  embrace and refy on the hphe&bfi-of-@ts option; 

conversely, legal comext retains explanatory weight to the extent that activin judges are 

hesitant or cautious in resting their activism on an irnplied bill of 



There is, of course, a chicken-and-egg problem here. 1s hesitancy or caution in the 

use of an implied-bill-of-rights option evidence of the weaker institutional support 

provided to activism by less formal legd materials, or is it simply evidence of a less activist 

judicial inclination, one that might have led to similar hesitancy in the application of an 

entrenched bill of rights? This is indeed a diffidty, and one that could be fiilly resolved, if 

at aiî, only in a study much longer and methodologicaIly more complex than this thesis. 

Nevertheless, while conclusive answers may not be possible, informed judgement and 

plausible inference should at least enrich our understanding. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE LEGALIST/INSTITUTIONAL EXPLANATION 

The legdist/institutional explanation for the increase in judiciai power observed recently 

throughout the rnajority of Western states is that ths  phenomenon has been facilitated by 

the proliferation of written constitutions in many Liberal democratic states. indeed, the 

number of written national constitutions has drasticaiiy increased in the postwar era. Mary 

Ann Glendon observed in 1992 that the c'overwhelming majority of the world's 

constitutions have been adopted within the past thirty years."" 6 fact, cc[t]hreequarters 

of the approximately 160 single-document constitutions have been adopted since 1965 ."27 

Many of these more ment  constitutions include the entrenchment of fundamentai political 

riçhts and fieedoms, providing a rnechanism for the judiciary to engage in the 

constitutional review of legislation. 

It would appear at first glance that the growth of judicial activisrn and power is a 

natural consequence of the spread of constitutionalism. Where courts and judges operate 

with the benefit of an enumerated bill of rights, they have been mandated to engage in 

constitutional review to ensure the enforcement of those constitutional provisions; it 

foliows that judges ody  take on an activist stance when dictated to do so as custodians of 

the constitution. Put simply, it wodd seem on the d a c e  that documents rather than 

26 M a q  A m  Glendon, "Rights in Twentieth-Centmy Constitutions" The University of Chicago 
LaïReview (1992) 59519 p. 520. 

27 Ibid, p. 52011. 



courts and judges account for the rise in judicialization of politics. This is o f h  the 

argument maintained by judges in regimes with constitutionaîiy entrenched rights, wha 

have tended to juste taking a more activist stance by claiming that they are only acting in 

accordance with the constitution. 

ExdaininnCharter Activism: An Exam~le of Leealist Justification 

Canadian judges, for example, have used the legalist perspective to jus@ their early 

activism under the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The need for such a 

justification was particularly acute given how starkly the early Charter activism contrasted 

with the restrained treatment given to the 1960 Canadian Bill of Rights. In only five of 

thrty-four cases (1 5%) were Bill of Rights claimants successfùi, and in only one case did 

the Supreme Court of Canada actuaiiy strike d o m  a law on Bill of Rights grounds over a 

twenty year  pan.^^ In contrast, in less than haif that tirne, fiom 1982 to 1989, the 

Supreme Court had ruled on one hundred Charter cases with a success ratio of 35 percent, 

more than double the success rate of Bill of Rzghts casesw More important, the Court 

stxuck down parts of 19 statutes in that seven year p e r i ~ d . ~  "The great volume of cases, 

their higher success rate, the larger number of nullifications, and the ovemiling of pre- 

28 F.L. Morton Peter H. Russeii, and Troy Riddeii, "The Supreme Court's First Decade of 
Decisions: Judging the Judges, 1982-1992," in Paul W .  Fox and Graham White, eds., Politics: Canada. 
eighth edition, 1995. p. 159. 

F.L. Morton, "The Politicai Impact of the Charter of Rights, 1982-1989," in M.O. Dickerson 
et al., eds., Infroductos, Readings in Government and Politics, 3rd ed (Toronto: Nelson Canada, 1991), 
p. 376. 

" Knopff and Morton, p. 20. 



Charter precedents are al1 indicators of a new era of judicial activisrn ushered in by the 

Charter.'"' 

The Morgentaler Supreme Court cases provide a vivid iilustratiori of what these 

statistics suggest. Beginning in 1975, seven yens before the Charter was adopted, 

Morgentaler argued that Canada's abortion law violated the provisions of the Bill of 

R i g h t ~ . ~ ~  The Supreme Court was unwilling to even address this argument and Chief 

Justice Laskin was the sole justice to even mention the Bill of fights in his niling: 

It cannot be forgotten that it is a statutory instrument, üiustrative of 
Parliament's primacy within the limits of its assigned legislative authority, 
and this is a relative consideration in determining how far the language of 
the Canadian Biii of Rights should be taken in assessing the quality of 
federal enactments which are chdenged under S. 1 (a).33 

Mer niling against him, the Supreme Court sentenced Morgentder to eighteen 

months in jaLu By 1988, Morgentaler was back at the Supreme Court and attacking the 

validity of the very same legislation. However, this tirne, with the benefit of the Charter of 

Rights, he was su~cessfiil.~~ 

What explains the activist transformation of the Supreme Court under the Charter? 

Judges have rationalized the change by emphasizing the difference between 

constitutionally entrenched documents and ordinary legislation. The Bill of Rights was a 

" Ibid, p. 20. 
'' Peter H. Russeii, Rainer Knopff and Tai Morton. Federalim and the Charter: LeadÏng 

Constitutional Decisions. (Ottawa: Carleton University Aess, 1993)- p. 5 15. 
" Ibid, p. 516. 
Y Ibid, p. 515. 
" F.L. Morton. Morgentaler v. Borowskî: Abortion, the Charter, and the Courts (Toronto: 

McClelland & Stewart, 1992), pp. 232-235. 



mere statute, though it was sometimes referred to as possessing quasi-constitutionz 

status. In effect, judges argued that an entrenched constitutional document justifie 

activism while a mere statute did not. This argument clearly embodied the legalis 

perspective. 

An excellent illustration is provided by the opinion of Justice Le Dain (supporta 

by the majority) in R v- Dw-ens. Le Dain was unequivocaiiy of the opinion that th 

Charter required the Court to take on a more activist posture than was previousl: 

acceptable under the Bill of Righfs: 

Although it is clear that in severai instances ... the fiamers of the Charter 
adopted the wording of the Biii of Rights, it is also clear that the Charter 
must be regarded, because of its constitutional cbaracter, as a new 
afbnation of rights and fieedorns and of judiciai power and responsibility 
in relation to their protection. 

Ln cons ide~g  the relationship of a decision under the Canadian Bill of 
Rights to an issue arising under the Charter, a court cannot.. . avoid bearing 
in muid an evident fact of Canadian judicial history, which must be squarely 
and fiankly faced: that on the whole, with some notable exceptions, the 
Courts have felt some uncertainty or ambivalence in the application of the 
Canadian Bill of Rights because it did not reflect a clear constitutional 
mandate to make judicial decisions having the efkct of Iimiting or 
quaiifjing the traditional sovereignty of Parliament." 

The case of the British Columbia Mofor Vehzcles Act Reference aiso provides ar 

instructive example of how Iegalism was used to just* the new judicial activism has under 

the Charter. In that case Justice Lamer insinuated that the Charter not only provided the 

Court with the means to take an activist stance, it rnandated it to do so. The growth in 

" The l e e n  v. Therens [1985] 1 S.C.R Quoted fiom Russell et aI., p. 430. 



judicial power, irnpiied Lamer, had been authorized, requested and legitimated by the 

democratic process. This sentiment is made clear by his response to the claim made by the 

Ontario Attorney-Generai that the Charter had created a "judicial 'super-Iegistature' 

beyond the reach of Parliament, the provincial legislatues and the electorate:" 

This is an argument which was heard countless times prior to the 
entrenchment of the Charter but which has in tnit4 for better or worse, 
been settled by the very coming into force of the Constitution Act, 1982. 
It ought not to be forgotten that the historic decision to entrench the 
Charter in our Constitution was taken not by the courts but by the elected 
representatives of the people of Canada. It was those representatnres who 
extended the scope of constitutional adjudication and entnrsted the courts 
with this new and onerous responsibility. Adjudication under the Charter 
must be approached fiee of any lingering doubts as to fts legitirna~y.~~ 

Implicit in this argument is that the growth in judiciai power is a resuit of a new 

constitutional document, not the discretion of the judges; judges are the mere adjudicators 

of the constitution - neutrai arbiters of its d e s  and regulations. In short, courts have 

been able to successfuily j u s w  an increase in their level of activism by maintaining that 

they are only enforcing the provisions of the constitution. These two judgernents ( B W  

and Therens) cleariy demonstrate how the Canadian Supreme court justitied its new 

activism under the Charter, despite its prior history of self-restraint. 

As noted in the previous chapter, however, the legalist explanation is problematic 

for two primary reasons. First, histoncal and comparative evidence show that entrenched 

constitutional rights do not necessarily generate judicial activism. Second, judicial 

activism has been observed in States without an entrenched bi of rights. Taken together, 

" Reference re British Columbia Motor Vehicle Act [1985] 2 S.C.R Ibid, p. 442. 



these two facts suggest that constitutional docwnents cm at best be considered facilitating 

rnechanisrns which may make judicial activism easier to develop. Chapters three through 

six examine the phenornenon of impiied bill of rights. The rest of this chapter 

demonstrates the signiiïcance of judicial discretion - and thus judicial culture - under 

entrenched constitutionai documents. 

That entrenched constitutions do not aiways produce judicial activism is shown 

clearly by the shifhg tide of judicial interpretation in the United States, by the reiuctance 

of the Swedish judiciary to engage in judicial activism despite being constitutionally 

perrnitted to do so, and by the Canadian experience with the Charter since 1982. 

Tbe U.S. Examide 

Mary AM Glendon points out that even in the birth place of constitutional review, the 

power to review govenunent legislation was not widely employed until this century, 

despite the fact that the American Biü of Rights was adopted in 1792. "[IJt is worth 

recalling that American courts seldom exercised the power of judicial review claimed in 

Marbuy v Madison until the tuni of the cent~ry."~' In addition, James Q. Wrlson has 

shown that "[iln the 6rst seventy-five years of [American] history, only 2 federal laws 

were held unconsritutionai: in the next seventy-fie years 71 were.. ."39 Furthemore, the 

'modern' and most activist period did not emerge in the United States until after the court 

" Glendon, p. 52 1-522. The iMarbuty v. AUadison decision mas deiivered in 1803. 
39 Ibid, p. 522n GIendon quotes James Q. W b n  Amencan Governmenf: Institutions and 

Policies. 83 (Heath, 3rd ed 1986). 



crisis of the nineteen-thirties, and was not M y  developed untiI the rnid 1 9 5 0 ~ . ~  Indeed, 

the Biii of Rights had little impact throughout most of early American history. If 

constitutional documents were the root cause of the judicialization of politics, one wouid 

have expected the court îo have developed a much more activist stance much earlier in its 

history. 

Further evidence that changes in legal and political culture play a more important 

role in shaping judicial interpretation than legal documents is provided by observing the 

cliffirent types of activism engaged in by the U.S. Suprerne Court in this century. The 

Court has engaged in two very distinct penods of vastly different activism in the last 130 

years using exactly the same constitutional document. The first era of judiciai review, 

defined by Holland as the 'period of right activism,' was dominant from 1865-1937, and 

exhibited increasing activism in its later stages. The judges in this first actiMst period 

"were political co'nservatives, attempting to preserve economic fieedom. The justices paid 

little attention to the language of the Constitution or its fiamers' intentions.'*l One of the 

most definitive cases in this judicial era was Lochner v. New York (1905): 

In Lochner the Court struck down a New York law setting maximum 
hours for bakers as a violation of the employers and baker's 'liberty of 
contract,' a nght nowhere mention& in the Constitution, thus introducing 
the idea of 'substantive due process,' the doctrine that pennits the Supreme 
Court to rule on the constitutionality of a statute even if it codfïcts with no 
specific clause of the Con~titution.~~ 

Christupher Wolfe, The Rise ofModern Juriicial Reviewr From Constitutional lnterpretaiion 
fo Judge-Made LQW. (New York: Basic Books, 1986.) pp. 6-7. 

Hoilan4 "Jucliciai AçtMsm in the United States," p. 17. 
" Ibid, p. 17. 



Lochner resulted in the invalidation of "scores of state and federal laws regulating 

business, such as minimum wage, maximum hou, and child labour laws on the grounds 

that they would be bad for the co~ntry."'~ By using the due process clause, "...with 

substantial assistance fiom a plausible yet disputable interpretation of the federai 

commerce power,"u the 'laissez-faire' Court successfiilly engaged in activism in an effort 

to fight back the legislative initiatives of the emerging Weltàre state. 

After 1937, the style and basis of judiciai review in the United States began to 

change dramaticaiiy, cuiminating with an unprecedented level of activism beginning in the 

1950s. Civil liberties, rather than econornic rights became the basis of judiciai activi~m.'~ 

After 1937, the Court ceased activist review of economic legislation; where it had earlier 

strongly resisted the welfare state, it now stood aside, leaving economic reforms intact. 

The Court thus abandoned aii the constitutional doctrines it had earlier developed to 

oppose the foxmation of the w e k e  state. However, this new restra.int on economic 

issues did not usher in an era of generai judicial self-restraint. Rather, the Court reversed 

the basis of judicial review; whereas the Court had previously been restrained on Fust 

Amendment and equality issues and activist on economic matters, it now become 

restrained on economic issues and activist on political liberties. 

By employing the fiee speech provisions of the First Amendment, legal rights, and 

the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment the Court greatly expanded its 

Ibid, p. 17. 
Wolfe, p. 325. 
Ibid, p. 6. 



policyrnaking ~ a p a c i t y . ~  The Warren Court ( 1 953 - 1 969) "expanded the category of 

'fundamental nghts' dramaticaüy and undertook to establish broad social policy in a 

number of controversial areas ... It became the most activist Court in Amencan history 

and lefl a profound imprint on American We and  la^."^' In fact, the transformation of, 

and rise in, the prominence of judicid power in the U.S. over the !ast 45 years has been so 

profound that Wolfe rnaintains that "[ilf federal judges had tried in the early years of 

Amencan history to do many of the things they now do routinely, they would have been 

irnpeached (probably on the grounds of in~anity!)."'~ 

Indicative of the Court's about face regarding judicial review was Brown v. Board 

of Education (1954), which reversed the 1896, decision Piessy v. Ferguson, and thus 

ended the official policy of school ~egregation.'~ This case has ofien been cited as 

signaling the beginning of the profound growth in the power of the Amencan courts.50 

"And, in the 1960s, issue &er issue was opened up to judicial cognizance and decision.'*' 

Moreover, "P]y the 1970s, it almost seemed as if it were difEcult to fmd an issue in 

which some federal judge somewhere might not intervene to Iay down 'the  la^."^^ 

" Wolfe, p. 6. 
O7 ïbid, p. 258. 
dB bid, p. 10. 
@ The activist niling of the Court in Brown outlawing racial segregation in schoois illustrates the 

profound contrast between the record of the 'modem' court and that of the 'laissez faire' court regarding 
the same CM liberties issue. In PIessy v. Fergrcson (18%) the issue was whether a Louisiana law 
mandathg separate accommodations for railway passengers based on race violated the Equai Protection 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. By a margin of 8-1, the Court upheld the law on the grouzlds that 
the separation of the races did not result in unequal treatment. Archibald Cox, The Court and the 
Constihrtion (Boston: Houghton Minlin 1987), p. 253. 

Ibid, p. 7. 
Ibid, p. 7. 
ibid., p. 7. 
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in sum, the jurispmdence of the U.S. Supreme Court can be divided into three 

sas: 1) an early penod of judicial resb-aint; 2) a period of 'right activism'; and 3) the 

modem period of 'left activisrn.' The history of the Court, which has employed three 

distinct approaches to constitutional interpretation in three distinct periods with the same 

constitutionai document, demonstrates concIusively the importance of judiciai inclination 

in constitutional interpretation. The self-restraint of the early US. Supreme Court 

dernonstrates that judicial activism is not a necessary corollary of constitutional rights. 

Comparecl with the activism of the modern court, it illustrates that necessanly vague 

constitutional passages do not dictate how activist or restrained a court should be. The 

profound reversal of the jurisprudence of the 'laissez-faire' Court by the 'modem' Court 

reinforces this point. Because the document itself did not change, changing attitudes of 

judges must account for much of the profound increase in the power of the American 

judiciary. 

The Swedish Esamde 

Another compelling piece of evidence against the argument that the proliferation of formal 

constitutional rights is solely responsible for the rise in judiciai power across the West is 

provided by those few countries in which the power of judiciai review f o d y  &sts but 

is seldom exercised. Kenneth M. Holand, writing in 199 1, noted that "ljludicial review is 

expressly provided for in Swedish ... law, but the Supreme Court of Sweden has never 



found a Iaw of the Fükstag to be repugnant to the c o n s t i ~ i o n . " ~ ~  

Sweden represents one of the last bastions of judicial restraint, yet Swedish courts 

have, for some tirne, been legaüy entitied to engage in constitutional review." Chapter II, 

Article 14 of the 1979 Swedish Instrument of Govemment reads as foliows: 

If any court, or any other public organ, considers that a provision is in 
cunfiict with a provision of a fundamental law or with a provision of any 
other superior statute, or that the procedure prescribed has been set aside 
in any important respect when the provision was inaugurated, then such 
provision may not be applied. However, if the provision has been decided 
by the Rikstag or by the governrnent, the provision may be set aside only if 
the inaccuracy is obvious and apparem5* 

The last sentence in the Article clearly represents an attempt to check the growth of 

judicial power. Nevertheless, according to Joseph P. Board, given the powers outlined in 

the Insirurnent of Government, combined with other judicial toots, 

there are ample powers available to the Swedish judiciary, abundant 
enough to support a posture of judicial activism, especially in the area of 
civil rights and liberties, which have been expanded and made more 
manifesîiy a part of the constitution in the past two decades; yet, any 
examination of the record of Swedish courts in the actual exercise of 
judicial power would suggest that they simpIy have been unable or 
unwilling to realize their p ~ t e n t i a l . ~  

Board attributes the reluctance of the Swedish judiciary to take an activist stance 

to Swedish political culture, particularly "belief in popuIar sovereignty, political 

" Holland, "In~roductiog" p. 2. 
Ibid! p. 2. See also. Joseph. P. Board, "Judicial Acwimi in Swedenn in Hoiland ed., pp. 

179-18. Although not officially adopted into the Swecüsb constitution und 1979, the Supreme Court had 
claimed the exiaeme of the power of jucüciai review as early as 1963. Board, pp. 178-179. 

55 Board, p. 179. 
Sd ibid, p. 179. 



dernocracy, and parliamentary s~premacy.'~' This and other cultural factors, he argues, 

have prevented the legal transplant of judicial review fiom the United States and otha 

States with activist judiciarie~.~~ Another salient factor when considering the 

predorninance of judiciai discretion is Swedish legd culture: 

It is quite clear that Swedish judges see their role see as one calling for 
considerable restraint. They regard themseIves largely as engaged in the 
technical examinations of laws, and vigorously would eschew any role as 
policy-makers .... The fact of the matter is that Swedes have not been 
inclined to make heroes of their judges for the simple reason that judges 
have not done much that seemed h e r o i ~ . ~ ~  

The Swedish judicial profession is essentidy a civil service career, to be 
commenced when one is graduated from law school, rather thm by 
appointment or election later in Me afler one already has achieved 
distinction as a practicing attorney. Furthemore, lawyers are not the 
dominant professional presence on the Swedish political landscape that 
they are in the United States.60 

As a result, members of the Swedish judiciary do not possess the hi& status that 

their American or Canadian wunterparts enjoy; Swedish judges have not yet been placed 

on a constitutional pedestal whereby they considered to be the sole and final authority on 

the constitution. Therefore, an activist posture taken by Swedish courts would most likely 

not be considered legitimate, by legislators and the public alike. In bnef: ''the [Swedish] 

legai culture is not conducive to activism and the law is not poiiticized for the simple 

reason that Swedish politics is not legahstic. Swedes do not turn naturaily to the 

91bid, p. 180. 
SB Ibid, p. 180. 

Ibid, pp. 182-183 
Ibid. p. 185. 



courtrooms of the country when they desire to effect social change, but to the legislativ 

arena.'"' The Swedish Courts have yet to see themselves as part of a larger internation 

legal tradition. 

The Canadian Example 

The debate between the legalist and cultural explanations fa ias played i 

sigdicant role in the Canadian debate about judicial power. While legalism has ofta 

been used, especialiy by judges, to argue that constitutional entrenchment mandates, wa 

requires, greater activism, some Canadian scholars have been skeptical about such daims. 

Such skepticism was evident in the early debate about what impact the newlj 

adopted Charter would actually have. Although many pundits correctly predicted that the 

adoption of the Charter would transform the Canadian legal and political landscape, a 

number of commentators were of the opinion that the Charter would have only a very 

Iimited impact. Those taking the latter position believed that the conservative, self- 

restrained position of the Supreme Court regarding civil liberty Litigation under the Bill of 

fighfs would continue under the Charter. For example, Berend Hovius and Robert 

Martin wrote in 1983 that: 

[tJhe entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms will 
not transform the Canadian systern of goverment. Instead, the Supreme 
Court of Canada wili strive to ensure that the legislatures continue to bear 
the ultimate responsibility for determining socid po licy... . The approach 
of the court to the Canadian Bill of Rights was charsherized by restrainî, a 
restraint which was demanded by neither the status nor the wording of the 
Bili. There is nothing in the Charter which requires the abandonhg of tbis 



In response to the clairn that the Supreme Court would take an activist departure undex 

the Charter, Hovius and Martin stated: "[wle do not share this view. We beiieve that 'the 

courts.. . wili seek to avoid such an institutional realignment.. . The history and traditions of 

the Supreme Court favour an attitude of re~traint . '~~ As rnentioned above, this tumed 

out not to be the case - Supreme Court Justices discarded the shackles of their past 

restrained outlook in favour of an attitude of activism. For Hovius and ~Martin, however, 

this would have to be explained by changing judiciai disposition, not by changing legai 

documents. 

This is precisely how a number of scholars have explained the early activism under 

the Charter. Contrary to the legalist expianation of Justices Le Dain and Lamer, scholars 

such as Knopff and Morton deny that the Charter itsel. was the source of the Court's new 

inclination for activism and instead see the transformation as being dependent on the 

predisposition of judges: 

The Canadian Bill of Rights.. . had littie impact because the Supreme Court 
exercised great self-restraint in applying its provisions to the policies of the 
federai govemment. The politicai impact of the Charter thus depends on 
whether judges undertake their interpretive task in an activist or restrained 
h e  of rnind, and on the theories of constitutional interpretation they 
employ .@ 

Berend Hwius and Robert Martin, "The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in the 
Supreme Coun of Canada," The Canadian Bar Review Vol. 61. No. 1. March 1983. p. 354. 

Ibid, p. 355. 
a KnopE and Morton, p. 98. 



For exarnple, in the Morgentaler cases it wodd appear the presence of the Charter 

aione dictated the shift in interpretation. However, in his study of the abortion issue in the 

courts, F.L. Morton explains the reversal of the Suprerne Court as reflecting changes in 

Canadian society and the amtudes of the individual judges themselves. Regarding the 

latter point, Morton notes: 'the meaning of the Charter, and thus the 'existence7 of a 

right, çan Vary i?om one judge to another. In many Charter cases, the policy preferences 

(conscious or otherwise) of a judge combined with his or her judicial philosophy are more 

likely to determine the outcome than the text of the Charter.'%' Similarly, Knopff and 

Morton maintain that : 

[wlhiie the constitutional status of the Charter of Rights appears to have 
erased the Court's pratious doubts about the legitimacy of its power to 
review and nuiiify Parliament's laws, the 1988 Morgentaler decision cannot 
by explaineci by the Charter alone. Equaliy important were developments 
in Canadian society, especidy among legal and judiciai elites.. . .66 

Judges are not immune to these shifls in public opinion. The growth of 
feminist iduence in politicai, educational and legai eiites was a necessary 
precondition for the Morgentaler decision. The Charter provided 
Morgentaler a new weapon, buts its successful use was contingent upon a 
more receptive legal and political context6' 

In their view, at least in the Canadian case, a general transition in eiite judiciai and legal 

culture, and Canadian political culture generdy, explains the erosion of judicial deference 

in the Charter era much better h n  did the Charter itself. 

F.L. MORO& Morgentaler v. Borowski: Aborriun. the Charter, and the Courts, p. 305. 
66 KnopE and Morton, p. 263. 
67 ibid, p. 265. 



If judges were always manimous and consistent over time in their activism, the 

debate between their legalist justification of that activism and the more skeptical view of 

the scholars would be a matter of 'your words against ours.' But the skeptical view gains 

credence whenever the judges themselves disagree, zs they regularly do. Even more 

revealing is when entire courts vaciilate over time between activism and restraint, or 

between different kinds of activism, as they have often done in the United States. Some 

scholars cmim to notice just such a shifi in the recent jurisprudence of the Supreme Court 

of Canada. The Court, they contend, has shifted decidediy in the direction of judicial 

re~traint.~ This has led even schoIars strongiy attached to legalism to acknowledge the 

importance of judicial inclination in explainhg the actual exercise of judicial power. 

David Beatty, for example, is famous for believing that the Charter is not a 'blank 

slate' to the judges, that its comct interpretation is erninently discoverable, and that 

judges who deny this interpretation are in fact behaving unc~nstitutionally.~~ Beatty, in 

other words, emphatically denies that the constitutional is just what the judges say it is." 

However, he cannot ignore the power of what the judges say the constitution is, even 

when (in his view) they have got it wrong. Beatty believes, for example, that recent 

examples of judicial restraint by the Supreme Court constitute violations of the nile of law 

" Patrick J. Monahan & Miche1 J. Bryant, The Surpreme Court of Canada's 1996 Constitutional 
Cases: The End of Cham ActMsm. Canada Watch: Practical and.luthontutive Analysis of Key 
National Issues. Vol. 5 ,  No. 3 4  (MarcWApii 1997), p. 11. 

69 David Beatty, ConsihrR'onal Law: In Theory and In Practice (Toronto: Universi@ of Toronto 
Pr=, 1995), p ~ .  89-102. 

'O bid, p. 11. 



by the judges;'l nevertheless he cannot deny the capacity of the judges to get away with 

such unconstitutional behaviour, and thus he cannot deny the reality and explanatory value 

of judicial culture: 

The way the Supreme Court of Canada has interpreted and applied the 
Chatrer provides yet more proof that a constitution is only as strong as the 
judges want it to be. It is the allegiance of those who actudy sit on the 
Bench to the basic rules of the constitution, much more than the words in 
the text, that determines how 'free and democratic' a society realiy is. 

If it was not obvious that biiis of rights are not seif-enforcing at the time 
the Charter was entrenched, it should be now. After watching the Supreme 
Court of Canada struggle in its role of 'guardian of the constitution' for 
fifieen years, it should be apparent that the only way to parantee h t  our 
rights are respected is by appointhg people who are whoIiy cornmitted to 
the d e  of  la^.^ 

Judicial Inclination or institutional Context? 

Even a cursory examination of the experience over tirne and across countries with 

entrenched constitutional documents reveals the weakness of the 1egaIiditutional 

exphnation for the growth of judiciai power. Constitutional provisions, as Beatty says, 

'are not self-enforcing' and the disposition of the judges who 'enforce' them must thus be 

a large part of the explanation. 

Judicial inclinations are clearly an important explanatory variable. But are they aii 

important? Does the legal or institutional context make no merence at dl? Must 

" David Beatty. "Lament for a Charter" in Canada Warch: Practical and Authan'tative 
iinalysis of Key National Issues. Vol. 5,  No. 3-4 (March,'Apni 1997), p. 68. 

* Ibid, p. 68. 
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neoinstitutionalism be abandoned altogether with respect to judiciai power? 1s there 

nothing other than rhetoricai camouflage to the m u e n t  judiciai clah that activism is 

justified by entrenched documents? Sorne light c m  be shed on these questions by an 

examination of irnplied bill of rights. The very existence of irnplied bills of rights suggests 

an answer to these questions that favours culture over institutions. But if this answer were 

clear cut and unequivocal, one would expect such bills to be applied as broadly and 

actively as an entrenched biii of rights, at Ieast when there is evidence that the judges are 

in an activist mood. Let us see iftfiat is the case. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE CANADIAN IMPLIED BILL OF RIGHTS 

The doctrine of an impiied biii of rights was first developed in Canada in the 1930s. This 

doctrine reiied on two separate, but not unrelated, piüars which supported the claim that 

some fundamental rights not explicitly mentioned by the BNA Act are nevertheless 

protected by that Act. The first piiiar was the implication of rights based on the system of 

representative democracy. As Canada was founded as a democratic state by BNA Act, it 

foiiows that f?ee speech and public discussion must be protected in order to ensure that 

those democratic institutions function p r~pe r ly .~~  The second prong of the implied bill of 

rights doctrine is based on the prearnble to BNA Act which established Canada 4 t h  'a 

Constitution simiiar in Principle to that of the United Kingdom.' This argument suggests 

that those civil likrties which were recognized in British constitutional Iaw prior to 1867 

became entrenched in Canadian constitutional law when the BNA Act was passed in that 

year. Therefore, as the right of f?ee public discussion and religion (for example) was 

protected in Britain at the tirne of Codederation those fieedoms were protected fiom 

govermental encroachment in Canada. 

The history of the implied biii of rights doctrine in Canada can be divided into 

three periods: 1) a pre-war period, during which judicial restraint on civil liberties issues 

" This argument was employai suocessfully (aided by citations fiom relevant Canadian 
judgements) in the Australian implied rights cases more than iïf& years after it was fïrst suggested by 
Justices of the Canadian Supreme Court. 



was the nile and the emergence of the irnplied biii of rights idea was thus a surprishg and 

exceptionai development; 2) the post-war decade of the 195Os, when concern about civil 

liberties was heightened and judicial activism on behalf of civil liberties became much more 

cornmon; and 3) the period fiom the adoption of the C d a n  Bill of fights in 1960 to 

the entrenchrnent of the Charter of Rzghts and Freedoms in 1982, a period generaliy 

considered one of great judiciai restraint on civil liberties issues. It is the middle period, 

the period of judicial activism, that wili shed most iight on the relative weight of judicial 

inclination and institutionai context in explainhg judicial behaviour. 

The hmlied Bill of Ri~hts  in the Pre-war Era - The Alberta Press Case 

The first suggestion by members of the Supreme Court that the BNA Act containeci an 

implied protection of civil iiberties - and the only one in the pre-war period - can be 

found in Reference Re Alberta Statures (1938).74 The case itself represented only one of a 

series of ongoing conflicts between the newly estabiished 'radical' provinciai govenunent 

in Alberta under the leadership of William Aberhart. His fledgling Social Credit party was 

elected in 1935, during the darkest days of the depression, on the platform of engineering 

a massive overhaul of the capitalist economic system according to the methods prescribed 

by the Scottish engineer Major CliEord Douglas. The tÙl1 extent of Douglas' theories are 

complicated and do not need to be hlly discussed here. However, the main tenet of his 

hypothesis was that the banks, through their controi over the distribution of credit, were a 

7u [1938] 2 S.C.R 100. Hereinafier also referred to as the 'Alberta Press Cuse. ' 



great burden to the economy and the primary cause of the depression. If the purchasing 

power of the individual relative to the vaiue of goods produced was increased, Douglas 

maintaineci, the overail wealth of society could be increased greatly.'' 

Upon being elected, Aberhart was faced with the di£Eculty of implernenting 

Douglas' social credit theory through provincial government. -4s rnonetary and banking 

poiicy clearly fa11 under federal jurisdiction, many of the initiatives centra1 to the Social 

Credit platform were challenged by the federal government. As a result, in 1936-37, five 

pieces of Aiberta legislation feu vicbm to the federal disallowance power, four were 

reserved by Lieutenant-Govemor for approvai by the federai cabinet and a further four 

were nuliüied through the  court^.'^ Included in the disallowed bas  was the Judicature Act 

Amendnent Act, which forbade any court challenge to Socid Credit legislation without 

the pnor approval of a governent agency." Aiso disdowed was the Bank Employees 

Civil Rights Act,' which, despite its name, had no association with the promotion of civil 

rights as it prohibited unlicenced bank employees from addressing grievances through the 

Among those acts invaiidated by the courts was the Bank Tmtion Act, which 

was "clearly intended to drive the charterd banks out of the provin~e,"~ and the Act ro 

E m r e  the Publication of Accurate News and Information Act, which inspireci the kst 

75 J,R Mallory, Social Credit und the Federal Pawer in Canudu (Toronto: Universiîy of Tomnt0 
Ress. 1976). pp. 6 1-70, 

76 Emest Watkins, The Golden Province: A Political Histoty of Alberfa. ( C a l w :  Sandstone 
Publishing, 1980, p. 127-128. 

Ti Malloq, p. 73. 
'8 Ibid, p. 73. 
79 Rand Dyck, Provincial Politics in Carzaàa. (Scarborough. Prentice-Ha. 1995). p. 534. 



invocation of the implied bill of rights. 

The preamble of The Acmate  New and information Act (The Press Bili), asserted 

that it is: 

expedient and in the public interest that the newspapers published in the 
Province should furnish to the people of the Province statements made by 
the authority of the Government of the Province as to the true and exact 
objects of the policy of the Govemment and as to the hindrances to or 
difiiculties in achieving such objects to the end that the people may be 
informed with respect thereto. 

The punishment for non-cornpliance with the act was severe; the goverment was given 

the power to prohibit the publication of the guilty paper for a "...dehte period of t h e  or 

until further ~rde r . ' ' ~~  The author, as weIi as the person considered to be the 'source7' of 

an article which contravened the Act could also be prevented fkom the further publication 

of articles. 

The Press Bill also mandateci the press to issue retractions or corrections at the 

insistence of a govement agent. According to J.R. Mallory, "[tlhe feature of the bill 

which most disturbed the press was the requirement which made mandatory the discIosure 

by a newspaper of its news sources and the names of writers of news stories or articles."" 

This regdation, of course, restncted the ability of a newspaper to gather information, as it 

was prevented fiom guaranteeing the anonymity of its sources. 

At the Supreme Court, the case was ultimately decided on the grounds that the 

Reference re Alberta Stahttes. p. 142. 
Ibid, p. 113. 
Mallory, p. 77. 



Social Credzt Act was ultra vires the provincial govemment powers. As the Press Bill 

was dependent on the Social Credit Act, it was also declared, by defauit, to be in~alid.'~ 

Despite maintainhg that The Press Bill was invalid on federalism grounds, Chief Justice 

D d ,  supported by Davis J., took the unnecessary step of considering the constitutionaiity 

of the impugned legislation against an %nplied7 protection of fie speech contained in the 

BNA Act. 

In his famous and novel ruiing, Duff C.J. argued that implications found in the 

BNA Act prohibited such a restriction on the fieedom of the press as prescribed by the 

impugned legislation. Duff asserted that, "[ulnder the constitution estabIished by the 

B.N.A. Act, legislative power for Canada is vested in one Parliament and that statute 

contemplates a parliament working under the influence of public opinion and public 

discussion.'* Specifically, he cited the preamble of the Actg5 as supporting the right to 

free discussion of political matters: 

[tlhe preamble of the statute ... shows plainly enough that the constitution 
of the Dominion is to be similar in p ~ c i p l e  to that of the United Kingdom. 
The statute contemplates a parliament working under the influence of 
public opinion and public discussion. There can be no controversy that 
such institutions derive their efficacy tiom the fke public discussion of 
S a i n ,  from criticism and answer and counter cnticism, &om attack upon 
policy and administration and defence and counter-attack; f h r n  the fieest 
and West analysis and examination from every point of view of political 

Reference re Alberta Statutes, p. 101. Five out of the six justices hearing the case were of this 
opinion. Although Cannon J. did not base his decision on that premise, he agreed that the Act was indeed 
~mconstitutional. 

B;'Ibid, p. 101. 
'* The patinent section of the preamble of the BNA Act reads as foiiows: "Whereas the 

Provinces of Cana@ Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have expressed their Desire to be federally united 
into One Dominion under the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Bxitain and Ireland, with a 
Constitution similm in Principle to that of the United Kingdom." 



DufFC.J. recognized that there were limitations to this new constitutional doctrine. 

He pointed out that the right to fieedom of the press as  impiied by the prearnble of the 

BNA act was subjected to the usuai legai restrictions "based upon consideration of 

decency and public order" such as defamation and slander. Despite these limitations, the 

Chief Justice noted that: "it is axiomatic that the practice of this right of f i e  public 

discussion of public flairs, notwithstanding its incidental mischiefs, is the breath of life of 

parliamentary instit~tions."~~ 

This passage strongiy suggests that I3uffC.J. was of the opinion that the implied nghts 

in the BNA Act could also apply to the 'parliamentary institutions' at the federal Ievel. 

On the other band, DUE C.J., hinted that the federal govemment was responsible for 

ensuring that fiee speech was not infringed, "[tlhe ParIiament of Canada possesses 

authority for the protection of that right [of public discussion] ..."88 If Parliament has the 

authority to protect fieedom of expression it may foUow that the federal Ievel is not 

constitutionally bound by the implied rights set out in the BNA Act. Ultimately, it is 

unclear if the Chief Justice was of the opinion that the hplied bill of rights could be 

86 Reference re Alberta Statures, p. 133. 
87 Ibid, p. 133. 

Ibid. p. 101. 



applied to federal legislati~n.~~ 

Justice Cannon also used the notion of an irnplied bill of rights to d e  against the 

constitutionality of the Press Bill. In his decision, Cannon maintained that: 

Under the British system, which is ours, no political party can erect a 
prohibitory barrier to prevent the electors fiom getting information 
concerning the poiicy of the government. Freedom of discussion is 
essential to enlighten public opinion in a democratic State; it cannot be 
curîailed without affecting the nght of the people to be informeci through 
sources independent of the governent concerning matters of public 
interest. There must be an untratnmeled publication of the news and public 
opinions of the political parties contendhg for a~cendency.~~ 

As stated in the prearnble of the British North America Act, our 
constitution is and wili remain, unless radicaily changeci, "s idar  in 
principle to that of the United Kingdom." At the tirne of Codederation, 
the United Kingdom was a democracy. Democracy cannot be maintainecl 
without its foundation: eee public opinion and fiee discussion throughout 
the nation of ail matters a f f ' g  the State within the limits set by the 
crimuial code and the cummon I ~ W . ~ '  

Cannon is clearer than however, on whether this doctrine applied to both Ievels of 

government. Clearly he meant it to apply to the Alberta government, but just as clearly he 

did not think it applied to Ottawa. Cannon maintained that "the federal pariiament is the 

sole authority to m a i l ,  ifdeemed expedient and in the public interest, the fieedom of the 

press in discussing public fiairs ... ,'= According to Cannon, the cornpetence of the 

Eric C h e  and MichaeI J. Finleq- "Wither the hplied Biii of Rights? A.G. Cunada and 
Dupond v. The Cily of Monfreal." (1980-81) 45 Sask. Low Review, p. 139. The authors note that 
" [w] hile.. . the Chief Justice spoke only of a federai junsdiction to protect freedorn of speech, not to 
infringe, it is unclear whether he intended to assen a limitation on legislative powr applicable to 
parliament as weïi as prwincial Iegislatures @. 139)." 

Reference re Albera Stmtes, pp. 145-146. 
ibid, p. 146. 

92 bid, p. 101. 



federal govemment to restrict that fieedom was based on its jurisdiction over criminal 

matters. Nevertheless, he did expiicitly endorse an implied constitutional right to fiee 

discussion. 

What is one to make of this activist and unprecedented invocation of an implied 

bill: of rights in the Aiberta Press Case? Given that it was unnecessary obiter, it rnight well 

be taken to indicate an inclination toward civil liberties activism on the part of the three 

judges who supported the d o c t ~ e .  If so, it would be drarnatic evidence of the 

predominance of judicial inchation, and judiciai ingenuity, over institutionai context in 

explaining judicial behaviour. It wouid show that judges determined to protect civii 

Iiberties will not let the absence of a bill of rights stand in the way; indeed, they wiil create 

one where none expiicitly exists. 

In a sense, of course, the obiter implied-biii-of-rights opinions do show the power 

of judicial ingenuity. It is doubtfd, however, that in this case that ingenuity was inspired 

by a genuine inclination to civil iiberties activism. Car1 Baar notes that prior to the Press 

Case "[tlhe Court had no record of support for civil iiberties. DUE, fiom British 

Columbia, had written opinions in previous years that reflected the anti-orientai sentiments 

of the Canadian west coa~t. '"~ Baar argues that the judges resorted to the implied bill of 

nghts doctrine not because of a genuine attachment to civil iiberties, but because of the 

speciaI poIitical circumstances apd context of this particular case, 

Cari Baar, "Using Rocess T h e o ~  to Expiain Judicial Decision Making" Canadian Journal of 
Law andSocieiy. Val. 1. 1986. p. 73. 



Referring the rnatter to the court, which wouid surely find the legislation invalid, 

was in this instance the most favourable method of dealing with the radical Social Credit 

governrnent of Alberta. Mernbers of the governing federal Liberals in Alberta worried that 

M e r  use of the federai prerogative of disallowance or reservation '%ould be seen as an 

amck on the region;" another example of Ottawa censuring Alberta. At the same time, 

the press, both fYom within and outside Albe- pressured the government to act on the 

issue. Public sentiment aiso caiied for rapid government actiong4 Baar notes that the 

Prime Minister argued that the case should be referred by the governent to the Supreme 

Court as '%he government had a responsibiiity not to await a challenge for the private 

sectof* And it was the federai government lawyers, fearing that the court would only 

declare the impugned act to be invaiid on federalism grounds (which wuld be seen as 

Ottawa's court continuhg the federal attack on Alberta). who "explicitiy made the fiee 

press arguments and linked thern to the BNA Act.'* 

Given the repressive nature of the irnpugned act and the continued codict 

between the federd and Aiberta government, "it was both politicaiiy safe and politidy 

heroic for the Supreme Court to defend civil libertie~.'~ Russell, Knopff and Morton 

suggest the situation "was an inviting context for a new departure.'* The Alberta Press 

Case mus, therefore must be viewed as exceptional judicial departure in an exceptional 

9-' Ibib, p. 73. 
95 ïbid' p. 73. 
" ibid. p. 73. 
FI ibid, p. 71. 
* RWeiL, Knopff and Morton, p. 292. 



case, not as a new activist approach to constitutional interpretation by the Supreme Court 

of Canada. 

The Im~Iied Bill of Riehts and Judicid Activism in the 1950s 

Shortly after the end of the Second World War, Canadian courts, particularly the Supreme 

Court, took a new activist stance, especially regarding the protection of civil liberties. In 

fact, the period is often referred as the 'golden age' of pre-Charter civil l ibe~ties.~~ The 

rise in interest in protecting fundamental freedoms in Canada has been largely atmbuted to 

two factors: the atrocities witnessed during the second world war, and the repressive and 

arbitrary war measures undertaken by the Canadian government fiom 193945. Both of 

these faaors led to an increase in the support for formai protection of civil liberties within 

the legd and political elite. Tamopolsky has described this situation as follows: 

What then brought on this brought on this increased interest [in civil 
Liberties] a£ter 1939? No doubt the events in Europe showed that civilized 
nations could revert to barbarity too easily, but few people thought that 
this couid happen in wuntries with the English tradition of civil liberties. 
More imrnediate and important rasons were the meaSuTes taken by the 
goverment to fight totai w d M  

Orders in Coucil poured fourth restncthg economic fieedom, fieedom to 
criticize, fieedom to move about. The govemment was ornnipresent. It 
regulated every type of activity, private and public, and the fean which had 
arisen even before the war about '?he new despot id  of ïncreased 
administrative action in an increasingiy welfare conscious statc, grew even 
greater?O1 

99 Paul Weila. In the tarr Resmt- A Critical Smdy of nie Supreme Court ofCanada (ToTonto: 
CamvelYMethuen. 1974), p. 193. 

lm WaltR Surma Taraopoidq, nte Canudïm Bill of Rights (Toronto: McClelland and Stemart 
Limited. 1975)- p. 3. 

'O1 Ibid, p. 3. 



Clearly, in this poiitical clirnate there was substantial support for the Supreme Court to 

protect civil liberties. 

While the invocation of an irnplied bili of rights in the Alberta Press Case is best 

understood as an aberration rather than evidence of strong support for civil liberties an the 

part of its judiciai spokesmen, a genuine inclination to civil liberties can more plausibly be 

irnputed to the Court during the 1950s. In a string of cases during this decade - ail 

emerging out of Quebec - the Court engaged in what most cornmentators regard as civil 

iiberties activism, though it was often couched in tenns of federalism jurisprudence. 

Although it did not dominate these 1950s cases, the implied biü of rights doctrine played 

some role in them. The first significant post-war impiied bill-of-rights cases, however, 

was not a Supreme Court case, but R v. Hess, decided by the British Columbia Court of 

Appeal in 1949. We shaü look first at Hess and then at the Supreme Court's activism. 

Rex v. Hess 

The 1949 case of Rex v. Hesslo2 represents a unique invocation of irnplied rights contained 

in the constitution. The decision was delivered by O'HaHoran J.A., of the British 

Columbia Court of Appeai, and revolved around the conviction of Irving Hess, who was 

originally given a three year sentence under The Opium and Natcotic Drug Act (1929). 

The British Columbia Court of Appeal, however, overturned his conviction and d e d  that 

Rex v. Hess (No. 2), [1949] 1 W.W.R (B.C.C.A) p. 586. 



he was a fiee man.lo3 Notwithstanding that niling, Hess continued to be detained under the 

provisions of section 1025 of the criminal code of Canada. That section provided that an 

acquitted person may be held (at the discretion of the Attorney-Generd) und  the 

Attorney-Generd decided whether or not to pursue an apped of the case to the Supreme 

C o ~ r t . ' ~  In ruIing on the case, O'Halioran J.A maintained that: 

[tlhe purported powers in sect. 1025A of the Criminal Code ... are aü 
contrary to the written constitution of the United Kingdom, as reflected in 
Magna Carta (121 S), the Petition of Righr (1 6281, the Bill of fights 
(1689) and the Act of Settiement (1701). Further the opening paragraph 
of the preambIe to the B.N.A. Act, 1867, wtiich provided for a constitution 
"similar in principle to  that of the United Kingdom," thereby adopted the 
same constitutional pnnciples, and hence sec. 1025A is wntrary to the 
Canadian constitution, and beyond the competence of Parliment or cmy 
provincial Zegslature to enact so long as our constitution remains in its 
present form of a constitutional democra~y. '~~  

0'Hailoran7s decision focused on the independence and power of the judicial 

branch: "[ijt is part of the common iaw of England that Parhament shdI respect the 

decisions of the Courts. If Parliament may assume the power to set aside a decision of the 

Court, or interfere with the enforcement of its judgements because it does not like a 

decision or a judgment then there is redy no use for the courts at ail in our constitutional 

sense. .."'" The competence of an act of Parliament "to deny an acquitted person bail ... 

'"Rexv. Hess(No. 1), [1948] 1 W.W.R @.C.C.A)p. 577. 
'%on 1025A of the Criminal code read as foiiows "...in any case where the Attorney-General 

has a Rght of appeai h m  the judgement of acquittai or setting aside of a conviction ... the person so 
acquitted or whose conviai011 is set aside SM. .. re-n in cusrody mtil the expiration of the tirne Iimited 
/or such appeal * * * and if an appeal Ïs taken such person shall remain in custody until the 
determination o m c h  an appeal ... .* Emphasis by O'Woran J.A. Ibid, p. 588. 

IO5 Rex v. Hess (No. 21, [1949] W.W.R 586. 
lW Ibid, p. 587. 



when there is no offence charged against l~irn'"'~ was, in 07Hailoran's view, 

unconstitutional. However, the Justice felt he did not have the authority to strike down 

the law, and could only remedy the injustice by releasing Hess on nominal bail.'08 

This exarnple occupies an awkward position among the other implied biil of rights 

cases for three reasons. First, despite coming more than a decade &er the Alberta Press 

Case, it made no mention whatsoever of the doctrine established by Duff or Cannon. 

Second, as the decision was rendered at the level of a provincial court of appeal, its 

appiicability and value as a precedent setting case is substantiaily diminished. Finaily, the 

case is alone among implied bill of rights cases in that it concemed legal rights. 

Nevertheless, R v. Hess stands out as the only successful invocation of the irnplied bill of 

rights. Furthexmore, it is aiso remarkable as it dealt with the nullification of an executive 

action at the federai, rather than provincial, level. 

The Ouebec Cases 

By 1950 the govemment of Quebec had estabiished a dismal record regarding the 

protection of civil iiberties. This was particulariy so concerning the rights of political and 

religious minorities, especiaiIy wmmunists and Jehovah's Witnesse~. '~~ As a result, seven 

'07 ilnd, p. 586. 
'O8 Md, p. 599. O'Halloran clearly states this position: "[vJiewing the pwer of detention in sec. 

1025A as 1 do, 1 am of the opinion that [Hess] was illegay detained. But since the mode of the 
application to me did not provide the scope to give effect to that view magistenally, 1 invoke my inherent 
jurisdiction to grant the applicant bail on nominal te m..." 

'O9 See for example, Gary Botring, Fundmentul Freedoms & Jehmah 's Witnesses (Calgary: 
University of Calgary Press, 1993), Chapter 3, pp. 3 5 4 .  
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constitutional cases invohng repressive Quebec legislation eventually reached the 

Supreme Court in the 1950~."~ In the majority (four) of these cases the court manageci to 

protect civil liberties through 'ùiterpretive a ~ o i d a n c e . ' ~ ~ ~  In those instances the Court 

"always assurned that the legislature intended to respect traditionai rights and iiberties. If 

a statute was open to two interpretations, one of which infringed a right or &dom, 

judges would exercise their discretion to choose the other interpretati~n.""~ The other 

three cases chaiienged Quebec iegislation on federalism grounds, with two of those - 

Saumur v. Quebec and Aîîcmey-General of Quebec ( 1  953)"3 and Swifrman v. EZbling 

and Attomey-General of Quebec (1957)"' - involving an invocation of the implied bill 

of rights. 

Saumur v. Quebec 

in Saumur v. Quebec and Attorney General of Quebec, Saumur, a Jehovah's Witness, 

questioned the validity of a Quebec city by-law on constitutional g r o ~ n d s . ~ ' ~  The 

'Io Russell. KnopE and Morton. p. 299. Those seva case were: Saumur v. Quebec (1953), 
Switnnan v. Elbling (1953, Birks Y. Monireal (1955). Bouchm v. The King (19511, Chtaput v. Romain 
(19SS), Roncarelli v. Duplessis (1959), and Lamb v. Benoit (1959). 

"' F.L. Morton, Law Politics and the Judiciol Process in Canada. Calgary: University of 
Calgary Press, 1992), p. 396. 

bid, p. 396. 
1'3Saumur v. The City of Quebec andRnomey-General for Quebec [1953]. 2 S.C.R . p. 299. 

Hereinafier referred to as 'Saumur v. Quebec' or çimply 'Saumur.' 
' I d  Swihman v. Elbling and Attorney General of Quebec. [1957]. S.C.R at 285. Hereinafter 

referred as 'Swiîzman' or the 'Padlock Case'. 
Saumur, p. 299. 



impugned legislation, which prohibited the public distribution in the city streets "of any 

book, pamphlet, bookiet, cirdar ,  tract whatever without permission fiom the Chief of 

Police,"116 had been empioyed to prevent Jehovah's Witness from distnbuting their 

publications. 

The charge arcse when Damase Daviau, another Jehovah's Witness, challenged the 

by-law to the Court of Appeal of Quebec, but abandoned h i s  case d e r  that court ruied 

against him. His cause was taken up by Laurier Saumur who pursued the constitutional 

chalienge to the Suprerne Court. Interesligiy, Saumur had already made a career out of 

challenging charges Iaid against Jehovah's Witnesses, having himself been charged with 

over 100 "charges of seditious Iibel, seditious conspiracy, and peddling reiigious üterature 

without a 

One of the main issues in the case concemed the m e  pith and substance of the 

orciinance. The city argued that the law was designed to ensure the maintenance of 

orderiy streets and sidewalks. Saumur replied that the true purpose of the law was to 

prevent unpopular organizations from disuibuting literature. His cl& was "that in his 

capacity as a Canadian citizen he has an absolute right to the expression of his opinions, 

and that flows fiom bis right of fieedom of speech, fieedom of the press and fiee exercise 

of lis worship of God, as guaranteed by the unwritten British constitution, by the B.N.A. 



Act generally, and by the statutes of Quebec ...""8 Saumur argued that such a vioIation 

civil liberties, was beyond the cornpetence of the municipal government of QuebecHg 

The judgement, a five-to-four split decision (with three distinct opinions), n u M i  

the by-law. Four of the justices (Rand, Locke, Keiiock and Estey) maintained that ti 

impugned by-law was invaiid on federaiism grounds, with both Rand and Locke J 

quoting Chief Justice D e s  opinion in the Reference re AZberîa statu te^.'^^ Each i 

these four Justices based his decision on the federalism grounds that civil rights, such i 

fieedom of religion and expression, were a federal subject matter beyond the competenc 

of the provincial jurisdiction over property and civil rights as enumerated by S. 92(13) ( 

the BNA Act. 

A majority of the Justices took the opposite and remarkable position of employin 

a liberal interpretation of the provinciai power over civil rights - arguing that the by-la1 

was within the legislative jurisdiction of the prowicial government. However, the cas 

was ultimately decided by Justice Kerwin who argued that fieedom of the press "was.. . 

civil right within the province,"121 but was of the opinion that the municipal by-law couic 

not stand as it abrogated the provincial Freedm of Worship Act. Kerwin's nove 

argument, therefore, was that the Province's right to legislate over fieedom of religio~ 

trumped the municipal by-law, which he decIared to be ultra vires of the city of Quebec 

Saumur, quoied fiom Neil Finkelstieu Larkin 's Canadian Constirutional Law, fifth eùition, 
VoIume 2 (Toronto: CarsweU, 1986), p. 925. Taken h m  the judgement of Rinfret C.J.C, Translated 
h m  the original French by Finkeistien. 

'19 Botting, pp. 54-55 
l m  Suumur. See for exampie, the judgement of of Ranci, p. 330. 
12' Botting, p. 59. 
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but not of the province. '" 

Regarding the irnplied bill of rights in Smmur, Rand J. argued that fieedom o 

religion and fieedom of expression were not only protected against provincial attack b 

the federal division of power, but were also protected by implication f?om the preambli 

and structure of the BA% Act. With respect to &dom of expression, for example, hc 

wrote: 

by the 

The Confederation Act recites the desire of the three provinces to be 
federaliy united into one Dominion "with a constitution similar in principle 
to that of the United Kingdom" Under that constitution, government is by 
parliarnentary institutions, including popular assemblies elected by the 
people at large in both provinces and Dominion: govzmrnent resting 
ultimately on public opinion reached by discussion and the interplay of 
ideas. If that discussion is placed under licence, its basic condition is 
destroyed: the government; as licensor, becomes disjoined fkom the 
citizenry. The only security is steadily advancing enlightenment, for which 
the widest range of controversy is the sine qua non. lZ 

Here Rand hints at the possibility that the.federa.1 goveniment may also be bound 

irnpiied bill of rights. Eric Cline and Michael J. Findley note that "Rand, J.'s 

conception of fieedom of speech appears to be inconsistent with any residual jurisdiction 

in the federal parliament to place substantive iirnits on fiee public dis~ussion."'~~ 

However, as these authors also point out, Rand's judgement clearly differentiated between 

the two levels of government; with the federal govenunent having the power to control 

some aspect of religion and fiee speech such as "defamation ... and the like, and the 

l P  h u r ,  pp. 299-30 1. 
Md, p. 330. This passage is remarkably sirnilar to (and clearly part of the inspiraton for) the 

taken in the Ausaalian Free Speech Cases (1992). 
12' Cline and Fidey. p. 139. 



punishrnents of criminal  la^."'^ Nevertheless, fiom Rand's perspective "strictiy speaki 

civil rights arise 6om a positive law: but fieedoms of speech, religion and the inviolabi 

of the person, are original tieedoms which are at once necessary attributes on modes 

expression of human beings and primary condition of community iife within a le 

order."Iz6 Thus, it might seem even the federal government is required to respect thc 

originai fieedorns. This evidence notwithstanding, Rand's ruling in Saumur rernain 

somewhat ambiguous regarding the application of implied rights to the federal Parliamer 

Locke J. was just as strong in his support for the impiied bill of rights as w 

Justice Rand. In his decision he cited the dicta of DUE C.J. and Cannon J. fiom t 

Alberta Press case at length, a d  indicated that he agreed with the principles establishc 

by Duff He maintained that "[tlhe' right to the fiee exercise of religious profession ai 

worship without discrimination or preference, subject to.. . limitation.. . is a constitution 

right of ai l  the people of the country.. . implicit in the language of the preamble of the BN 

Act."ln Consequently it could not be infnnged by any provuice, and especiaily ti 

municipal level of government. However, Locke did not question the right of the federi 

government to cunail religious fieedoms. 

Switzrnan v. Elbiinq 

Switnnm v. Elbling and Aiiorney General of Quebec (1957) represented a challenge tc 

lu Saumur, p. 329. 
126 Md, p. 329. 
lZ7 Ibid, p. 300. Locke J. was also of the opinion that the censorship of religious materials d d  

also lead to the political ceaçorship, d i c h  muid also violate the pteamble to the BNA Act. 



Quebec's Act Respecting Cornmunist P r o p a g d  (the PadIock Law). Section 3 and 12 

of the impugned Act stated: 

3. It shall be illegai for any person, who possesses or occupies a house 
within the Province, to use it or d o w  any person to make use of it to 
propagate communism or bolshevism by any means whatsoever. 

12. It shall be unlawfiil to print, to publish in any matter whatsoever or to 
distribute in the Province any newspaper, perïodical, circular, document or 
writing whatsoever propagating or tending to propagate cornrnunism or 
b01shevism.~~~ 

The punishment for the violation of S. 3 was "the closing of the house agallist its use for 

any purpose whatsoever for a period of not more than one ~ea r . . . " ' ~~  by a peace officer 

acting on the order of the Attomey-General after it has been determined (by the Attomey- 

General) that S. 3 of the Act was duly infXnged. The penalty for a violation of S. 12 was 

imprisonrnent. 130 

Although the Act ody explicitly appiied to those individuals hoIding communist 

and boshevik views, its range was significantly wide. Politically, the PadZuck Act provided 

a means for the government, under the direction of Premier Maurice Duplessis, to 

perseaite both political and reiigious minorities which it found distastefiil. Gary Borting 

notes that '%he iegislative net that. .. [the Padlock law] provided was wide enough to catch 

a [Jehovah's] Witness as easily as a Corn~nunist."~~~ 



Eight of the fùlI nine member panel of the Supreme Court found that the legislation 

was beyond provincial jurisdiction, with most indicating that such an act feil under the 

jurisdiction of the federal government's power over criminal matters.132 Three members of 

the Court (Rand, KelIock and Abbott) held that the impugned act "constitutes an 

unjustifiable interference with the fieedom of speech and expression essentiai under the 

democratic f o m  of government estabfished in Canada,"133 thereby supporting the impiied 

bill of rights doctrine. 

In bis decision, Justice Rand maintained that: 

the political theory which the BNA] Act embodies is that of parliamentary 
government, with al1 its social implications, and the provisions of the 
statute elaborate that principle in the institutional apparatus which they 
create or contemplate ... This means ultimately government by the fiee 
public opinion of an open society, the effectiveness of which ... is 
undoubted. 

Parliarnentary governent postdates a capacity in men, acting fieely and 
under self-restraints, to govem themselves; and that advance is best served 
in the degree achiwed of individuai liberation fiom subjective as well as 
objective shackies.. .. This constitutionai fact is the political expression of 
the primary condition of social Me, thought and its communication by 
language. Liberty in this is h l e  less vital to man's spirit'than breathing is 
to his physid existence.135 

However, it was the decision of Abbott J. in Switzmm which represents perhaps 

the greatest endorsement of impiied rights in the BNA Act ever articulated by a member of 

the Supreme Court. He asserted that the "nght of fiee expression of opinion and of 

lu Swinman, p. 285. 
ln ibid, p. 285. 
l" Ibid, p. 306. 
lJS Ibid, p. 300. 



criticism, upon matters of public poiicy and public administration, and the right to discuss 

and debate such matters, whether they be social, econornic or political, are essential to the 

working of a parliamentary democracy such as ours.. . . That view was clearly expresseci 

by DUE C .  J .  in Re Alberta Statutes. Abbott J. continued: 

The Canada EIections Act, the provisions of the British North America Act 
which provide for Parliament meeting at least once a year and for the 
election of a new parliament at leasî every five years and Senate andHouse 
of Commons Act, Ee examples of enactments which make specifïc 
statutory provision for ensuring the exercise of tbis nght of public debate 
and public discussion. irnplicit in ail such legislation is the right of 
candidates for Parliament or for a Legislature, and of citizens generally, to 
explain, criticize, debate and discuss in the freest possible rnanner such 
matters as the qualifications, the policies, and the political, economic and 
social principles advocated by such candidates or by the political parties or 
groups of which they may be members.13' 

The most important aspect of Abbottys m h g  was his h and unequivocal assertion that 

in light of the fact that the Canadian constitution was declared to be 'sirnilar in principle to 

that of the United Kingdom,' the right to fiedom of expression must also be respected by 

the federal government: "as our constitutional Act now stands, Parliament ilself couId 

not abrogate this right of discussion and debate."13* 

As Russell, Knopff and Morton point out, the Suumur and Switrman cases (dong 

with other civii liberties cases emanating fiom Quebec in the 1950) served to benefit the 

individual claimants, but "left the Canadian constitutional jurisprudence in relation to civii 

Ibid , p. 326. 
'" Ibid, p. 327. Emphasis in origuial. 
13' Ibid, p. 328. E m p W  adéed 
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liberties in a confused  tat te."'^^ Although some members of the court had endorsed the 

doctrine of an impiied bill of rights, they had never formed a majority. And, "[tlhe failure 

of the Supreme Court to establish clear, majority support for the jurisprudence of an 

implied bill of rights in the B.N.A. Act was an important contnbuting factor in the 

movement to establish a formal bill of rights in Canada."1M 

A Period of Restraint: 1960-1982 

In 1960, the federal Progressive Consavative Party under the leadership of John 

Diefenbaker passed the Canadian Bill of lùghts into law. The Bill addressed all of the 

concerns regarding civil liberties brought out by the implied cases. As noted in Chapter 

two, The Bill of Righ~s proved to be almost completely ineffêctive, and was successfdiy 

employed to invalidate an act in only one instance.141 As an ordùürry statute, the Bill could 

be amended or abolished by a simple majority of both Houses of Parliament. Perhaps 

more importantly, the Canadian Bill of Rights was ody in force against federal legislation. 

As a result, at Ieast one member of the Court continued to advance the ideas of implied 

rights contained in the constitution. 

Even with a new Bill of Rights as a tool for judicial review, the period fiom 1960- 

1982 saw the Supreme Court take a marked posture of seE-restraint. One reason for this 

shift was the gradual retirement of the most activists member of the Court. By the early 

'39RusseU et al., p. 318. 
'"Ibid, p. 318. 
14' The Queen v. Drybones [1970] S.C.R 282. 



sixties, most of those justices that had supported the implied bill of rights doctrine had 

been replaced by judges who, for the most part, took a highiy restrained approach to 

constitutional ïnterpretation, one whch was not reversed und the passage of the Charter 

in 1982.1J2 

Consistent with this general restraint, the implied bill of rights feil into disuse. 

Whiie it had previously been used as an additional jurisprudential lever by some of the 

judges on a winning activist rnajority, its activist use in this period of restraint now appears 

oniy on the mimrity side, only in one case, and only by one judge. By the end of this era, 

it is referred to only to dismiss it. The two relevant cases are Ozl, Chemical ar?d Atomic 

Workers v. Imperia1 Oïl ( 1  963), and Dupond v. Montreal (1 978). 

Oil. Chemical and Atomic Workers v. Imperid ûii 

During the 1960s, only in one case was the implied biii of rights doctrine supported at the 

Supreme Court levei, and in that case onty one mernber of the court, Abbott J., M y  

endorsed its invocation. The case in question was Oil, Chernicul and Atomic Workers 

IntemationaZ Union v. Imperid Oil and A. G. B. C. 143 Brought to the Supreme Court in 

1963, the case arose when the conservative Social Credit government, under the direction 

of Premier W.A.C. Bennet, passed legislation prohibiting the use of a mandatory check-off 

system by which members of the union made obligatory political donations through the 

la Keith Archer et al.. Parameters of Power: Canada 's Political Institutions. (Toronto: Nelson 
Canada. 1995.), p. 6û3. 

'" Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union Local 16601 v Imperial Oil Limited 
[1963] S.C.R 581. Hereinafter 'OC1 R'v. Imperial 011'. 



payrnent of union dues.Iu Section 9(6) of the B.C. Labour Relations Act (1961) 

prohibited "a trade union ffom contributkg to, or expending on behalf of, a political Party, 

or a candidate for politicai office, directly or  indirectly..."145 The union chaiienged the 

constitutionality of the legislation on the grounds that such an action was exclusively the 

domain of the federal govenunent The case had significant potitical ramifications as the 

vast majority of these mandatory donations were in the form of contributions to the 

opposition New Democratic Party. 

The majority of the Court d e d  against the union. Of the three dissenters, ody 

Justice Abbott M y  supported M s  doctrine, reiterating his position in Swiirman v. 

Elbling. He maintained that "under our constitution, any person or group of persons in 

Canada is entitled to promote the advancement of views on public questions by financial 

as weii as by vocal or written rnean~." '~ Consequently, "any individual, corporation, or 

voluntary association such as trade union, is entitled to contribute W c i a i i y  to support 

any political activity not prohibited by law."lg Fuhemore, concuning with his 

judgement in Swit,~man v. EZbZing, Abbott J .  stated that: 

Parliamentary institutions as they existed in the United Kingdom in 1867 
included the right of political parties to fùnction as a means, whereby 
persons who broadly speaking share s i d a r  views as to what public poiicy 
should be, can seek to make those views prevail. It is common knowledge 
that political activities in general, and the conduct of elections in particular, 
involve legitimate and necessary expenditures by political parties and 

lu Mdl p. 584. 
IJ5 ïbid, p. 584. 

Ibid, p. 599. 
ln Ibid, p. 599 



candidates.. . '"* 
Whatever power a provincial legislature may have to regulate expendmires 
for provincial politicai activities, it cannot legislate to regulate or prohibit 
contributions made to assist in dehying the cost of federal political or 
electoral activities. Similady,. . . ParIzament itse/f cannot legislate to 
regulate or prohibit h c i d  contributions for provincial political or 
electoral purposes except to the exercise of its powers under S. 91 of the 
British Norrh Arnerica Act. I d 9  

Although OCA W v. Imperial Oii is sornewhat of a marginal case regarding the use of the 

implied bill of rights, it nevertheless represents the second and fmal invocation @y a 

Supreme Court Justice) of Unptied conslitutionai rights which unequivocally deny the right 

of the federai Parliament to h f k g e  on certain fùndarnentai r i g h t ~ . ' ~ ~  The implied biii of 

rights would not be discussed again by the Court until 1978, and never again would it be 

so strongly endorsed by any member of the Court. 

Du~ond v. Montreai 

The doctrine of the impiied bill of rights &ered its greatest and final rejection in the 

Supreme Court's ruiing in A. G. Ca& and Dupond v. 7he City of Montreal. (1 978)''' 

This case concemed a challenge to a City of Montreal ordinance enacted to "PROHBIT 

THE HOLDING OF ANY ASSEMBLY, PARADE OR GATHERING ON THE 

la Md. p. 599. 
l" Ibid, p. 600. 

Cline and Finley. p.p. 130-141. The authors note that although Abboa's dicta in Swimun v 
Elbling and OC4 W v. Imperia1 Oil represents the only clear application of the implied bill of rights to 
federai legislation, "it is vïrtuaiiy hpmiibie to reconciie the opinions of a d  and Locke, JJ., in the 
Soumur and Switzman v. Eibling cases with a version of the doctrine which applied O&- to praincial 
Iegislation (p. 141)." 

'" [1978] 2 S.C.R770. 



PUBLIC DOMAIN OF THE CITY OF MONTREAL FOR A TTME-PERIOD OF 3 0  

DAYS"'~ The stated purpose of the 1969 ordinance was to control and prohibit mass 

demonstrations and any other large gathering of people to counteract continuing acts and 

threats of political violence within the city and to inhibit generai di~order. '~~ The 

irnpugned by-iaw made mention of the danger previous demonstrations had posed to the 

inhabitants of Montreal and that there was a strong potentiai for similar violence to occur. 

The Quebec Court of Appeai found that it was weli within the jurisdiction of the 

Municipality of Montreal to enact the ordinance and the case was appealed to the 

Supreme Court. 

The challenge to the impugned ordinance was based on two grounds: 

1. They [the by-laws associated with the ordinance] are in relation to 
criminal law and ultra vires of the City of Montreal and of the provincial 
legislatue. 

2. They are in relation to and in conflict with the fundamentai fieedoms of 
speech, of assembly and association, of the press and of religion which are 
made part of the constitution by the preamble of the British North America 
Act, 1867, or which come under federal jurisdiction and are protected by 
the Canadian Bill of Rïghts.. .lS 

The decision could not have been a clearer repudiation of the doctrine of the 

impiied bilI of rights. Not oniy did Justice Beetz, in the majority, maintah that the 

impugned ordinance was federdy intra vires, he went so far as to deny the existence of 

the implied bill of rights altogether. His first two comments on the issue are particularly 

l n  Ibid, p. 7W. 
la ibid, pp. 785-786. 
'" Ibid, p. 788. 



I .  None of the fi-eedoms referred to [the fiuidamental fieedoms of speech, 
assembly and association, press and religion] is so enshrined in the 
constitution to be above the reach of competent legislation. 

2. None of those fieedoms is a single matter within exdusive federal or 
provincial competence. Each of them is an aggegate of several rnatters, 
which depending on its aspect, corne within federai or provinciai 
competence. lS5 

Although this appears to be the end of the Court's support for the imptied Bill 

Rights, C h e  and Finley, maintain that "[ilt is possible that EGs Lordship merely intendeci, 

in his first proposition, to make the observation that civil liberties are subject to 

limitations, even when they are given constitutional c ta tus."'^ In fact, as mentioned 

above, Chief Justice Ddf  in the Alberta Press Case, recognized that Parliament and even 

provincial Iegislation may regulate the fhdamental fieedoms such as 'laws concerned 

with defamation and sedition.' This doubt notw-ithstanding, the majority stance taken by 

Beetz J. was certainly no ringing endorsement of any irnplied civil liberties in the BNA Act. 

Beetz J. was not even of the opinion that the irnpugned ordinates of the City of 

Montreai in6inged any fundamentai liberties: cc[fJreedoms of speech, of assembly and 

association, of the press and of religion are distinct and independent of the facuity of 

hoiding assembiies, parades, gatherings, demonstrations, or processions on the public 

domain of a city. This is particularly so with respect to &dom of speech and the press 

lbid, p. 772. 
lS Cline and Finley. p. 138. 



considered in the Reference re Alberta Statutes.. . .""' He continueci, "[d]emonstrations 

are not a form of speech but of collective action. They are in the nature of a display of 

force rather than that of an appeal to reason; their inarticulateness prevents them fiom 

becoming part of language ... ." Freedom of speech and the press demonstrations, rallies 

and the like are not, according to Justice Beetz's position 'the lifeblood of parliamentary 

democracy: ' 

The right to hold public meetings on a highway or in a park is unknown to 
English law. Far from being an object of a right, the holding of a pubiic 
meeting on the street or in a park may constitute a trespass against the 
urban authority in whom the ownership of the street is vested even though 
no one is obstnicted and no injury is done; it may also amount to a 
nuisance ... Being unknown to English law, the right to hold public 
meetings on the public dornain of a city did not become part of the 
Canadian constitution under the prearnble of the British North America, 
1867. 15' 

This passage is particularly insightfùi of the mindset of Justice Beetz on the matter 

of the implied bill of rights. C h e  and Finley accwately assessed Beetz's interpretation of 

Duff s Doctrine: "[alpparently, Mr. Justice Beetz is of the opinion that nothing which was 

prohibiteci by the Law of England as it stood in 1867 can be affected by the implied Bill of 

Rights. On that basis, of course, the implied Bill of Rights would not protect women's 

suffrage, or for that matter, universal manhood suffrage, neither of which existed in 

England in I867."lS9 As Russell, Knopff and Morton point out "Dupond appears to be 

'" ibid, p. 797. 
'"Dupond, p. 797-78. 
lS C h e  and Finley, p. 142. 



virtually the final nail in the coffin of the implied bill of right~."'~" 

For ai1 intents and purposes the adoption of the Charter of Rghts and Freedom, 

has ended the necessity for the Court to invoke the implied bill of rights to protec 

fundamentai rights and fkedoms. Nevertheless, Peter Hogg has suggested that thc 

irnpiied bill of rights may still be of some use even in the post-Charter era. This is sc 

because "S. 2 of the Charter is subject to ovemde under S. 33. Ifa law abridging freedon 

of speech had ovemdden S. 2, a challenger rnight want to rely on the implied bill of rights 

since the implied bill of rights (if it exists) wouid not be subject to ~venide."'~' 

Despite the passage of the Charter, a few mernbers the Supreme Court have, u 

lllnited instances, refmed to the doctrine of implied rights in the BNA Act wher 

considering cases involving civil libertie~.'~~ For example in Dolphin Delivery (1986),16: 

Justice Mchtyre made the questionable statement that "[plrior to the adoption of t h e  

Charrer, freedom of speech and expression had been recognized as an essential feature ot 

Canadian pariiarnentav dernocra~y,"'~ arriving at this conclusion by citing the dicta of 

Rand aiid Abbott JJ. in SwiLman v. Elbling and the opinion of DdTf C.J. in the Alberta 

Press Case. 

Russell. et al., p. 334. 
Peter W .  Hogg, Constitutional Lau of Canada. (Toronto: Carsweii, 1985), p. 638. 

'" See also the judgernent of Dickson C.J. in Re Ontario Public Senice Employees Union (1987) 
41 D.L.R (4th) 1. p. 40. 

la Retail, Wholesale and Depamnent Store Dirion Local 580 v. Dolphin Delivery Limited (1986) 
2 S.C.R 573. 

Md, p. 584. 



Judicial inclination or Institutional Context? 

If legalism/hstitutionalism has littie to offer in explainhg judiciai activism - if, in other 

words, judicial inclination is utterly dominant - one would expect to find judges inclined 

to civil iiberties activism, but who lacked an explicit bill of rights, to develop an implied 

bill of rights and then use it as actively and broadly as if it were explicitiy entrenched. The 

Canadian expenence with the implied biii of rights doctrines provides no support for this 

hypothesis. 

The only period that constitutes a fair test of the hypothesis is the decade of the 

1950s. The first and third periods appear to be eras of civil iiberties restraint in which one 

would not expect to see the implied bill of rights doctrine to make much headway. Its 

inauguration during the first period, in fact, appears quite surprising, and is explained 

largely by the imrnediate political context of the Alberta Press Case rather than by any 

inchation to civil libemes activism. 

During the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  by contrast, a genuine civil iiberties activism can plausibly be 

hputed to Supreme Court judges. Tme, some of the decisions were based on federalisrn 

grounds, but the federalism jurisprudence is so mnvoiuted and opaque that it is diflinilt to 

avoid the conclusion that the judges were stnving rnightily to 6nd ways to protect civil 

liberties rather than merely policing the federai-provincial division of powers - indeed, 

that the latter was largely a pretext for the former, This conclusion is strengthened by the 

fact that the concern with civil liberties issues in the legal and inteliectual community was 

generaliy hi& during this imrnediate post-war period. 



If the 1950s decisions are a genuine expression of civil liberties activism, however, 

they also indicate considerable reluctance to base that activism on an irnplied bill of rights. 

Indeed, the implied bill of rights doctrine, although always on the winning side during the 

I950s, remains decisively in the background, never attracting the support of a majority of 

judges. The lesson that emerges fiom the jurisprudence during this period is that judges 

inclined to activism prefer to hang their most activist decisions - i.e., those that invalidate 

govenunent actions - on explicit constitutionai pegs whenever possible, even at the cost 

of distorthg - perhaps even weakening - the true basis for those decisions. Paul Weiler 

has noted this tendency: "[olne can understand why judges would be driven to declare 

parficular laws invalid in the federai system because of their impact on civil liberties."165 

On the whole, the 1950s jurisprudence suggests that many of the Court's judges were 

stnigghng to find a bais for civil liberties activism, but that they preferred to do so on a 

legal foundation more solid than an implied bill of rights, even ifthis meant a less coherent 

and thus less secure foundation for the very civil liberties they intended to promote. 

Although judicial inclination is a major factor in expiainhg activism, in short, institutional 

context appears to retain some independent explanatory value. 

It is intriguing to ask what the 1950s Court would have done had Canada been a 

unitary state, so that federalism was not available as a basis for striking down infnngement 

of civil liberties. In such circumstances, of course, the provincial cases that actualiy 

aroused the Court's activism would not have arisen. But what if Ottawa had Molated the 



Court's civil iiberiies sensibilities? Would the implied bill of rights doctrine have fard 

better under such circumstances? In the absence of such constitutional alternatives as 

federalism, in other words, one might hypothesize tbat activist judges would more fûiiy 

embrace an implied bill of rights. To investigate this possibi.y, we m u t  tum fiom 

Canada to a unitary state which has aiso developed an imptied bill of rights doctrine. 

Israel is such a state. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE ISRAELI DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

Until recently the Israeb High Court had no forma1 powers of judicial r e v i e ~ . ' ~ ~  

Nevertheless, the Court managed to expand its authority and jurisdiction substantially 

since Israeli independence was declared in 1948, without the benefit of a formai 

constitutional document. Hohmg  has desaibed the growth of judicial activism in Israel 

as an "evolutionary mode1 of constitutional r ev ie~ , " '~~  He assens that "constitutional 

review was estabiished over the years graduaiiy, without a constitution and wittiout 

explicitly granting the courts powers to review legislative acts. The Israeli expenence 

shows that such a review may b o s t  be as effective as in countries with weli defined 

constitutionai re~iew." '~~ 

III Israel untii very recently, there was no explicit constitutional basis for activist 

civil iiberties jurisprudence. Certainly, as Israel is a unitary state, federalism was not 

available as means for judicial review. Nor was there a single entrenched constitution in 

other respects. Instead, in accordance with the Harari Resolution of 1951, the lsraeii 

constitution has been "drawn up in a piecemeal fashion by a series of basic laws .... 

166 David Kama, "Judicial ReMew of Knesset Decisions" Tel Aviv University Studes in Law. 
Vol. 8, 1988. Krelzmer notes fhat oniy "[oln three occassions the Supreme Court has indeed dechrd a 
statute of the Knesset invalid, but only on the nanow g r o h  that it was not passed the spenal 
majority required UIiber another statute. p. 95. 

'" Menachem Hohung, The Uninfended Consequences of Unplanned Constitutional Reform: 
Constitutional Politics in Israel" The American Journal of Comparative Law. Vol. 44. 1996. p. 601. 

Ibid, p. 601. 



coverinp virtudy aii aspects of IsraeI 's constitutional ~ystern."'~~ In 1992, the Knesset 

enacted, and in 1994 it amended, the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty. Thus, 

rights and liberties now have a more expIicit constitutional status.''O 

For the fkst forty-odd years of Israel's history, however, this was not the case. 

During this period, whenever they were in the mood for civil liberties activism, Israeli 

judges turned to an implied bill of rights. In particular, they turned to the Israeli 

Declaration of Independence, which was not part of the formal cons t i~ ion , ' ~~  as a source 

of principles that could be used to underpin activist decisions. Given the unavaiiabiiity of 

any other constitutional basis, did Israeli judges push this doctrine b h e r  than their 

David Kretzmer, "The New Basic Laws on Human Rights: A Mini-Revolution in israeli 
Constitutional Law?" Israel Lau Review, Vol. 26, No. 2' 1992. p. 239. The constitutionai status of Basic 
Laws themselves is interesting. These statutes have been passed at ineguiar intervals throughout israel's 
history. However, as Israel possesses a unicamerd legislature in a unifid state these Basic Laws can 
eady be amendeci by a majority of the Knesset. The new basic ians are somewhat more entrenched 
through stated entrenchment provisions. For example the Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation cannot be 
amended "except by a Basic Law enaned by a major@ of Knesset members" (Meir Shamgar, "Judicial 
Review of Knesset Decisioxls by the High Court of Justice, Israel Law Raiew Vol. 28. No. 1. 1994, p. 54). 
Nevertheles, wen these laws c m  be altered with relative ease. Therefore, the Basic Laws much more 
easily amended then federal constitutions, such as the American or Canadian constitutions. 

''O The full consbitutionai ramincatioas of the addition of this passage in the Basic Law have yet 
to be reaü%ed. Although, intuitive1 it would seem that this 'entrenchment' of the Declaration would 
enhance its use as an inshument of judiciai review and senue its place as a fully constitutional document. 
that may not be the case. interestingiy, the IsraeLi fIigh Court bas not empbyed its new powr of judiçial 
review as expecmi In fact, Menachem H o h g  argues tbat the oppsite is me. The "grant of formai 
[judicial review] authority in 1992 has created a situation where the cwrt's power to review future 
legislation and executive policies is in jeopardy (Hofnung, p. 587)". This has arisen because "the courts 
are no longer regarded as a neutrai actor in the pliticai arena, and consequentiy, minority groups are 
trying to mite their own excepions to the law and thus avoid the implications of judicial reviem. @. 
587)." 

17' The Basic Law: Human Dignity and Li- (1992), as amended in 1994, brings the 
Declaration into the formai constitutiona1 order through the following passage: " Fundamental human 
rights in Israel are founded upon recognition of the value of the human being, the sanctity of huma. Me, 
and the principle that al1 pesons are h; these rights shall be upheld in the spirit of the principles of the 
Declaration of Independence of the State of Israel." Taken fiom the website of the h e l i  Mimstry of 
Justice. 



Canadian counterparts? Perhaps in some respects, but ultimately only as a tooI of 

interpretive avoidance, not actually to strike down a law, as activist judges regularly do 

under expIicitly entrenched bilis of nghts. 

Despite being originaliy rejected by the Suprerne Court as  a nomative instrument 

for review of govemmental action, the Declaration has silce been widely accepted by the 

Court as containing the basic tenets of the State of Israel, which have guided judiciai 

interpretation of the law. Without a doubt, the Declaration "has fulfilled an important 

role in reinforcing the protection of civil rights by the courts and has served the courts as a 

means of creating basic assumptions as to the dernocratic and the Jewish character of the 

State."'" Not surpnsingiy, this has augrnented both the power and the prestige of the 

IsraeIi judiciary. 

Notwithstanding the obvious importance of the Declaration in Israeii Iegd history, 

the document occupies an arnbiguous place in the legal order. "It is not a Constitution, 

nor is it a statute. The Declaration of Independence does not even directly and 

independently confer any right on the citizen, nor impose an). duty on the g~venunent."~'~ 

Operathg in a legd system which (untii recently) adhered f'innly to the pruiciple of 

parliamentary s~premacy,"~ the Declaration has only been successfully employed as an 

ln Shimon Siterreet, "Developments in Constitutional Law: Selected Topics. lsrael Law Review. 
Vol. 21, Nos. 3 4 ?  1990. p. 111. 

Tbid, p. 412. 
'74 The Israeii system of lm has very diverse mots due to the histon, of the region, with 

ifluences emanating ftom Ottoman, French Muslim, Jewish and English legal traditions. One of the 
most significant British contributions was the firm establishment of the constitutional principle of the 
supremacy of parliament. See. for example, Gary 3. Jacobsohn "Judiciai ActMsm in b e l "  in Kenneth 
M. Hoiiand, ed., Judicial Activism in Comparative Perspective (New York: St. Martin's Press), p. 91. 
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interpretive instrument in cases in which there is a .  absence of applicable legislation or in 

the presence of unclear or ambiguous statutes or reg~lations.'~~ in such instances the 

Court has tended to take an activist stance and expand nghts-based jurisprudence through 

interpretation of the following passage fiom the Declaration: "The STATE OF I S W L  ... 

will be based on fieedom, justice and peace as envisaged by the prophets of Israel; it wiii 

ensure complete equahty of social and political rights to al1 its inhabitants irrespective of 

religion, race or sex ...." However, the Court has also had to baiance contradicting tenets 

(discussed below) which are present in the Declaration. In partidar, it has had to balance 

civil rights against issues of national security, which have been a constant concern 

throughout Israel's short history. 

As the rise of judicial activism in Israel during its implied-bill-of-rights period has 

been cevolutionary,7 the growth in the power of the judiciary cannot be attributed to one 

or a few decisions. Rather, the court has seen its influence increase slowly through a 

myriad of decisions deaiing with many aspects of the law. Nevertheless, whde they are not 

clearly delineated, t h e  jurisprudential periods can be discerned: fkst, a very brief penod 

of reIative restra.int. Second, a period of experimentation in which the Court, for the most 

part, expanded its jurisdiction, despite some notable displays of judicial restraint. In the 

third period, beginning in the 1970s, the court iïrmiy established and continued to enlarge 

'" Kretzmer, "Judicial Review of Knesset Decisions," pp. 95-101. Kretzmer notes that at the 
time he wrote this paper (1988). only on 'three occasions [has] the Suprerne Co m.. declared a statute of 
the Knesset invalid, but only on the narrow grounds that it was not pas& by îhe s p e d  majority required 
under another statute. p. 95. 



its capacity for activism. 

A Brief Period of Judicial Restraint 

The early period of the Court's jurisprudence reflected, in the main, a substantiai degree of 

judiciai self-restraint. David &&mer attributes much of this self-restra.int to the 

inheritance fiom the British Mandate Supreme Court. He notes that in this period, "[tlhe 

precedents cited were mainly British Mandatory precedents or Engiish decisions. 

Furthmore, of the five judges on the first court, tfiree were educated according to the 

British or European legal t~aditions.""~ Consequently, "in these early days, judges 

generaiiy exhibited judicial restraint and tried to stay away fkom burning politicai 

issues."'" For the most part, the court in tbis period did not even challenge administrative 

 action^."^ Nevertheless, interpretive avoidance was employëd to establish some basic 

Iegd principles. lm Not surprisingly, in this brief period of judicial restra.int, the notion that 

the Declaration couId provide a nonnative basis for judicial review was rejected by the 

Court. 

One of the first Supreme Court decisions in which it was argued that the 

Declaration might provide a foundation for judicial review was Zeev v. The Acting District 

17' Kretzmer. "Judicial Review of Knesset Legislation," pp. 99-100 
ln Hofnung, p. 592. 
In nid. p. 589. 

Ibid, p. 589. See for example, Begerano v. Mnister of Police 2 P.D. 80 (1919), which 
estabLished the "right to engage in any business not prohibited by law (p. 592)." 



Commissioner of the Urban Area of Tel Aviv (1948).180 This case dealt with the 

requisitioning of a personal apartment in the city of Tel Aviv for use by an official of the 

go~en imen t .~~~  Zeev's case was based on the argument that the emergency regdations 

which authorized the confiscation of tbe a p m e n t  were in violation of the fhdamental 

right to hold private property.'87 Zeev supported his claim to such a right by r e f d g  to 

the DecIaration, speciilcdy the foiiowing passage in the third section: "The State of 

IsraeI shaii be bas4 on fkeedom, justice and peace as envisageci by the prophets of 

Israel It was argued that the Declaration should be wnsidered the constitutional 

foundation with which the actions of the State must be consistent. Counsel for Zeev 

maintained that : 

The Declaration is part of the law of the land, because 'law' as defineci in 
the Interpretation Ordiriance, 1945, covers a Deciaration such as this. This 
'law' restores to the Citizens of the State all the &doms to which a 
citizen is entitled. Since this so, the Deciaration repeals those [emergmcy] 
regdations and the Iaws fiom which they are derived, which robbed the 
citizen of his fieedoms. The Dechration opened a new chapter of 
independent legislation ... It cannot be assurned that it was intended by this 
section to retain the previous restrictions, irnposed in the t h e  of the 
pritish] Mandate which convadict the provisions of the Dec1aration.lB4 

The Court, however, took a different view of how the Declaration should be 

lm Zvi Zew v. me Acting Disrnrnct Commissioner of the Cirban Area of Tel Aviv flehoshua 
Gubemik) andAnofher in David E. Goitein. ed. Selecred Judgments of the Supreme Court of lsrael. Vol. 
1 (Jenisalem: Israeli Mnimy of Justice. 1962). 

Md, p. 68. 
Iuz Pnina Lahav, ̂Foundations of Jnnspradenœ in israel: Chief Justice Agranat's Legaql I ~ a d  

LawRm~av.  Vol. 23, No. 1. 1990. p. 228. 
Zeev, in Goitein p. 7 1. 

'" Ibid. p. 71. 
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interpreted. Regarding the status of the document, the Court asserted that "the only object 

of the Declaration was to afErm the fact of the foundation and establishment of the State 

for the purpose of its recognition by international law. It gives expression to the vision of 

the people and its faith, but it contains no elernent of constitutional law which determines 

the validity of various ordinances and laws, or their repeal."lg5 

In the same year. the Court had also rejected the use of the Declaration in a 

housing requisition case remarkably sixniiar to Zeev.lS6 In Leon v. Acting District 

Comrnissioner of Tel-Aviv the petitioner based his argument on Section 1 1 of the Law and 

Administration Orciinance (1948), which "provides that the law which existed in Palestine 

on May 14, 1948 'shall remain in force ... subject to such modifications as may resuIt fiom 

the establishment of the State'."'" Because the State of Israel was founded on the 

principles of equity and fieedom as set out in the Declaration, it was claimed that Israeli 

law should be made to conforrn with these values. h response, the Court took a very 

conservative interpretation of the relevant legislation and the significance of the 

Declaration; the High Court maintainecl that "...the 'changes due to the establishment of 

the statey are merely technical changes which do not require any discreti~n."'~~ 

With Zeev and Leon the Court M y  established its early preference for judiciai 

la Ibid, pp. 71-72. 
lu This case is very similar to that of Zeev as Leon's residenœ was also requismoned for use by a 

government officiai. Another case in which the Court tmk a restrained position dong the same iines of 
Zeev was El-Karbulti W. Minister of Defence. Kretzmer, "Judiciai Review of Knesset Decisions," @. %). 

'" Leon and Others v. Acting Disbict Commïssioner of Tel Aviv (Yehoshua Gubemik) (1948) in 
Goiteh, p.41. 

'" Kretaner. "Judiciai Review of Knesset Decisions," pp. 96-97. 



restra.int, arguing that if the Court mied otherwise it "shodd be acting contrary to the law 

which binds us and whose amendment, if desirable at aIi, is a matter for the legi~lature."'~~ 

~Voreover, the court reafEirmed its deferentiai position to the Knesset by bluntly stating 

that ultimately "[tlhis is undoubtedly a matter of housing policy in which this court cannot 

interfere."lgO The Court's attachent to the principle of parliamentary supremacy is 

particuiarly evident in the following passages: 

As we are indeed iiving in period of change and as we stand upon the 
threshold of the new State - we desire, in wncluding this part of our 
judgement, to add a few general comments on the duty of a judge when he 
cornes to interpreî the law. The doctrine of the division of powers within 
the State is no longer as rigid and immutable as it was when once 
formulated by Montesquieu. In the field of jurisprudence the opinion has 
prevaiied that in cases to which neither law nor custorn applies it is for the 
judge to f d f l  the fûnction of the legislature rather than force the facts 
before him into the narrow confines of the existing law, which in tmth 
contains no provision applicable to them.. . 

... But this principle only applies where in fact no law exists. It is a far cry 
fkom this to require that judges, in exercise of their judicial powers, should 
repeal laws which undoubtedly do elast but which are unacceptable to the 
public. We are not prepared to foiiow this course, for in doing so we 
wouid infnnge upon the rights of the existing legsiative authorrty in the 
country. . . lgl 

A Period of Ex~erimentation 

Beginning in the mid 1950s the Israeli High Court gradualiy took on a more activist stance 

that it had originaily taken. This period has been described by Prinha Lahav as a "period 
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of experimentati~n."'~ It was dso a period of some ambivalence. Thus, while the Court 

sIowly increased its jurisdiction and expanded its powers in some cases, it also displayed 

restraint in other, closely related cases. The reIevant cases in this penod are too nurnerous 

to discuss each one in detail. However, two cases - Kol Ha 'am and Yardor - serve as 

contrasting examples of the Court's activism and restraint regardhg the Declaration in this 

period; in the former case the Court sided with fieedom, and in the latter case the court 

sided with national secunty concerns, both on the basis of the sarne Declaration. 

KoI Ha'am 

As in Canada, Israel's first activist invocation of implied constitutional rights dealt with 

&dom of political expression. In Ku1 Ha'm v. Minister of Interior (1953), Justice 

Agranat delivered an histone decision wbich revisited and re-evduated the consritutional 

significance of the Declaration. '" Kol Ha 'am centred around the publication of the two 

newspapers of the communist party of Israel, the Hebrew Kol Ha'am and the Arabic 

version, Al Ittihad. The cornmunist party gt ulat t h e  was becoming increasingiy pro- 

Soviet ancf was thus perceived to be a potentiai threat to national security by the 

goverment. The communists, who were "initiaUy rebuked because of [their] essential 

rejection of Zionism7s nationalist component, loyaily trumpeted Staiin's line at a tirne 

Lahav, p. 23 1. 
Kol Ha 'am Company Limited v. Mznisrer of the Inrerior (1953) in Goitein. Hereinafter 

r e f d  to as 'Kol Ha 'm.' 



when the USSR was increasingiy becoming anti-Semitic and anti-I~raeii."'~~ As a result, 

they represented a particularly ternpting political target for the government. 

The specific incident which brought the case to trial was the reaction of the two 

newspapers in question to an article published in the rnainstrearn media. The respectable 

daily 'Ha'aretz' cited the Israeli ambassador to the United States (Abba Eban) as stating 

that if war broke out between the United States and the Soviet Union, "Israel could place 

200,000 soldiers at the side of the United States in the event of ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  In response, KoI 

Ha'am published an article under the title oft'Let Abba Eban Go and Fight None", while 

Al-Ittihad's headline read "The People wili not Permit Speçulation in the Blood of the 

Sons."'% Both articles attacked the continuation of Israel's anti-Soviet policy, and were 

thus highly critical of Israeii foreign policy. In the Supreme Court ruiing, the finai three 

paragraphs of the Kol Ha'am article were presented as being indicative of the entire piece: 

Despite the anti-Soviet incitement, the masses in Israel know that the 
Soviet Union is faithfiil to the policy of the brotherhood of peoples and 
peace. The speeches of Cornrades Malenkov, Beria and Molotov have 
once more confirmeci that. If Abba Eban or anyone else wants to go and 
fight on the side of the American warmongers, let hirn go, but go alone. 
The masses want peace and national independence, and are prepared to 
give up the Negev in retum for joining the 'Middle East Comrnand'. 

Let us increase our stniggle against the anti-nation policy of the Ben- 
Guiion Govement, which is speculating in the blood of Israel youth. 

Let us increase our struggle for the peace and independence of IsraelLg7 

'94 Lahav, p. 251. 
lg5 KO I Ha 'am in Goitein p. 92. 
'" Ibid, p. 92. 

Ibid, p. 93. 



In response to these publications, the Minister of the Interior çuspended the 

production of Ko! Ha'arn for ten days and Al-Ittihad for a period of fifteen days.lg8 This 

action was possible as c'fiom the British Mandatory regime the Government had inherited 

vast powers to whip the press."lg9 Section 19(2)(a) of the Press Ordinance ailowed the 

Minister to "suspend the publication of [a] newspaper for such a period as he may thuik 

fit.. ." if he deemed its contents "likely to endanger the public peace.. The Supreme 

Court, therefore, was forced to reconcile the right of an individual to the freedorn of 

expression with the State's desire to maintain law and order by curtahg criticism and 

inaamrnatory or provocative ~tatements.~~' 

Ln a unmimous, and unprecedentedly activist decision, the court quashed the 

suspension of the newspapers. Agranat's ruling was a many pronged defence of the right 

to freedom of expression, referring to both British and American jurisprudence and highly 

reminiscent of the implied bill of rights arguments made on behaif of freedom of 

expression in Canada. First, he defended the importance of fiee speech in a democracy: 

"The principle of freedom of expression is closely bound up with the democratic 

pro ces^."^^ Also, he noted that "Democracy consists, first and foremost, of govenunent 

by consent.. . and the democratic process, therefore, is one of the selection of the cornmon 

19' lbid, p. 92. 
lg9 Lahav, p. 25 1. 

Kol Ha 'am in Goitea p. 92. 
Ibid, p. 94. 
ïûid, p. 94. 
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airns of the people and the means of achieving hem, through the public form of 

negotiation and discussion, that is to Say, by open debate and the fiee exchange of ideas 

on matters of public ir~terest."~'~ The judgement also referred to the responsibilities of the 

press, and that reasonable restrictions are required as set out in law, such as punishment 

for slander. 

Borrowing a quote fiom Sir William Haley, Justice Agranat summed up the issue: 

"[wle have to face up to the fact that there are powerful forces in the world today 

rnisusing the privileges of iiberty in order to destroy it ... powever,] it wouid be a major 

defeat if the enernies of dernocracy forced us to abandon our faith in the power of 

informed discussion and so brought us down to their own leve1.7'204 It foiiowed that the 

argument for the collective good of national security should not automaticdy trump an 

individual's right to engage in fiee speech. The threat of national security may only be 

acted on only in the case of 'near certainty' of endangerment to the public peace. 

The most important aspect of the decision, as far as Israeli jurisprudence is 

concerned, was the court's reliance on Israel's Declaration of Independence as a 

normative instrument for reviewing the action of the Minister of the Interior. According 

to Lahav, "[ilt was a ciifficuit task since there was no constitution nor any jurisprudence 

which could comfortably support the theorV2O5 Justice Agranat's famous invocation of 

the Declaration is as follows: 

2mIbid, p. 95. 
2041bld, p. 101. 
20s Lahav, p. 256. 



The system of Iaws under which the po1itica.i institutions in Israel have been 
established and fûnction are witness to the fact that tbis is indeed a state 
founded on democracy. Moreriver, the matters set forth in the Declaration 
of Independence, especialiy as regards the basing of the State 'on the 
fmdations of fieedom' and the secuting the fieedom of conscience, mean 
that Israei is a freedom-loving State. It is m e  that rhe Dechration "does 
not consist of any constitutional law iaying down in fact any rule regarding 
the maintainhg or repeal of any orclinances or laws" (Zeev v. Gubemik 
(3)), but insofar as it "expresses the vision of the people and its faith'' 
(ibid.), we are bound to pay attention to the matters set forîh in it when we 
corne to interpret and give meaning to the laws of the State.. . for it is weii- 
hown axiom that the iaw of a people must be studied in the Light of its 
national way of He.*& 

Therefore, in the absence of a 'clear and present danger' to the public peace associated 

with the publication of the impugned articles, the Court held that to suspend the 

cornrnunist newspapers was inconsistent with the prïnciples contained in the Declaration. 

Kol Ha 'am represents a Iandmark case in Israeli Iaw. The decision rendered by 

Justice Agranat represents the begimhg of the growth of judicial power in Israel. The 

ri& to fieedom' of expression was confirmed as a necessary component of a democratic 

society and the court staked its sole daim ?O ensure its continueci protection. 

Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that the d n g  in Kol Ha 'am did not challenge 

the supremacy of Parliament; the Court did not strike dom S. 19(2)(a) of the Press 

Orciinance. Rather, the Court rnerely stated that the section codd be used ody when it 

was highly like1y that the public peace would be endangered, which it was not in this case. 

In other words, the Declaration was used as a bais  for the technique of interpretative 

'O6 Kol Ha 'am in Goitein., p. 105. 



avoidance, not for Ml-scale constitutional r e ~ i e w . ~ '  Indeed, David Kretzmer maintains 

that during this period "the Co m... remained steadfast in its attachent to the principle 

that parliamentary legislation is not subject to judicial review either on the grounds that it 

offends fundamental principles enshrined in the Dedaration, or even that it is manifestly 

~nreasonable."~~~ As evidence he cites Rogoamki v. Rabbinicd Court (1970) which dealt 

with a challenge to Knesset legislation which required the Jewish law to be applied to ali 

marriages between Jews on the grounds that it violated the Declaration's cornmitment of 

"ensur[mg] complete equality of sociai and politid rights to aU its inhabitants irrespective 

of religion, race or sex, [and] guarant[ing] fieedom of religion, conscience, Ianguage, 

education and culture.. .'- In Rogozinski the court asserted that 

.. .[i]t is clear that the law of the land which commits all matters of marriage 
and divorce of Jews in Israel.. . to the juridiction of the rabbinical courts, 
and provides that aii such marriages and divorces shall be perfomed 
according to Jewish religious law, bas preference over the principle of 
fieedom of conscience, in the sarne way as any other express statutory 
provision has preference over anything else mentioned in the 
Dalaration.. .''O 

Y ardor 

As rnentioned above, judicial invocation of the Declaratim was not restricted to civil 

ûther examples of Declaration-based activist cases in îbis era include Frei& v. Telilviv 
A4unicipaliry (1955). &hrreit v. Chief Rubbi of I m e l ( 1 % 3 )  and Pere& v. Kfm Shmqahu (1%2). The 
iaaer case established that even public authonties must confarm to the PnMpIes of the Deciaration 
Kremner, "Judicial h l e w  of Knesset Decisiom," p. 97. 

208 Kreemer, "Judicial Review of Knesset Decisions," pp. 97- 98. 
209 Ibid, p. 98. The terd in quotations is taken direct- h m  the Declmalion of the Establishment 

of the State of Israel. 
210 (1970) 26 (1) P.D. at 135. Quoted fiom Ibid, p. 98. 



nghts concerns in this era. The Court has also found legal significance in the passage 'the 

establishment of a Jewish State in Eretz-Israel [the land of Israel]'. This section has, in 

some instances, been interpreted in a manner which is restrictive of firndamental rights. 

According to Jacubsohn, "opening up those parts that affirm the Jewishness of the State 

could endanger individual right~..."*~~ which are at the same t h e  protected by other 

sections of the Declaration, The case of Yardor v. Chaiman of Central EZeciim 

Cornmitteefor the Sixth Knesset (1965) illustrates how the Court in this period (and in 

conuast to Kol Ha'mn) sometimes upheld national security provisions based on the 

Declaration. 

In Ymdor the Court had to deal with the decision of the Central Election 

Cornmittee to di squw the Arab list fiom participating in Knesset ele~tions.~ '~ The 

apparent goal of the party in question "was to undermine the existence and integity of the 

state of Israel and to restore 'the political existence' of the Arabs in Palestine..."213 

Furthemore, the Arab iist had ais0 been considered a subversive association, "many of 

whose members beIonged to an iUegal organization that denied the very eistence of the 

state of I ~ r a e l . ' ' ~ ~ ~  

Despite the dissenting opinions of Justice Cohn, who took the positivist view that 

the operation of the Arab list could not be suspended as the existence of such parties was 

~ a c o b s o b  p. LOO. 
2'2 Jacobsohq p. 97. 
2'3 Yaachov S. Zemach, Political Questions in the Courts: A Judcial Function in Dernocrucies 

Isrnel and the United Smes (Detroit: Wayne State University Ress, 1976). p. 63n. 
214 Jambsohn, p. 97. 



not illegai under specific Israeli law, and Justice Sussman who argued (arnong other 

points) that the "...Cornmittee may inquire into the quaiiiïcation of the list according to an 

unwritten principle of law (the right to self-defen~e),"~'~ the Court d e d  that it was of 

centrai importance that the Arab list be banned. The decision was taken in view of 

'fiindamentai supra-constitutional principles,' under which every State had the naturai 

right to protect itself against those who purport to overthrow it."'16 The maintenance of 

the Israeli State must not be threatened, even through democratic means. 

Interestingiy, the Court, acting in a restrained marner, employed the Declaration as 

the buis for lirniting electoral participation, specifïcally the passage "the establishment of a 

Jewish State in Eretz-Israel," which is mentioned numerous times in the De~laration.~" In 

fact, in Yardor the Court found that the presence of the above-mentioned passage should 

be treated as "a constitutional axi~rn"~'* which must be respected and obeyed. The same 

Justice Agranat who decided Kol Ha 'am, stated that ' [tlhere c m  be no doubt - and this 

is clearly learnt fiom the statements made in the Declaration of the Estabiishment of the 

State - that Israel is not only a sovereign, independent and peace-loving state 

characterized by a regime of the people's govemment, but was aiso established as a Jewish 

215 Ibid, p. 97. 
216 Zemach, p. 6311. 
'17 For example one such passage reads "...the United Nations General Assembly passed a 

resolution calling for the establishment of a Jewish State in Ereiz-Israel; the General Assembly required 
the inhabitants of Eretz-Israel to take such steps as were necessary on their part for the implementation of 
that resolution. This recognition by the United Nations of the right of the Jewish people to establish their 
State is irrevocable." 

'18 Zernach p. 63n. 



State in Eretz-I~raeI.'~~~ In Ymdor, Agranat took a decidedly restrained position, and 

emphasized a decidedy different tenet of the Dechration than he had eariier in KoI 

Ha 'am.=* 

Tbe Recent Penod of Judicial Activism 

Beginning in the 1 970s and culminating in the early 198Os, the Israeli Court clearly entered 

its most activist period. The tension of the preceding period between civil liberties and 

national security was resohed in favour of civil iibedes. This has k e n  attributed to 

number of sources, includhg a "changing of the guard at the Suprerne Court" which saw 

the appointment of a majority of activist minded j~s t i ce s .~ '  This change was also 

facilitated in part by greatly Iiberalized mies of standing.= Furthemore, in %e 1970s 

and 1980s the Hi& Court began applying more substantive criteria in reviewing 

administrative decisions based on merits."" The Court also niled that the decision of 

Knesset Committees came under its jurisdiction, and developed a doctrine of 

'19 Quoted £rcnn Jacobsohn p. 98. 
Zni Justice Arganat 's shift in k d o r  paraiiel's Canadian Suprerne Court Justice Ritchie's shift 

between actMsm and reçtraint in his early Canadian Büi of Right junqmubce. See for exampie his 
ruiings in Robemon and Rosetanni v. The Queen, The Queen v. Drybones and Aîtorney-General of 
Cmada v. Laveil and Bedmd. 

Hofimg, p. 592. 
Ibid, p. 590. The cases which 'revolutionized' the d e  of Standing incluht Segal v. 

Minister of the InteHor (1980) 31 (4)  P.D. 429; Bmzilm' v. Govemmenr ofIrnef (1986) 40 (3) P.D. 505; 
Resder v. Mnister of Defince 42 (2)  P.D. 441 (1988). p. 590. 

ibid. p. 590. As an example Hohung cites the case of El Moreh in which the "High Court 
deciared a government decision to confixate iand in the West Bank for Wding a s e t t l m t  as nuii and 
void W e  in the pst, the Court was wiliing to approve such a decision if convinced that the executive 
had aaed according &O its prisdation and in good fait4 this time the Court decided to view the 
govenrment's decision on its merits (p. 590)." 



reasonableness, both of which aided the growth of judicial activism in this ers."' 

Moreover the Court "expandeci its intervention capacity by judiciai interpretati~n."~ 

Perhaps the best example of how the Court has emphasized the tenets of the 

Declaration which benefit c i d  liberties at the expense of those which support security 

measures is provided by Ne~man."~ In that case, which represents a clear reversal of  the 

Court's decision in Yatdor, the Court d e d  on the legality of Centrai Elections Cornmittee 

of the Eleventh Knesset decision to ban two extremist parties fiom upcorning 

Pariiamentary e l e ~ t i o n s . ~ ~  The parties feu on both sides of the political spectnim with both 

the Iefiist Progressive Peace list and the right-wing Kach list being affected. As in Yardor, 

the Cornmittee's decision was not based M y  in Israeii statute law, which "made no 

expiicit provision for exclusion based upon a list7s platfonn or objective.""* 

The unanimous decision of the Court was that both Lists were legally entitled to 

participate in the contestation of Knesset seats. The activist oriented Justice Barak argued 

that the Cornmittee's authorities were very b r ~ a d . ~  Barak indicated that he supported 

the earlier Yardar niling in the sense that he agreed that the Cornmittee may exclude 

organizations that seek to destroy or faiI to recognize the existence of the State. 

"' ibid. p. 590. 
Ibid, p. 590. 
Neiman and Avnen v. ~h&rman of the Cenîral Elections Committee for the Eieventh kkesser. 

1984. 
Jacobsohn, p. %. Jacobsoln notes that "[iln the two clecades between Yardor and Neiman the 

Knesset did nothing in legislative response to the 1964 decision to uphold the elections conunittee." p. 
98. 

Ibid, p. 96. 
zw Ibid p. 98. Justice Aharon Barak has been considered one of the most activist members of 

the Supreme Court in the history of the institution. 



Furthermore, he maintained that the Conmittee aiso has the authority to prevent the 

electoral participation of any association which denies the dernocratic tenets as set out in 

the Declaration. However, Barak qualified the authority of the Cornmittee by retunillig to 

the Kol Ha'am standard that there must be a realistic possibility that the goais of such 

'subversive' iists could be achieved if they were not prevented ffom participating in the 

e l e ~ t i o n . ~ ~  Under this quaiScation he said t h t  neither the Progressive Peace List nor 

Kach could be prohibited fkom the electoral process. 

Citing American constitutional decisions, Barak argued that a 'spacious 

interpretation' must be employed in the absence of legislation or the presence of unclear or 

ambiguous statutes.=' Despite the lack of legislation on the subject, the High Court must 

interpret the law "in light of the [democratic principles of the] Declaration of 

Independence, which expresses 'the vision and creed of the people."232 fis decision 

M e r  reinforced the legal importance of the Dechration in the Israeli legal order by 

asking the rhetorical question "[wlould the State of Israel without the Dedaration of 

independence be the same State of I~rael.''"~ 

The decisions rendered in Yardor and Neiman reflect the tension that has arisen 

fiom use of diBering sections of the Declaration base for judicial activisrn. However, in 

balancing the Mering principles in the Dechration the Court, in the recent period of 

Ibid, p. 99. 
Ibid, p. 99. 

" Ibid, p. 99. 
" Neiman, quoted from Jacobsohn, 102. 



judicial activism, lm clearly favoured the importance of the latter at the expense of, th 

former. According to Jacobsohn: 

... the temptation to engage in an expansive statutory interpretation, wouid 
avoid characterization of the State's existence in terms that are potentiaily . 

in tension with what many consider to be the prùnary role of the 
contemporary Israeli Court - serving as guardian of the democratic 
component of Israeli democracy. Judiciai activism in ZsraeI means pursuing 
the rights-oriented implications of the Declaration of Independence; as a 
result, American constitutional theory suggests attractive po~sibilities.~ 

It has since been fïrmiy established that the Court wiil machke  the individual anc 

rights-oriented passages in the document over, and at the expense of, the more restrictive 

coiiectivist sections, specificaily 'the establishment of a Jewish State in Eretz-Israel.' 

In this activist period, judicial reference to the Dechration has been cornmonplace. 

In fact "the Declaration has taken root as the source of constitutional rights in Israel and is 

fiequently being invoked by the Supreme C o ~ r t . ' ' ~ ~ ~  Cases in which the Declaration has 

been used as a bais for activism to protect certain civil liberties are too numerous to 

discuss in detail but some prominent ones include: Kahane v. Brdcusting Aurhority 

(1987), which enhanced fieedom of expression in broadcasting, Poraz v. Mqvor of Tel 

Aviv (1988), which deait with equality rights and Dahaat v. Minister of the Interior 

(1986), which reinforced the right of Israelis to travel a b ~ o a d . ~  

The Court bas also ruled that administrative action must consider that 'Israel is a 

Jacobaohn, p. 100. 
Lahav, p. 23711. 
Kremner, "The New Basic Laws on Human Rights: A Mini-Revolution in israeli 

Constitutional Law?', p. 240. 



democratic state' as set out in the De~laration.~' For example, the court has found that 

delegated l+slative authority does not restnct the basic civil fberties embodied by the 

Declaration without explicit statutory provision to do SO.*~  The fieedom of jounialists to 

protect the anonymity of their sources has aiso been estabiished using the democratic 

principles containeci in the De~larat ion.~~ Cases covering sunilar fundamental rights have 

also fkquently bmefitted fiom the De~laration.'~ 

Even in this most activist period, however, none of the Court's civil liberties 

decisions invalidated a statute of the Knesset. As in the earlier period, the Court's 

activism has taken the form of interpretive avoidance. 

Judicial Inclination or Institutional Context? 

The Israeli case certainly provides plenty of evidence for the claim that judicial inclination 

trurnps institutional context in explaining judicid behaviour. As in the case of Canada, the 

very developrnent of an irnplied bill of rights attests to the flaws in the legaiist perspective. 

h addition, the different - indeed, contrary - ways in which the Declaration has been 

interpreted provide fiirther evidence for the cultural explmation. As with the Amencan 

example discussed in Chapter two, cases Iike Yardor and Neiman clearly demonstrate that 

" See for example, Saar v. Minister of Police (1979) 34 (2 )  P.D. 69; Levi v. Commander of 
Soufhem Di-ct (1983) 38 ( 2 )  P.D. 13; Leor v. Play Censorship Bomd (1986) 41 (1) P.D. 121. 

Kreumn, "Judicial Review of Knesset Deciçions," p. 106. Such cases include: Liperski- 
Hui$ v. ,Minisrer of Justice (1972) 27 (1) P.D. 719; and Mifermi v. Minisier of Trmuporf (198 1) 37 (3) 
P.D. 337. 

Ibid, p. 1%. The case in question m a s  Citine v. i?r-sapiinmy-Tribunal of Israel Bat (19%) 
12 (2). PD. 337. 

Lahav. p. 269n. 



judges c m  take very different approaches to constitutional interpretation using the same 

document, thus showing that it is the attitude of the judges that counts. 

However, the Canadian reluctance to push the implied bill of rights doctrine very 

far suggested that institutional context continues to matter. Canadian judges clearly 

preferred to base their most activist decisions on explicitly entrenched constitutional 

provisions, such as the federal division of powers. This led us to ask whether activist 

judges would rely more heavily on an impiied bill of rights, and push it further, when such 

alternatives as féderalism did not exist. Israel provided a convenient case in which to test 

this proposition. 

In the absence of any other explicit constitutional pegs, like federalism, on which 

to hang their activism, Israeli judges have indeed ernbraced the Declaration more 

wholeheartedly than Canadian judges ernbraced the irnplied bill of rights domine in the 

1950s. Unlike in Canada, where the irnplied bill of rights was never invoked by more than 

a small minority of judges, many activist Israeli Declaration cases are successfùi, some 

even unmimous. In Canada, by conuast, the implied büi of rights was at best an 

additional (usually a secondary) justification for the outcorne. 

On the other hand, while Canadian civil iiberties activism in the 1950s went so fhr 

as to invalidate statutes - to be sure, mainiy on federalism, never implied bili of rights, 

grouads - Israeli Declaration cases have never gone that far. The Declaration has been 

used exciusively as a guide ?O interpretive avoidance, much as the C d a n  Bill of Rtghts 

was in the few cases when it was used to uphold civil liberties claims without actuaily 



striking anythutg down. 

As judicial activism generaily increased in Israel, so too did judicial reliance on the 

Declaration. However, the Declaration did not develop into a mechanism for judiciai 

review of prirnary legislation - it remained only one of a number of activist tools 

employai by the judiciary. If judicial inclination is more important that the institutional 

context, one wouid have expected the Court, through judicial creativity, to promote the 

Declaration to f 3 . i  constitutional status to which even acts of the Knesset must conform. 

This did not happen. The history of the Israeli jurisprudence strengthens the conclusion 

that while judicial inclination may establish substantial activist jurisprudence without a 

constitution, the lack of an entrenched bill of rights remains a signifïcant impediment to the 

development of full blown judicial review. 



CHAPTER 5 

IMPLYING RIGHTS IN THE FRENCH CONSTITUTION 

Until 1971, the French Constitutional CouncilZ4l could not be described as an activist 

court. In fact, before that year the Council could accurately be characterized as "a 

politically obscure and insigdicant institution."24z However, with a revolutionary 1971 

decision, the Councii, has become "a central pIayer in the governhg process in France."243 

In that ruiing the Council invoked the preamble of the constitution as a basis for the 

protection of fieedom of association against infringernent by a governent bill. Line one 

of the Preamble of the 1958 Constitution reads: "The French People solemaly proclaim 

their attachment to the Rights of Man and to the principles of national sovereignty as 

defined by the Declaration of 1789, confUmed and completed by the preamble of the 

Constitution of 1946."2W With its decision of July 16, 1971, the Council managed to 

invoke, through implication, both these historical texis as instruments of judicial review. 

To fully comprehend the implications of that decision it must be placed in the 

context of French legal history. Untii the Decision of 1971, the supremacy of la loi over 

the constitution in the French constitutional order was M y  established. The 

longstanding French adherence to the principie of legislative supremacy as the expression 

24' Known in French as the 'Conseil constimtionnel.' Hereinafter reférred to the 'Councii.' 
'" F.L Morton, "Judicial Activism in France*', p. 133. 
Md, p. 133. 

2" Aiec Stone, ne Birrh ofJurh'Nal Politics in France: nie Constitutional Council in 
Comparaiive Perspective. (New York: Mord University Press, 1992), p. 257. 
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of the popular wiil, combined with a distrust of the judicial branch of govemment dating 

back to the revolution, prevented the establishment of constitutional review of government 

legislation by the judiciary. This attitude is not surprishg given that France has enacted 

nine separate constitutions since 1791, whereas the iaw has evolved gradually over 

Cythia Vroom argues that the result of this aspect of French legd history is that 

"constitutions came to be seen as essentially politicai documents valid for the duration of 

the regime that created them."246 Consequently the Decision of 1971 was a remarkable 

display of judicial activism, by which the Constitutional Council managed to effectively 

'constitutionalize7 the constitution and, as a corollay, drarnaticaiiy increase its own 

power. 

The Constitutional Council 

In order to understand how the Council transformeci the French constitutional order, a 

brief examination of the Council itself is required. The French Constitutional Council 

differs substantially fiom the Canadian or American Supreme Court in a nurnber of ways. 

First, the Council does not represent the pinnacle of an adjudicative judicial hierarchy; 

cases are referred to directly ta it by parliamentarians or the state e~ecutive.~~' 

Consequently, aii cases heard by the Council are 'reference' cases and do not deal with 

Id' Qnthia Vroom, "Constitutional Rotection of Individual Libenies in France: The Conseil 
Constitutionnel Since 1971" Tulane Law Review, Vol. 63. l988., pp. 267-268. 

Ibid, p. 268. 
14' Morton "JudiCial Actiwm in Francen, p. 136. 
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iirigation between two adversarial legal parties.248 Therefore, the Councii does not hear 

appeals fiom lower courts, and cases directed to the Council oniy consider the 

constitutionality of proposed statutory provisions. Originally, only four authorities 

(usuaüy dl  members of the govermnent) had the power to refer a case to the Council: the 

President of the Republic, the Prime Minister, the President of the National Assembly, and 

the President of the Senate? A 1974 amendment to the reference procedure expanded 

that list to include any sucty mernbers of the National Assembly or the Senate. Politically, 

this reforrn aided the opposition who, when possessing enough numbers, have used their 

reference power to stymie govenunent initiatives conflicting with their own political 

agenda. 

Second, the Council does not possess the authority to strike down existing 

legislation. Rather, it must approve or reject the bill (in part2% or in full) prior to its 

promulgation into law. This 'a priori' judicial review dows  the govemment to correct 

constitutionaüy defective legislation afier the Council has declared it unconstitutional. The 

fact that a statute is immune kom Councd scmtiny once promulgated conforms to the 

longstanding adherence to the principle of the suprernacy of the law in the French 

constitutional order as no law, once in effect, may be nullified except through legislative 

means. Cynthia Vroom points out that "[dlespite its drawbacks, a priori control offers 

2e Michaei H. DaW, "The LawfPoiitics Distinction the French Conseil Constitutio~et and the 
U. S. Supreme Court" The American Journa2 of Comparative Law. Vol. 34, 1986. pp. 4546. 

** Morton "Judicial Activism in Francen, p. 136. 
As a resuit, provisions of an act which (in the opinion of the Cound) o k d  the constitution 

may be 'amputated' h m  the act, allowing the d e c t e d  section of the biîl to be promulgated. 



certain advantages, chief among which is the certainty of knowing that a given law is 

constitutional before it goes into effe~t"~~' This is especiaüy m e  when contrastecl with 

the Canadian or Amencan situation where "constitutionai defms rnay be challenged at any 

tirne, no matter how many tirnes a law has been applied in the p a ~ t . " ~ ~  The fact that the 

Council may only act prior to promulgation may explain, in part, why the court has been 

able to W y  employ its impiied bill of rights. 

Also, the membership of the Council is remarkably different fiom, for example, 

that of the Supreme Court of Canada. The Constitutional Council is composed of nine 

members who each serve on the Councii for a period of nine y e a r ~ . ~ ~  Consequently, the 

members of the Councii do not enjoy the security of iife long tenue. Furthemore, the 

Constitutional Council is composed of political appointees; the President of France and 

the Presidents of both the Senate and National Assembly appoint three members ea~h.~'' 

Not surprisingiy, the ideological composition of the Council is a factor in determining its 

d e ~ i s i o n s . ~ ~  

The Constitutional C o u d  was onginaüy established by the constitution of 1958, 

primady as mechanism to reconcile disputes between the executive branch and 

*' Vroom p. 272. 
ibid. p. 272. 

ZJ3 Richard J. Cummins. "Consti~tionai Protection of Civil Liberties in France," The Amencan 
Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 3 3, 1985. p. 723. In addition to these nine, aii former Residents of 
the RepibLic are also entitied to sit on the Councii for Me. 

* Ibid, p. 723-724. 
A note should also be made regarding the actual mritten decisions made by the Council. Its 

decision are made behind closed doors and no dissenthg judgements are Wntten. Although more recent 
ruiings have had been longer, in the years immediately after the 1971 decision, the written judgments of 
the Corncil ofien did not require more than one to four pages (Vroom, p. 27511). 



parliament. Indeed, it was intended to buitress executive power in its cornpetition with 

parliament. As Alec Stone puts it, the intended primary function of the Council was to  

"facilitate the centralization of executive authority, and to ensure that the system would 

not somehow revert to traditional parliamentaq orthodoxy.'* The constitution also 

gives the Council responsibility for ensuring the legality of international treaties, organic 

I a w ~ , ~ ~  and parliamentary standing orders - the Iatter two mua be submitted to the 

Councii for a p p r ~ d . ~ '  Artide 61 of the constitution states ".. .that or- laws may be 

referred to  the Constitutional Council ...."z59 This last power, however, was in no way 

intended by the fiamers o f  the 1958 constitution to  permit the Coucil to undertake 

judicial review in the name of protecting constitutionally support& individual civil libemes 

from legislative en~roachment.~~~ However, tfürteen years &er its creation, the 

Constitutional Council was actively engaging in just such judicial review of IegisIative acts. 

Coostitutiondizinp the Preamble: The Decision of 1971 

The decision of the Constitutional Council of iuiy 16, 1971 proved to be the birtfi o f  

judicialized poiitics in France. In that case, referred to by wrne observers as France's 

Marbury v. M d s ~ n , ~ ~ ~  the Council for the est time considered "ordinary legislaiion 

2# Stone, p. 47. 
"' Ibid, p. 53. Organic iaw-s are (generally), "legisIation establishg or reforming the stam or 

functioning of public authorities. (p. 531." 
UB Ibid, p. 256. EmphaSiS ad&à 
U9 Md, p. 256. Emphasis added. 

Vrwm. p. 273. 
261 Morton, " Judiciai Acbvism in F a c e " ,  p. 136. 



proposed by the e~ecuiivti ' '~~ The decision was considered a "juridicai revol~t ion"~~ as it 

represented "the 6rst censure infiicted by [the Councii] upon the Iegi~lature"~~ and, as 

mentioned above, was not consistent with the longstanding French principle of the 

supremacy of the Iaw as an expression of the public 4. And, as in both Canada and 

Israeli, the fkst expression of implied constitutional rights involved the right to political 

expression. 

The case concernai a decision by the French Courtcil of Ministers to ban the 

political party 'La Gauche Prolétarienne' fiom participating in the political p r~ t ces s .~~~  

This action was tspported by a 1936 statute designed tu prohibit the existence of private 

rn i l i t i a~ .~~~ In reaction to that decision, supporters of the 'La Gauche Prolétarienne' 

formed 'Les Amis de la Cause du Peuple' and attempted to register this association as a 

'new' political ~ a r t y . ' ~ ~  The Prefect of Paris, however, acting on an order fiom the 

Minister of the Interior, denied 'Les Amis' the right to register on the bais that it 

represented only a reconstituted version of the forbidden 'La Gauche P ro l é t a r i e~e . ' ~~~  

M e r  'Les Amis' were successfùi in having the Prefect7s decision reversai by an 

administrative tribunal, the governent took legislative action against the group. in "June 

Stone, p. 67. Emphasis in originai. 
2a Vroom p. 274. 

George Haimbaugh Jr., "Was it France's Marbury v. Madison?" Ohio Sfafe Low Journal, 
Vol. 35, 1974. p. 910. This passage is the author's translation of a quote takenform Jean Rivero's "Les 
principw fundementaux reconnus par les lois de la République: une Noweile Categorie Constitutiuneiie?" 
Renieil Dalloz Sirey (Chronique) (1972). p. 265. 

265 lbid, p. 910. 
2a Stone, p. 67. 
267 Hainibaug4 p. 9 10. 
MB Stone' p. 67. 



197 1, attempting to obviate such problems for the future, the governent introduced into 

parliament a bill which would have amended a 1901 law on association, by empowering a 

préfet to withhold recognition fiom any association which 'appeared to have an immoral 

or illicit purpose or  to be trying to reconstitute an illegal a~socia t ion ' . '~~ 

This controversial action Ied to a spirited debate in parliament, with some members 

of the Senate suggesting that the bill was unconstitutional, specifically under article 4 of 

the 1958 constitution, which States that political organizations may "form and exercise 

their activities fieeIy."270 Nevertheless, the National Assembly passed the bilI despite the 

objections raised by the Senate. This having occurred, the president of the Senate, Alain 

Poher, reluctantly referred the legislation to the Constitutional CounciI in order to "throw 

some light on the matter."27' 

The Council, in its unprecedented niling, annded the government7s proposed 

legislation on the grounds that it violated a right protected by the constitution. Where was 

this right to be found? Not in any substantive provision of the 1958 constitution, but in 

that constitution's preamble. In effect, the Council treated the preamble "as an operative 

part of the Constitution and not a mere declaration of intention.. ."" Moreover, the rights 

used to invalidate the government's IegisIative proposai were not actuaiiy contained in the 

preamble itself, but in histoncal documents referred to in the preamble. As noted above, 

269 Ibid, p. 67. 
''O Md, p. 67. 
'" Md, p. 67. 
'* ibid, p. 68. 
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the preamble of the 1958 French Constitution "solemnly proclaims" the attachrnent of the 

French people "to the Rights of Man and to the principles of national sovereignty as 

defined by the Dedaration of 1789, confirmed and completed by the preamble of the 

Constitution of 1946."m Consequently, by interpreting the preamble to the 1958 

document as possessing constitutionai significance the Council added the provisions of 

both the preamble to the 1946 Constitution and the Declaration of the Rights of Man to 

the "bloc of ~onstitutionality.'~~'~ Considering the original constitutionai design, the 197 1 

decision was indeed a constitutionai revolution. 

Together, the Declaration and the 1946 preamble have provided the Council with 

three distinct foundations for judiciai review. The &st to be used by the Council was the 

'fiuidamental principles' cIause of the 1946 preamble. This clause States: "The French 

people.. . r e @ m  sdemnly the rights and Ziberties of man and the findamental principles 

recognized by the laws of the Republ~c,""~ This clause, which is abbreviated as the 

FPRLR clause, has been interpreted by the Council as referring to "laws promulgated 

during the k s t  three Republics, relating to rights and libe~ties."''~ As discussed below, the 

development of this type of represents substantial judicial creativity as the concept of 

'fitndamental p~ciples '  is vague at best. 

The second source of judicial review developed by the Council is based on the 

Stone, p. 257. 
"' Vraom, p. 275. 
ns Stone p. 257. Emphasis in onguial. 

Vmm, p. 27% 
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1789 Declaration of the Kghts of Man, which emphasizes individual liberties and equality 

over collective rights. As a remit, decisions based on the Declaration tend to support the 

ideological right of the French poiïtical spectnim. Article 6 of the Declaration has been 

employed on several occasions by the Council: "...La Ioi applies equdy to everyone, 

whether it protects or it punishes. Aii citizens being equal before it, are equally eligibie to 

enjoy all honours, pubfic places and ernployment, and without distinction other than that 

of their own virtue and talent."m Other principles emhrined in the Declaration include 

liberty, religious fieedoms and freedom of communication. However, some passages of 

the 1789 document are popuiar with the lefi, "especiaiiy those articles which guarantee 

individu4 rights against abuses by judicial and administrative authoritie~."~~ 

The third foundation for judicial review deweloped by the Councii is composd of 

the substantive provisions of the preamble to the 1946 Constitution - i.e., those 

provisions other than the vague FPRLR clause. These substantive provisions clearly 

express the ideology of the lefi. For exarnple, the document guarantees the right to strike, 

the right to work and requires the nationalization of monopolies. Not surprisingly, the 

rnany coiiectivist tenets of the 1946 document are in codict  with provisions contained in 

the Declaration. Indeed, they have generaliy been tnimped by the more individualistic 

Declaration; ody  once, as we shaii see, have the coilectivist provisions of the 1946 

document been invoked by the Council. 

Stone, p. 259. 
ïbid, p. 72. 



As there is a large jurisprudence regarding the Council's use of the preamble, ody 

a few exampies of each type of review is discussed. Furthermore, the early precedent 

settuig decisions of the Council will be the focus of this chapter. 

Fundamental Princi~les Recomized bv the Laws o f  the Re~ublic 

The Decision of Julv 16. 1971 

The foundationd 1971 decision relied on the FPRLR clause of the 1946 preamble to 

guarantee kedom of association against the govement's proposed Iegislation. It was 

the opinion of the Council that eeedom of association, as protected by a 1901 statute, was 

an exarnple of a 'fundamental principle recognized by the iaws of the RepubIic," and thus 

prevailed over the offending statutory provisions: 

. . .among the fundamental principles recognized by the iaws of the Republic 
and s o l e d y  reaEmed by the preamble of the Constitution, it is 
appropriate to place the principle of freedom of association; that.. . principle 
is basic to the general provisions of the Law of July 1, 1901.. . by virtue of 
this principle associations are fieely formed and may be rendered pubIic 
subject only to the filing of a dedaration; thus ... even when they appear 
subject to dissolution or have an illegal purpose, they may not be subjeçted 
for their validity to prior administrative or even judiciai sanction.. .n9 

Mer the 1971 decision the "Conseil ... established itself as protector of t h  

[individual] liberty and served notice that it would permit no legislative or administrative 

derogation fiom these principles [associated with individual liberties] ."2g0 In doing so, it 

Z7P Decision of the Conseil constitutionnel, July 16th 1971. Taken from (and translated by) 
Cummins, p. 726. 

Vmm. p. 275. 



significantIy increased its own power and profiie. 

Stone notes that incorporating Fundamental Principles Recognized by the Laws of 

the Republic (FPRLR) has produced a curious situation: ''the Council's decision enforces 

substantive constraints on pariiamentary activity, constraints which it found in the work of 

parliament some seventy years before, when constitutional review did not exi~t!"~~'  

Furthemore, according to Stone, "p]ecause the fieedom of association is not iisted as a 

fùndarnental right in the 1946 preamble, and because the FPRLR are only mentioned and 

not enumerated, the Councilys rulùig constituted unabashed judicial creativity (as any 

d i n g  based on the FPRLR would have)..."'82 This ruling set the precedent that the 

Council may protect iiberties through implications found in the FPRLK thus vastly 

expanding the constitution in a single stroke. As Stone points out ". ..because the Council 

had listed no other principles which might be contained in the corpus of the FPRW its 

discretionary power to discover more of them appeared virtually boun~iless.'"~~ 

The decision of 1971 dso "signaled to the opposition that constitutional review 

codd be used to enshrine substantive rights important to it and tu the detriment of the 

majsrity's legislative agenda."m Judicial review for this purpose was significantly aided 

by the 1974 amendment opening up access to the referral process to any sixty senators or 

d e p u t i e ~ . ~ ~ ~  This amendment empowered minorjty parties by providing access to judiciai 

Stone, p. 68. 
Ibid? p. 68. EmpMs in originaI. 

" Ibid, p. 68. 
zar Ibid, p. 69. 
Z85 Vroom p. 276. 



review of govermental Iegislation. Not surprisingly, "[tlhe fkquency of refends [to the 

Constitutional Council] went from less than one per year to tbitteen per year.'i286 This also 

served to increased the prestige of the Constitutionai Council and raise its importance 

within the poIiticai order. 

The Decision of Januaq 12. 1977 

M e r  the 1971 decision the Councd reinforced its newly created power of judicial review 

based on FPRLR in numerous cases. In the January 1977 case the Council was called to 

examine government Iegislation which sigdicantiy augmented the power of the police to 

s m c h  vehicles for the purpose of controlling çriminai activity.2g7 M e r  wnsidehg this 

controversid law, the Council was of the opinion that the bill violated the right of 

individual liberty, which it deemed to be a ' pnnciple of constitutionaI value' protected by 

the j u d i ~ i a r y . ~ ~ ~  It was the opinion of the Council that "judicial authorities can cary out 

this function only if the investigation of crimes (which may involve acts thre-atening 

individual liberty) is restncted to the judicial police, and only if' the judicial police are 

restricted to the investigation of actual i~act ions ."*~~ The CounciI in this case found that 

the police powers were not sufllciently restricted to be constitutional. 

286 Ibid,. p. 276. 
%id, p. 279. 

nia Md, p. 279. 
Md, p. 279. TIiiS is V m ' s  assessrneut of the h g ,  not the quoted opinion of the Cound. 

Vrwm notes that "France bas a mdtilevel police -stem. with its functions g d y  divideâ into two . . categories: admanative police.. . andpdicial poiiœ. The function of the admhkmm . . e poiiœ is 
generaiiy to maintain order through the prawition of distrrrbances. Amauiistrative police tditiomily 
have no authority to take any m e a m  which would deprive an individual of his liberty.. . . (t] hat authority 
is amrded to the judid police (p. 279)." 



According to Vroom "[tlhe decision of January 12, 1977 also had a significant 

impact on the development of constitutional jurisprudence because it afkned the 

constitutional value of liberty in a broad sense, going beyond the immediate issue of 

vehicle ~earches ."~~~ The importance of this niling was due mainiy to the Council's view 

that an expanded number of fundamental rights which were not supported by the written 

constitution could be supported as FPRLR or as 'principles of constitutional si&cance'. 

Thus, the vaguely defined concept of fieedom of the individual was expanded to include 

the right to privacy, the right of protection agaïnst arbitrary detention, fieedom of 

movement as well as the sanctity of the Therefore, this decision vastly 

augmented judicial discretion without any firm constitutional basis. 

Decision of December 29. 1983 

The decision of December 29, 1983 serves to dernonstrate the precedent setting 

importance of the expansive ruling of January 12, 1977. Considering an aspect of fiscal 

law, this case dealt with the powers of tax officials to investigate suspect tax ~ g s .  "The 

Law provided that special agents of the tax administration couid obtain search warrants 

fiom a judge to investigate possible tax violations. It was required that the agent had to 

be accornpanied by an officer of the judicial police, and the search had to take place in the 

presence of the occupant or two witnesse~."~~ 

PO ïbid, p. 280. 
ibid. p. 280. 
Ibid, p. 290. 



The Council, in its judgement, cited article 13 of the Declaration of the Rights of 

Man, which States that: T o r  the undertaking of public authority, and for the expenses of 

the administration, a communal contibution is indispensable: it must be equaiiy divided 

among ai l  citizens, according to their fkcultie~."~~~ The Council argued that "3 necessady 

results fiom these provisions having constitutional force that the exercise of individual 

rights and liberties can in no way excuse fiscal h d  or block its legkkae repre~s ion . '~  

Despite this opinion the Cound maintauied that the terminology of the bill was too 

ambiguous to prwent misuse. The principle of the inviolability of the domicile, as 

discemed f?om the 1977 FPRLR decision discussed above, could not be abrogated by the 

provisions of such a vague law.= The Council asserted that: 

if the needs of fiscal action can require that financial agents be authorized 
to carry out investigations in non-public places, such investigations can 
only be conducteci in conformrty with Article 66 of the Constitution, whicti 
entrusts to the judicial authority the safeguard of individual liberty in ali 
aspects, inciuding that of the inviolabrlity of the domicile; intervention of 
the judicial authority is required to cary out this responsibility and exercise 
its powers of ~ o n t r o l . ~  

The fieedom of the individual, therefore, tnimped the constitutional notion of equaiity 

with regards to taxation. 

This case is usefùi for further demonstrating the alrnost unchecked abitity of the 

C o u d  to irnply constitutional rights through vague constitution passages. As Article 66 

Stone, p. 260. 
Decision of December 29. 1983. Quoted h m  Vmm, p. 290. 
Ibid? p. 290. An ampnated version of the bdl, without the offendhg pmisions, mas approved 

by the CoTLILCil for promulgation. In 198.1, the governmem reworked the fiscai lm in order to C O P f m  to 
this niling. Ibid, p. 291. 

'96 Qu& £rom Ibid, p. 290. 



of the Constitution entrusts the protection of individual liberty to the judiciary, the Council 

was able to apply its own broad interpretation of individuai iiberty, which is not 

specificdy defined in the 'bloc of constitutionality' Article 66, therefore, provided a 

substantive basis for legitimating the Council's creative brand of activism. 

The Decision of January 19-20. 198 1 

The ' SecUrity and Liberty' decision of January 19-20, 198 1 was dso of signrficance to the 

Council's jurisprudence on fbndamental legal rights, although it also indicates some 

judicial re~trallit.~' The impugned legislation in this case was a law and order initiative 

which had the noble stated purpose of 'creinforc[ig] security while safeguarding 

liberty.'m8 Aithough the vast majonty of the bill was approved for promulgation by the 

Councii, the rejection and acceptance of certain sections of the bill helped develop 

jurisprudence regarding the constitutionai status of legal and equaiity rights in France. 

One of the ndiified passages in the January 19-20, 1981 case was a provision of 

the irnpugned bill which would aiiow any presiding court judge to prohibit, for a two day 

period, any "lawyer guiity of causing a d i s t~rbance . '~  In its ruling the Councii, relying 

on a vague FPRLR p r o t h g  the rights of the defence, declared the provision 

unconstitutional on the grounds that: 

[Tlhis measure, which could be taken even if the lawyer has not failed any 
of the obligations required by his professional oath, and even though he has 



fulfilled his roie as a defender, would violate, for the l a v e r  as well as the 
defendant, the rights of the defen[c]e which are found in the fundamental 
principles recognized by the laws of the R e p ~ b l i c . " ~ ~ ~  

Another section of the bill which was declared invalid regarded the reduction of 

penalties for some offences. As this provision only extended to those who committed 

such offences afler the bill's passage and not to those who offended pnor to the bill's 

promulgation, the Cound felt that this represented discrimination and ruied that such 

reduction m u t  also appIy t o  "ail cases judged &er the law came into f ~ r c e . " ~ '  This 

decision was based on Article 6 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man302 whch reads: 

... La loi applies equaiiy to everyone, whether it protects or p ~ n i s h e s . " ~ ~  

Although some parts of the 1981 decision were clearly activist, others pointed in 

the direction of judicial restraint. The Council, taking a deferential position toward the 

legislature, upheld some other very controversial reforms to the Pend Code in the same 

case. For example, it was suggested by those opposed to the legislation that the provision 

of "automatic sanction and maximum sentences ... vioIated the principle of proportionality 

between the severity of the crime and the severity of the puni~hrnent."~ The Council was 

of the opinion that "[ilt is not the place of the Conseil constitutionnel to substitute its own 

judgement for that of the legislator concerning the necessity of punishment for the crimes 

Decision of J a n w  19-20. Quoted ffom Vroom, p. 283. 
John Beii, "Equaiity in the Case-Law of the C o d  Constitutionnel" Public h, p. 440. 

Emphasis added in Original. 
Ibid, p. 440. 
Stone. p. 259. 
Vrmm p. 283. 



he has defined, as Iong as no provision of. .. the law is manifestly contrary to the principle 

posed by article 8 of the Declaration of Rights of 1 789."3a5 The automatic sentencing 

provision of the bill was also attacked on the grounds that it denied a person the right to 

be sentences as an individuai, rather than as a certain class of ~ f f e n d e r . ~ ~ ~  The Council 

disagreed with that assessrnent and maintained that: 

even if the principle of individualized sentences could be regarded as one of 
the fundamental principles recognized by the laws of the Repubiic, nothhg 
therein prevents the legislator, in leaving to the judge or to authorities 
charged with determining the forrn of the execution of a sentence, a large 
power of discretion in fixing the d e s  assuring effective suppression of 
crime .30' 

If the 'Iegislator' is entitied to a 'large power of discretion' to t m p  certain fùndamental 

principles then the status of FPRLR in the constitutional order is questionable. 

Although use of the FPRLR as a normative bais for judicial review was cornmon 

for the fist decade of implied rights jurisprudence, it had almost disappeared by the early 

1980s. Vroom notes that although in "the early years the Conseil in its decision tended to 

cite 'fundamental principies recognized by the laws of the Republic.' By 1981 this 

reference had nearly disappeared, as had the Conseil's rare reliance on 'general principles 

of  la^."'^^^ As time went on, the 1789 Declaration became the main foundation for the 

Council's civil Iiberties jurisprudence. 

Decision of the Council (Jan. 19-20, 1981). Taken from (and translated by) Vroom, pp. 283- 
281. 

ibid, p. 284. 
30' Ibid, p. 284. 
Md, p. 303. 



The Dedaration of the RiPhts of Man 

The Decision of December 18. 1973 

The first decision of the Council based on the Declaration of the Rights of Man was 

delivered in 1973 .- The case concemed a regdation which aiiowed "tax inspectors to 

assess the tax due ex officia where they considered the returns of the taxpayer were 

in~ufficient."~~~ The Council ruled that the law discriminated, as only those taxpayers 

whose assessrnent concemed income gained fiom revenue - and not those whose income 

was gained through capitd - could a p p d  the report of the taxation agent3" This was 

held by the Council to conflict with the constitutional principle of equality before the 

law.312 SurpcisingIy, the Council did not expressly rely on the provisions of the 1789 

Declaration which protect equality of the individual before public burdens. However, Bell 

points out that principle was impiied in the decision as "[tlhe principle of equaIity before 

public burdens has long been recognized by the Conseil dYEtat and the specifk value of 

equality in taxation was one of the eariiest 'general principles of law' recognized by it."313 

309 Beii, p. 435. This case is alsa knom as E* Oflcio Taaiion. 
Ibid, p. 435. 

3'L %id, p. 435. 
'lZ Ibid, p. 435. 

Ibid. p. 435. 
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The Decision of Julv 23. 1975 

This case concerned the validity of a reform to the pend code314 The reform wodd have 

authorized the appointment of only one judge, rather than the usual three to hear some 

rninor cases.315 The Council struck down this provision because empowering a single 

judge: 

cails into question, especiaiiy when a c r i d  Iaw is at issue, the prïnciple 
of equality before justice which is included in the principle of equality 
before the law proclaimed in the Declaration of the Rights of Man of 1789 
and solemniy reafiïrmed by the Prearnble to the Constitution.. . Respect for 
this principle prevents citizens in the same circumstances fiorn being judged 
by jurisdictions composed under different 

With this decision the Council invoked article six of the Deciaration which States the law 

'must be the same for ali, whether it protects or p~nishes.'~" 

The Nationalizations Case 

The controversiai Nationaiizations case of 1982 helped define the shape of fbture judicial 

activism. The details of this case are complicated and are well documented e l ~ e w h e r e . ~ ~ ~  

The importance of this case for this thesis was that Council maintained that although the 

goverment, under the provisions of article 34 of the constitution, possessed the authority 

314 Vroom. p. 277. 
ibid, p. 277. 

3'6 Ibid. D. 278. 
3t7 1bia . i  278. Vmom notes that the Council also argueci that the puiciple of separation of 

powers did not a judge to delegate such powers. 
'18 See for example. Stone chapser 6, or Morton, pp. 137-139. 



to undertake a programme of nationalizations, this "does not excuse the legislator, in the 

exercise of his competence, fiom the respect of principles and d e s  of constitutional value 

wbich are binding on aii organs of goverr~ment."~~~ Furthemore, the right to private 

property was deemed to have 'fuli constitutionai value.' The Council ruled that article 17 

of the 1789 Constitution "not only consecrated a 'fundamentai right' whose 'preservation 

constitutes one of the objectives of public society' but that it occupies the same 

[constitutionai] rank as liberty, security and the resistance to oppression."'320 The Corncil 

also maintaineci that the right of commerce (or capitalism) itseIf had constitutional 

significance. The court aiso asserted that other principles enumerated the preamble of the 

Constitution, especiaiiy the tenets of the 1946 Constitution, could only 'complement' 

those rights contained in the Declaration of the Rights of Man. In sum, the 

Nationalitations case both a 5 m e d  that the legislature must defer to constitutional nonns 

as dictated by the council and that the Declaration of the Rights of Man would be 

interpreted as  the paramount constitutionai document, above aii o t h e r ~ . ~ ~ '  

The outcome of the case was that the nationalizations could proceed with an 

increase in compensation payed to the shareholders of the companies aEected. However, 

the case was also essentid in re-definhg the jurisprudence of the Council; the Councii, 

whose membership at the tirne consisted of judges appointed by the Right, chose to 

Vroom, p. 305. 
na Stone, p. 160. Single quotes represent direct (translated) quotes from the Councii's decision. 

Square brackets added by Stone. 
Vmm, m. 303-304. 



emphasis the liberal-individualkt provision of the 1789 document at the expense of the 

more coilective/socialistic tenets containecl in the 1946 constitution. This, of course 

reflected the political environment of the time. In effect, the decisions of the Council 

made after the Socialkt came to power in 198 1 served the political purpose of delaying 

the reforms of the new governrnent. 

The CoUectmst Provisions of the 1946 Preamble 

Stone notes that in the first twenty years &er the decision of July 16, 1971 only once did 

the Council recognize a forma1 passage of the 1946 preamble as possessing constitutional 

~ignificance.~" The July 1979 case dealt with the right to strike which was weii expressed 

by the preamble to the 1946 constitution: 

Every man may defend his rights and interests by union action, and 
rnay belong to the union of his choice. 
The nght to strike is exercised according to the laws which regulate 
it3= 

Specificaily, the biIl was concerned with employees of state television and radio 

station. According to existing strike provisions, unions were required to "file one day in 

advance a notice of intent to walk out or s a e r  financiai penalties. Upon receipt of the 

notice, management was then empowered to require personnel to rernain on the job in 

order to assure 'minimum service""2J To counter this requirement, the unions initiated a 



policy of fihg notices of intent to suike infomiing management that ody those 

"employees required to provide minimm service were to ~ t r i k e . " ~ ~  These 'sliding 

notices' led to an environment of instability in the workplace as "management was . . . led 

to invoke minimum service procedures, but employees suffered no penalties since virtually 

al1 personnel remained on the Simply put, the impugned legislation in this case 

was designed to stop the practices of the issuance of 'sliding notices' by the union. 

Ln its niling the Council arnputated provision of the bill which would have 

required striking employees to remah on the job.3n The decision was based on the 

... the recognition of the right to strike may not be understood to have the 
effect of forbidding the legislature fiom speciwg necessary limitations to 
this right in order to assure the conrimity of pubIic service, which, like the 
right to e e ,  is a principle possessed of vaher ~ o ~ t u t i o n n e l . ~ ~ ~  

Stone notes that by removing the provisions of the impugned bill forcing striking 

worker to stay on the job, the Council put 'Yhe two principles on equal fo~ting; '"~ 

although the Council recognized the right to strike as having constitutional significance, it 

balanced that right with a newly created right regarding the 'continuity of public service.' 

bid. p 75. This action was an ingenious artempt by the unions to circumvent reguiation 
restrictions sîrikes in the state-run broadcasting inciustry. ks UR& those workers required to provide 
minimum service in case of a strike nled notices this poli. created maximum confusion and instaali~ 
without ary financial penalties as ali non-essentiai worisers (the vast majority) wouid have stayxi on the 
job. 

=6 Md, p. 75. 
nr bid. p. 76. 

Decision of 25 Juiy, 1979. Quoted h m  and translatai by Stone, p. 76. Emphasis added by 
Stone. 

Stone, p. 76. 



The latter represented the effective 'constitutionalking' of a rule of law which was wholly 

the product of administrative Stone maintains that this was unnecessary 

as the Council could have made its ruling based on the provision of  the preamble which 

states that "the right to strike is exercised according to the laws which regdate it7' and 

declared the bill to be a legitimate regdation of the right to ~ t r i k e . ~ ~ l  

The Decision of Novernber 23, 1977 provides an excelient example of how the 

Council has normally dealt with the 1946 prearr~ble.~~~ The case concerned a govenunent 

bill designed to "strengthen state support of the private [Catholic]. . . school ~ y s t e r n . " ~ ~ ~  

This act was highly controversial and appeared to violate the terms of one of the 

principles enumerated in 1946 preamble: "The nation guarantees equal access to the child 

and the adult to instruction, to professional training, and to culture. The organization of 

free and secular public education at every Ievel is a responsibility of the State."3u The 

Council, however, dowed the promulgation of the law on the grounds that such an act 

could be protected by implication through an FPRLR established by the 193 Z finance Iaw, 

which deciareci that education was a 'fundamentai p r i n ~ i p i e ' . ~ ~ ~  This case clearly 

exemplified the arnbiguousness of the FPRLR and the wide scope of creativity 'and 

selectivity it provided as the basis of Council decisions. As was usually the case, an 

FPRLR was ernployed to trump the tenets of the 1946 preamble. 

UQ Ibid, p. 76. 
ïbid, p. 76. 

" Ibid, pp. 72-73. 
* fiid, p. 72. 
3Y ïbid, p. 258. 
US bid? p. 74. 



Judicial Inclination or Institutional Cootext? 

The remarkable transformation of the French Constitutional Council fkom an obscure 

institution to political prominence is yet another expression of the growth of judicial 

power in liberal democracies. The case of France is an especially usefül example as it 

iiiustrates that judiciai activism can arise without the benefit of an entrenched constitution 

in a state outside the common Iaw tradition. The history of the Council demonstrates 

conclusively that a formal bi of rights is not a necessary prerequisite for court to develop 

an activist posture. 

The Council's use of FPRLR and 'general principles of law' as grounds for 

judicial review serves as an excellent example of a judiciary implying rights in the 

constitution, a practice that was defïnitely unintendeci by the founders of the Council. 

Even the use of the 'bloc of constitutionality' as a nonnative bais for judicial review 

represents a substantial and unprecedented rise in judicial power in France. The Council's 

creativity, especiaiiy with such things as FPRLR, certainly adds to the evidence that can be 

invoked by those who insist on the importance of judiciai inciination in explaining judicial 

activism. 

Furthemore, two aspects of the French experience might suggest the complete 

predominance of judicial inclination as an explanatory factor: first, unlike the IsraeIi Hi& 

Court, the Council goes beyond interpretive avoidance to actual invalidation on the basis 

of implied rights. Second, the Corncil's activist decisions are more numerous and extend 

over a broader range of issues than the irnptied biii of rights jurisprudence of the other 



countries. For example, the irnplied bill of rights jurisprudence in Canada, Israel am 

Australia is restncted, in the main, to politicai fieedoms. In contrast, the French Counci 

has niied on Iegal, socid and property rights issues, arnong others. In other words, th€ 

French expenence might be taken to suggest than an activist court can indeed go as f a  

with irnpiied constitutionai rights as with expkitly entrenched constitutional documents, 

suggesting that judicid inclination can triumph completely over institutional context. On 

such an interpretation, the fact that Canadian and Israeii judges failed to go as far would 

be explained by their comparative Iack of activist resolve, not by the residual impact of 

institutional context . 

One should not dismiss institutional factors too quickly, however. First, the 

institutional factor of 'a priori' review may make activism easier to induige in than in an 

adjudicative context. The fact that the Council only considers legislative initiatives before 

they become law may make it less hesitant to nullui/ Parliamentary initiates. Second, the 

institutional context also tums review into a very partisan exercise, which may foster 

activism - review is often triggered by the pariiamentary minority and undertaken by 

judges sympathetic to that minority because they were appointed when the pariiarnentary 

minority was previously a majority, In fact, the council has ofien provided significant 

opposition for the govement. The partisanship of the Council may make it less reluctant 

to challenge the govement. Indeed, if a majority of the Council, in other words, is 

aliated with a defeated pariiamentary majority it may be expected to s td  and hstra te  

the policy aims of a new governrnent. If the French Council is an exception, in other 



words, its exceptional character may be arplained as much by institutional consideratiom 

as by judicial culture. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE AUSTRALFAN W L I E D  BiLL OF RIGHTS 

Australian courts have become increasingiy powerfùl in recent decades. B y  the 1970s, the 

courts had established "an elaborate systern of administrative law for judiciai review of 

Commonwealth administrative de~isions ' '~~~ However, it was not until 1992 that the Hgh 

Court of Austraiia took the radicd and unprecedented step of recognking that the 

constitution contains an implied protection of political discussion. Pnor to the activist 

decisions delivered in AustruIian Capital Television Pv Ltd v m e  Cornrnon~eaM?~~ and 

Nariomide Nms v. WiW3* (coHectively known as the Free Speech cases), the Court had, 

for the most part, remained loyal to the doctrine set out in the Engneers' Case which 

M y  established that the Constitution shodd be interpreted in a literai manner. The 

rulings in the Free Speech cases represent a rejection of that literalist approach and 

symbolize the beginning of a new era in Australian constitutional law. Also indicative of 

the Court's new activisrn was the landmark decisions rendered in Mabo v. Queensiand, 

also delivered in 1992."' Although that case did not rely on an implied bill of rights 

doctrine, it had profound political and constitutionai significance as the Court in that case 

335 Brian Galligaa "Judicial Acrivism in Austdia" in Kenneth M. Hoiland, eds. Judual 
Activism in Campmative Perspective (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991), p. 70. Gaüigan notes that 
Ausûaha had already developed a unique "judiciaI system of indusuial arbitration during the fkt haif 
ccntury of f&ration. (p. 70)". 

" (1992) 66 ALJR 695. Hereinafter reiirred to as 'Australian Capital Television' or 'ACTtr ' 
UB (1 992) 66 ALJR 658. Hereinafter referred to as 'Nationwide News'. 
-No. 2.66 175 CLR 1. 



dramatically redefined and expanded the Iegal basis for Native land c l a i m ~ . ~  

The bais  of the newly discovered hpIied nght to freedom of political expression 

in the Australian constitution rests squarely on the prernise that Australia was founded as a 

representative democracy. As in Canada, this was understood to irnply protection for the 

practices which support the democratic state. In particular, as political communication 

and discussion are essential to the maintenance of Australian democracy as entrenched in 

the constitution, the right to fiee political speech must dso enjoy the same constitutional 

protection. This argument was well summed up by Gaudron J; "[tlhe provisions of the 

Constitution directing elections are predicated upon a fiee society govemed in accordance 

with the principIes of representative parliamentary democra~y."~' Consequently, the 

Court has ruied there is an irnplied right to engage in the political process through 

unrestricted discourse on matters of public concern. 

Im~lications in the Constitution Prior to The Free Speech Cases 

Although the Freedom of Speech cases represent the fkst successful use of an implied 

constitutional right to politicai expression in Aumaiia, it was not the first tirne that such a 

doctrine was endorsed by a member of the High Court. In numerous earlier cases 

Murphy J, had "attempted to infer fiom the structure and wntext of the Constitution a 

For the full implicafions of Mabo see for example, Petex BUE "kfabo v. QueensImd: A 
Summary'' Ausfralian Law Journal, Vol. 67 No. 6.  June 1993. 

Y' AushaIian Capital Television, p. 734. 



general, though unexpresseci, Bill of R i g h t ~ . ~ *  This was based on the view that the 

Constitution asswned a fiee and democratic s o ~ i e t y . " ~ ~  However, Murphy went much 

farther than the Court did in ACWor Naziornide News. He maintaineci that in addition to 

fieedorn of expression the constitution could protect the individual rights of fieedom of 

movement, prwent discrimination, and prohibit cruel and unusual pu~ishment .~  He also 

supporred the view that such an Mplied bill of r i a s  should be interpreted as covering al1 

leveIs of governmem in Au~ t ra l i a .~~  Justice Murphy's position in Amen Trcatsport 

Irdustrres (Operutibn) Pty Ltd v. Cornmornealth (1977)U6 is indicative of bis opinion on 

the subject : 

Elections of federal Parliament provided for in the Constitution require 
fieedom of movement, speech and other communication, not only between 
the States, but in and between every part of the Commonwealth. The 
proper operation of the system of representative government requires the 
same eeedoms between eiections. These are also necessary for the proper 
operation of the Constitutions of the States.. . . From these provisions and 
h m  the concept of the Commonwealth arises an implication of a 
constitutional guarantee of such fieedoms, fieedoms so elementary that it 
was not necessary to mention them in the Constitution ... . The fieedorns 
are not absolute, but nearly so . . . . The freedoms may not be restricted by 
the Partiment or State Parliarnents except for such compeiling reasonsu' 

Murphy's doctrine, however, was never supported by feilow members of the Supreme 

Y2 Michaei Coper. Ertcounters with the Autraiiun Consn'hrh'an (Nonh Re. N.S.W.: CHH 
Austdia Ltâ 1987), p. 349. Coper nota thrit "[tlhe idea that the Constibtion contains certian impiied 
ri& and needoms mas not inventexi by Justice M m .  but it sas embraœd by him a vengence." 

%es, -A Judiciaiiy Created Bill of RightP S'dzey Lcrw R a i o v ,  Vol. 16, p. 166. Other such 
cases inch& AifcGraw-Hind. (km') Pry Ltd v Smith and Mller v. TG+' Channel .Vine P@ Ltd 

Mi, p. 166. 
=Iùid, p. 166. 

Ansen Transport InùiWes (Operations) PS, Lrd v. Commomvedth (19m 13 9 CLR 51. 
bïd, p. 88. Quoted h m  Zines, pp. 166-167. 



Court in the cases in which he invoked it.H8 

Justice Murphy, referred to as the "the lone judiciai fieedorn f igl~ter, ' '~~~ was often 

the lone d i s ~ e n t e 3 ~  and invoked his implied bill of rights doctrine whenwer possible.351 

When Murphy was on the major* side of the Court, more often than not it was for 

different reasons than the other members of the ~najoriry.~~' During the decade (1975- 

1986) that Murphy sat on the bench he was by far the most activist-minded member of a 

Court that tended to be restrained in civil liberty l i t i g a t i ~ n . ~ ~  In some respect the activist 

Murphy can be compared to Justice Abbot of Canadian Supreme Court, who also stood 

out as an activist member of a restrained court, and who continueci endorsing the implied 

bill of rights after it had been abandoned by al1 others. 

Zines. p. 167. Zines notes that "Murphy J's attempt to prt a full-scale Bill of Ri& into the 
Constitution by the process of implication nas not taken up by other High Court judges, but some judges 
have made tantaiizing suggestions h m  t h e  to t h e  that the nature of the polie might make certain 9pes 
of laws in~alid (p. 167). Writing in 1987, Micheal Coper asked: "1s here a Bill of Rights in the 
Constitution? No; on@ five f h n q  freedoms an4 instead of a wnsteliation of implied rights, the 
occasional giimpse of a soLitaq supernova - the hiurphy srrpernova." p. 357. 

U9 Coper, p. 328. 
ïbid, pp. 3 19-329. See for example, Anorney-General (Yicforia) v. C o m m o ~ ~ f f h  (198 1) 

and R. v. Pearson (1983). 
Ibid, p. 348. Coper maintains that during the ten years that Murphy was on the bench, "for 

those.. . who endeavore[cil to keep a breast of al1 the latest constitutional dadopments it became masaq 
to go beyonci the usuaï boundaries and to scour even the most mundane cases lesi Justice MPrphy had 
said: 'the point was not raised, but it mq be that there is an implied constitutional right in these 
Circumstances to...'" 

Y2 Ibid, pp. 351-352. See for example, Miller v. TChr Channel Mne Pty Lrd (1986). p. 35 1. 
bid. p. 328. In the later part of Murphy's tenure he was joined by Justice Deane who also 

endeavored to protect individual rights and freedoms. How~rer, his appoach -as not nearb as radical or 
vehement as was Murphy's. 



The Free S ~ e e c h  Cases of 1992 

As is often the case, the dissents of one era become the majority judgements of another. 

Although Murphy stood virtualIy done in promoting the implied bill of rights doctrine 

during his own tenure on the Court, the Court adopted part of his d o c t ~ e  after he left. It 

is surprising, however, that Murphy was not once cited by any of the judges comprising 

the majority in the 1992 fieedorn of expression cases. 

The fist case in which an implied constitutional protection of free speech was 

significantly supported by the Court, Natiomvide News, involved a challenge to the 

constitutionality of section 299 of the Industri~I Relations Act of 1988.3" The impugned 

section of the Act provided that: 

"(1) A person s h d  not: ... 
(d) by writing or speech use words calculated: . . . 
(ii) to  b ~ g  a member of the pndustrial Relations] Commission or the 

Commission into d i s r e p ~ t e . " ~ ~ ~  

The punishment for violation of the section was "$500 or irnprisonment or both (in the 

case of a naturd person) or a fine of $1000 (for a body ~orporate)."~" 

The s p d c  issue at hand dealt with an article which appeared in n e  Austra&m 

(November 14, 1989). In that publication, "Mr. Maxwell Newton described the members 

of the then Industrial Relations Commission as 'a compt and cornpliant judiciary in the 

'" ~Vuiionwide hravs p. 658. 
'" Ibid, p. 658. 
3" Beîi et al. "Implying Guarantees of Freedom into the Constitution: hWiomuide ,Viws and 

Australian Capital Telmision." Sydney Law Review. Vol 16. 1994.., p. 288. 



official Soviet-style Arbitrati~n""~' The article went on as follows: 

[Ilocal trade union soviets, with the benefit of rnonopoly powers conferred 
on them by the State and enforced bby the corrtrpt labour Ijudges ' in many 
industries regulate the employment of each individual, who may not work 
unless he first obtains the union card fiom the local union soviet ... So, in 
Australia, as in Eastern Europe or in the Soviet Union itself, the ministry of 
labour controls on workers' right to work, enforced by pliant 'judges', 
have produced declining red w a g e ~ . ~ ' ~  

The Company responsible for publishing 23e AustraIian. Nationwide News, was duly 

charged with vioiating section 299 of the Industrial Relations Act, which they chdenged 

on constitutional and implied-bill-of-rights g r o ~ n d s . ~ ~ ~  

Although the implied bill of rights doctrine played a role in Natiomvide News, the 

case was uitimately decided on the bais of explicit constitutional provisions. In particular, 

the Court decided that the federal Parliament could not authorize the legislation under 

section SI(-) of the Constitution, which allows Parliament to p a s  legislation 

concerning "conciliation and arbitration for the prevention and settlement of industrial 

disputes extending beyond the lirnits of any one State."360 Furthemore, three of the 

seven justices "considered the protection offered by the express guarantee of fieedom of 

intercourse enshrined in secîion 92 of the C~nsti tut ion"~~ as reason enough to lunit 

government authority in this area. As in Canadian implied bili of rights cases, however, a 

rninority of judges came to the same activist conclusion on the bais of an implied £&dom 

357 Wd, p. 288. 
U8 N a t i ~ ~ d e  News p. 690. Emphasis added by McHugh J.. 
359 Beii et al., p, 289. 

NatioMde News p. 658. 
Beii et al, p. 289. 



of communication regarding public and politicai marters. Only three Justices of the Court 

ruling on Natiomvi& News dealt in any length with the matter of impiied rights in the 

constitution. 

According to the joint decision of Deane and Toohey JJ, the Australian 

constitution is built on three fimdamental legd principles: federaiism, the separation of 

powers and, most importantly for this case, representative democracy and responsible 

g ~ v e n i m e n t . ~ ~  They maintained that the latter is of substantial Iegal significance: 

[i]n irnplementing the doctrine of representative govement, the 
Constitution reserves to the people of the Commonwealth the ultimate 
power of govenimental control. It provides for the exercise of that 
ultimate power by ... electoral processes ... . [Tlhe general effect of the 
constitution is, at least since the adoption of full m a g e  by all that States, 
that al1 citizen's of the Comrnonweaith who are not under sorne specid 
disabiiity are entitled to share equaily in the in the exercise of those ultimate 
powers of govemmental contr01.~~~ 

The people of the Commonwealth would be unable responsibly to 
discharge and exercise the powers of governmentaf controI which the 
Constitution reserves to them if each person was an island, unable to 
communicate with any other person. The actual discharge of the very 
fiuiction of voting in an election or referendum invoIves cornrn~nication.~ 

It follows ... that there is to be discerned in the doctrine of representative 
government which the Constitution incorporates an implication of fieedom 
of communication of Xormation and opinions about matters relating to the 
government of the Commonwealth. .. .365 

362 Ibid, p. 291. 
Natiorîwide News, p. 679080. 

~4 Ibid, p. 680. 
355 Ibid, p. 680. 



Deane and Toohey fùrther asserted that this 'implied' protection of fieedom of 

communication can be found at two levels. The h t  of these levels is the communication 

which is required between the people and th& political representatives. The second 

implication of freedom of political speech is the protection of communication between the 

people of the Commonwealth: "[ilnherent in the Constitution's doctrine of representative 

democracy is an implication of the fieedorn of the people of the Commonwealth to 

communkate information, opinions and ideas about di aspects of the governent of the 

Commonweal th..."= Deane and Toohey were also of the opinion that although this 

fieedom relates 'most obviously' to the Commonwealth govemment it also extends to all 

levels, inciuding State, Territorial and local govern~nent .~~~ 

The ruiing of Brennan J. suggested that "[fJreedom of public discussion of 

govenunent (including the institutions and agencies of govemment) is not merely a 

desirable political privilege; it is inherent in the idea of a representative d e m o ~ r a c y . " ~ ~ ~  

There was no doubt in Justice Brennan's rnind that with representative democracy must 

corne £iee speech: ". . . where a representative democracy is constitutionally entrenched, it 

carries with it those legal incidents which are essential to the effective maintenance of'that 

fonn of go~ernment.""~ Furthemore, "[olnce it is recognized that a representative 

democracy is constitutiondy prescribed, the &dom of discussion which is essential to 

ïbid. p. 681. 
3~' ïbid, p. 681. 
568 Ibid, p. 669. 
369 &id, p. 669. 



sustain it is as fümiy entrenched in the Constitution as the system of govemment which the 

Constitution expressly or~ia ins ."~~~ 

As indicated, Nmowide News has the look of many Canadian irnplied-bill-of- 

rights cases, in which no more than a rninority of judges ever endorsed the doctrine? and 

even then did so onIy in support of more explicit constitutional reasons for reaching the 

desired activist result. This Canadian experience suggested that judges much prefer to 

hang their activism on explicit constitutionai pegs. If Natiomviuè Nms were the only 

evidence, the Australian experience would lead to a similar conclusion. But Nitionwide's 

cornpanion case, Austrafian Capital Television (ACTV), also decided in 1992, strikes out 

in a difterent and much more activist direction. 

In ACTY the High Court examined a challenge to the validity of a section of the 

Broadcasting Act of 1942, which had been recently amended by the Politic01 Broadcai~cs 

and Political Disclosures Act (1991).371 The addition of Pt IJID to the Act "was intended 

to prohibit politicai advertking by means of radio or te le~is ion."~~ Specificdy, Section 

95B "purporteci to prohibit pubiication of advertisements of political matter (as defined) 

during an election period in relation to a federai election or referend~rn."~~ Other sections 

extended the ban to both State, Territory and local elections. Although secondary parties 

were also affecteci by the legislaiion, current flairs programmes, talk shows and other 



similar broadcasts were not restricted during the prohibitive period. Furtherrnore, so- 

called free t h e  broadcasts for official politicai parties in aiiocated segments were also 

excepted fiom the ban. However, this requirement represented an imposition on 

broadcasters who were now cornpelled by the legislation to provide air tirne for political 

announcements at no COS. 374 

Acwrding to a governent report which initiated the legislation, the goal of the 

new regdations was threefold 375 First, the law was designed to "eliminate possible 

comption of the electorai process through a need to raise exorbitant Iunds for television 

and radio adverti~ing."~~~ Second, it was intended to ensure that the electorate would be 

better informeci by not ailowing short campaign advertisements, as their "brevity tends to 

triMalise the s~bject."~" Aiso, the Act was to "create a Ievel playing field for use of the 

airwaves, since financiai capabiIity wouid no longer be the basis for dowing access to the 

electronic media.'737g 

As in Nationwide News, the ACW challenge was based on both explicit and 

irnpiied constitutional grounds. Here, too, it was argued that the impugned act 

contravened "the guarantee of fieedom of intercourse given by S. 92 of the 

Constituti~n.''~~~ In addition, it was argued that the act infnnged an "implied 

constitutional fieedorn of discussion concerning matters arising out of or in the course of 

Bell et al., p. 295. 
Ibid? p. 291. 

n6 Ibid, p. 294. 
i l  ustrulian Capital Television p. 7 12. 
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elections or referendums at ad levels of go~ernrnent."~~~ To the extent that judges redly 

do prefer base their decisions on explicit constitutional provisions, one would expect the 

judges to follow the route mapped out in the Canadian cases and in their own judgement 

in N~tiomide News. That is, one would expect them to rely rnainly on the explicit section 

92 argument, bringing irnplied rights in, if at ali, ody as ancillary support. In a startling 

departure from everything our analysis to this point leads one to expect, the Court did the 

opposite. Instead of relying heavily on the section 92 argument, the Court chose not to 

address it at ali and declared the law invalid solely on implied-bill-of-rights grounds. A full 

six out of seven High Court justices hearing the case supporteci the view that the act 

was invalid in its entirety because of its severe impairment of the fieedoms 
previously enjoyed by citizens to discuss public and political affairs and to 
criticize federal institutions - fieedoms embodied by constitutional 
implication in an implied guarantee of fieedom of communication as to 
public and political discussion; and because of its substantial interference 
with the function of the States and its purporting to control them in the 
exercise of the fùnct i~n.~~ '  

The arguments of the Chief Justice give some insight into this radicdy new 

interpretation of the Australian constitution. Regarding the invocation of a theory of 

implied rights, Mason C.J., rnaintained that "implications have a place in the interpretation 

of the Constitution and our avowed task is simply the revealing or uncovering of 

implications that are already the~e."~~* Considering the protection of fiee political speech, 

Mason stateù that "[flreedom of communication ... is so indispensable to the efficacy of 

8 0 d u ~ m l i ~ ~  Capital Television p. 695. 
Ibid, p. 695. 
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the system of representative government for which the Constitution makes provision that 

it is necessariiy implied in the making of that provision."383 The Chief Justice emphasized 

the scope of the implication, asserting because of the importance of political discussion in 

a democratic state it is necessary "that the irnpiied &dom of communication extend to aii 

matters of public affairs and political discus~ion."~~' 

McHugh J. argued specifically that the passage 'directly chosen by the people' 

contained in both s.7 and s.24 of the Constitution (which concerns elections to the Senate 

and House of Representatives respectively) could be widely interpreted; "responsible 

governent . . . [is] referring to a process.. . . The process includes ail those steps which are 

directed to the people eIecting their representaîives - nominating, campaigning, 

advertising, debating, cr i t ichg and ~ o t i n g . " ~ ~ ~  Therefore, %e people possess the right 

to participate, the right to associate and the ri& to comrnunicate. That means that, 

subject to necessary exceptions, the people have a constitutional right to convey and 

receive opinions, arguments and information c o n c e h g  matter intended or likely to affect 

~ o t i n g . ' ' ~ ~ ~  

The opinions of the other Justices constituting the majority were similar. Brennan 

J. held that "the legislative powers of the Parliament are so limiteci by implication as to 

preclude the making of a law trenching upon that fieedom of discussion of politicai and 

= Ibid, p. 704. 
~4 Ibid, p. 696. 

Ibid, p. 743. 
3~ %id, p. 713. 



economic matters which is essential to sustain the system of representative governrnent 

prescribed by the Con~titution."~" Deane and Toohey referred mainly to their decision in 

Ndionwide News but maintained that "it is an implication of the doctrine of representative 

govemment embodied in the Commonwealth Constitution that there shall be fieedom 

within the Commonwealth of communication about matters relating to the govemment of 

the C~mmonwealth."~~~ 

With the exception of the lone dissenter, Dawson J., who did not agree that the 

constitution could be interpreted to protect fiee speech, the ruîing of dl mernbers of the 

Court endorsed the existence of an implied right to fke speech inherent to the 

Constitution. However, they also recognized some limitations on this newly found right. 

For example, most members of the Court maintained that the imphed right to fieedom of 

expression contained in the constitution is not absolute, and may be trumped by other 

cornpethg rights' and i n t e r e ~ t s . ~ ~ ~  Deane and Toohey maintained that restriction on the 

constitutional right to fiee speech may be justified if it is enacted in the public interest. 

To be declared to be in the public interest such a iaw must be heid to be either conducive 

to fie speech or "not go beyond what is reasonably necessary for the preservation of an 

ordered and democratic çociety or for the vindication of claims of persons to live 

peacefùlly with dignity 

387 Ibid, p. 708. 
388 Md. m. 715-716. 
"89 Arthur Glas, "Freedorn of Speech and the Constitution: Aushalim Capital Television and the 

Application of Constitutional Rights" Sydiey Law Revi- Vol. 17, 1994, p. 32. 
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Breman J. was of the opinion that any "restriction [regarding the right to freedom 

of expression] must serve some other legitimate interest and it must be proportionate to 

the interests to be ~erved."~~'  Moreover, "[tlhe proportionality of the restriction to the 

interest served is incapable of a priori definition: in the case of each Iaw, it is necessary to 

ascertain the extent of the restriction, the nature of the interest served and the 

propomonality of the restriction to the interest ~erved."~~'- Such a test of proportionality, 

if adopted as precedent, could significantly curtail legislative authority while 

simdtaneously augmenthg the power of the Court. 

Given the obvious pardel between this Austratian implied-bill-of-rights doctrine 

and its Canadian predecessor, it is not suprising that the Australian judges looked to 

Canada for supporthg precedent. Regarding his niling in ACTV, Mason C. J. stated that: 

Much the sarne view was taken in Canada under the British N o ~ h  Amcrica 
Act 1867 wbch contained no express guarantee of fieedom of speech or 
freedom of cornxnunication. The preamble to that Act manifestecl an 
intention to bring into existence a Constitution for Canada similar in 
principle to that of the United Kingd~rn.~'~ 

,Mason summarized the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in the Alberta Press 

Case, S w z ~ a n  v. Ehling and several Canadian Charter of R~ghts and Freedoms 

casePg4 as parallehg that of Austtalian Capital Television. Mason went on to suggest 

that "[wlhat is presentiy si@cant is that the hplied treedom of speech and expression in 

"lAusfralian Capifal Television, p. 708. 
rn Ibid, p. 708. 

Austalain Capital Television, p. 704. 
394 ibid? p. 704. Charter cases specificaily reîiied to included: Re Ontario Public Service 

Employees' Union (1987) 41 DLR (4th) 1 and Dolphin De1iverj.J (1986) 33 DLR (4th). 
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Canada is founded on the view that it is indispensabIe to the eEcacious working of 

Canadian representative parliamentary demo~racy."~~ Gaudron J. in ACTV aIso noted 

Canadian experience in this area as did Brennan, Deane, Toohey and McHugh in 

Nariomide News. 

Just as one cm readily understand the desire of the Australian judges tri cite the 

Canadian expenence in justification of îheir newIy activist departure, one shodd not be 

surprised to find thern citing it selectivefy. What Justice Mason failed to mention was that 

his court was pushing the doctrine of an impiied-bill-of-rights much further than Canadian 

judges ever did. As we have seen, no clairn regarding the existence of implied rights ever 

enjoyed the support of a majority of the Canadian Supreme Court. Rather, it was 

endorsed ody by a few (albeit prominent) Canadian Supreme Justices in a handful of cases 

over a forty year period. Nor did Justice Mason acknowledge that the doctrine had 

virtually died out - indeed, that it had been explicitly rejected by the Supreme Court - 

in Canada by the Iate 1970s. No doubt, Justice Mason did not want to draw attention to 

the fact that ACW stands out as the most activist imphed-bill-of rights we have 

encowitered thus far. It is the first case in which irnplied rights were used by a large 

major* of a high court as the sole basis for actually stnking d o m  a duly promdgated 

piece legisiation. 

B5Au~tralian Capital Television' p. 70.1.. 



Post ACW Cases 

ACW is also the only irnplied-bill-of-rights case that has exhibited this degree of activism. 

The Natiomvide News and ACW precedents have generated three subsequent cases in 

Australia, but whde activisrn was certainly involved, in none of these cases did the High 

Court repeat its ACW activism-style invalidation of legislation. Two of the cases - 

Theophanous v Herald & Weekly Times and Siephenr v. West AustraZian 

Nëwpzpers L i r n ~ t e d . ~ ~  - r a i d  the question whether the law of defimation should be 

reformulated in light of the implied freedom of communication. In other words, did this 

freedom provide publishers wah greater protection against defamation charges than they 

has previously enjoyed? In clearly activist decisions, the Court agreed that the defamation 

law should be liberaiized in light of the implied right. Furthemore, the Court made it 

clear in these decisions that the implied right of communication applied not only against 

the Commonwealth but also against the States. However, since defamation law is common 

law (Le., judge made law), this activism simply involved judges reworking their own 

precedents; it did not involve the numcation of a piece of legislation. 

The third decision, Cunlue v. The Commonwealfh,lgg involved a challenge to the 

Migration Act on the grounds that it infringed the fieedorn of communication by allowing 

oniy registered agents to provide immigration assistance. Although a majority of the High 

Court found that fieedom of communication does indeed extend to the provision of 

(1994) 124 ALJR 1. 
397 (1994) 124 ALJR 80. 
398 (1994) 68 AWR 79 1. 
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immigration assistance - thus making it clear that this fieedom is not limited to 'political 

communication' narrowly defined - the couri found that the fieedorn was not kdiinged 

by this legislation. In its bottom line result, in other words, this was a restrained decision 

that upheld legislation, not an activist invalidation of legislation. 

Judicial Inclination over Institutional Contest? 

In the Australian irnplied bill of rights experience, it would appear that judicial inclination 

has largely tnimped institutional context. The court, displayhg a new interest in civil 

liberties activism, reversed the Court's earlier rejection of implied constitutional rights and 

&doms as endorsed by Justice Murphy. Although the Court's decision in Natiomide 

News appears on the surfàce to be similar to the 1950s Supreme Court of Canada, with the 

majority of judges preferring to hang their activism on more explkit constitutional pegs, 

the Court's decision in ACTV clearly demonstrates that a majority of Justices were willing 

to support an implied bill of rights as the soie basis for sbikùig down an açtud legislaiive 

act. Indeed, those in the majority did not even find it necessary to consider the relevant 

explicit constitutional provisions in this case. 

The Court's ruling in ACTV appears to be the most activist hnplied-bill-of-rights 

decision examùied in this thesis. The Court's nuildication of a statute represents the 

development of a type of constitutional review as effective as one wodd expect to see 

under an entrenched bill of rights. With that mhg, the members of the High Court of 

Australia went further than their Canadian, Israeii and French counterparts. As discussed 



above, a rnajority of Canadian judges, although able to defend civil libemes through 

activist decisions based on federalism or interpretive avoidance, were unwiiiing to rest 

their activisrn solely on irnpiied b U  of rights grounds. Ln Israeii, despite a more fiequent 

and unanimous invocation of an implied doctrine, the High Court never once invalided a 

parliarnentary act based on the Dedaration. And as judicial review in France is 'a priori' it 

is technically impossible for the Constitutional Council to strike down a law. ACW 

provides convincing evidence that ingenious judges inclined to activism can indeed create 

as effective a mechanism for judicial review as one wouid expect in an entrenched 

constitution. 

However, while A C W  is the most activist impiied biIl of rights decision, it remains 

the only one of its kind. At this point, it is probably too eariy to  teii if A C W  represents 

the foundation for a new activist departure. Those inclineci to the 'new departure' view 

can point to the fact that the Australian High Court has been much clearer about the 

application of the implied bili of rights to all levels of govemment than the Canadian 

Supreme Court ever was. Also, it has been d i n g  to broaden the concept of fieedom of 

expression beyond its most obviously political meanuig, something the Canadian Court 

never did. When one combines these facts with the landmark Mubo decision and with the 

ACW invaiidation, one must certainiy conclude that this is a court with more markedly 

activist inclinations than its predecessors - and a court willing to  act on these inchations 

despite the absence of clear constitutional support. On the other han& in the only post 

ACW case in which the Court had the opportunity to repeat its adventurous invalidation 
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of Iegislation (CunZzfJe), it did not do so. Furthermore, the Court was reiuctant to admit 

how radical a departare ACTV was, as indicated by their attempt to assimilate the 

Canadian precedent, and to cover how much they were departing fiom that precedent. 

These facts, combined with the Canadian and Israeli experiences, wouid no doubt be 

cded in evidence by those inclined to think that ACTV will tuni out to be a Drybrones- 

like exception. However, the jury is s a  out on what the future holds for the Ausîralian 

irnplied bill of rights. 



CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 

JUDICiAL INCLïNATION v. INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT 

What accounts for the global spread of judicid activism? According to one explanation - 

the legalist/institutional explanation often used by judges themselves - judiciai activism is 

mandated by entrenched constitutional documents, and the spread of activism is thus 

explaineci by the spread of this Iand of constitutionalisrn. A rivai explanation holds that 

judicial activism is maidy a fiuiction of judiciai inclination or judicial culture, not 

constitutional documents. Based on legd realism, this cultural perspective points to the 

fact that the same constitutionai documents give rise, over tirne, to starkly contrasting 

periods of activism and restraint and to quite different kinds and styles of activism. Thus 

documents cannot be a controbg façtor. There is obviously great scope for judicial 

discreîion, and jdicial inclination or culture must sipdicantly affect how judger exercise 

that discretion. 

This study is grounded in the second perspective. in other words, it denies the 

legalist/institutional explanation for judicial activism, at 2east in its more sirnplistic 

versions. Does it follow fiom the obvious fa& of judicial discretion, however, that 

inclination and culture are the soIe explanatory variables? Are the insights of 

neriinstitutionaIism of no relevame to the understanding ofjudicial behaviour? Or, despite 

the great weight of judicial culture, does institutional context continue to exercise a 

significant infiuence? In short, in the a r a  of judiciai behaviour, "do institutions 



rnatte~?'?~~~ 

The phenomenon of impiied biiis of rights provides an interesthg context in which 

to expIore this question. If judiciai inclination and culture is everything, one wodd expect 

judges to Urvent the grounds for constitutionally based activism where they do not 

explicitly exist. That such inventions e i s t  - in the form of implied biils of rights - is 

itself eloquent testimony to the explanatory power of judicial inclination. But this is not 

the whole story. Having estabiished an implied biii of rights, do judges use it as 

comprehensively and aggressively as they would an explicitly entrenched constitutional 

document? If not, then claims that constitutionai entrenchrnent explains judiciai activism, 

while ofien used by judges in exaggerated and self-serving ways, retain some force. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, a close examination of the Mplied bill of rights 

phenomenon does not support the complete rejection of the neoinstitutionalist perspective. 

Yes, the development of implied rights reveals the power and scupe of judicid ingenuity 

and creativity. But no, implied bills of rights have not, on the whole, been used in as 

activist a manner as explicitly entrenched documents tend to be. 

In Canada, even when the activist disposition appeared to be strong, the irnpiied 

bill of rights was never used in an activist fishion by more than a smaii minority of judges, 

and then only as an ancillary support for more expiicitly constitutional grounds for 

reaching the same conclusion. Pnor to the Charter, Canadian judges obviously preferred 

mg R Kent Weawr and Bert Rockmen, eds., Do Institutions Murter? Government capabilities 
in the United States and rlbroad (Washington D.C. : Brookiugs, 1993). 
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to hang their civil liberties activism on the expliciùy constitutionai pegs of federalism. 

In Israel, where such explicit constitutionai aiternatives were not available, activist 

courts did indeed rely more ofien, more heavily, and more unanimously on irnplied rights, 

but only as the basis for 'interpretive avoidance,' never as the bais for the kind of outright 

invalidation of Iegislation that characterizes judicial activism under entrenched 

constitutions. 

A tint glance, France seems to be a counter example to the trend observai in 

Canada and Israel. The French Constitutional Council clearly does use irnplied rights to 

support outright invalidations, and does so with relative fiequency. But the Council 

engages only in 'a priori7 review, and thus invalidates only proposed legislation, not acts 

that have been promulgated and are thus already in force. This institutional arrangement 

may make the members of the Council less hesitant to censure the legislature. 

Institutional factors may stimulate the activism of the Council in other ways as well. 

Because members of the CounciI are relatively temporarj political appointments, and 

because the political opposition in the legislature often has the power to trigger a 

constitutional challenge, the Council's decisions are politicized to a greater extent than is 

cornmon for adjudicative courts in common law wuntries. In effect, the Council, üke 

Canada's Senate, may have been appointed by political partisans who now find themselves 

in opposition, and who twn to their allies on the Council for support. in such a poiiticized 

context, one might predict a higher level of activism (however, the Council might also 

want to avoid overtly political activism in order to appear 'judicial'). In short, the 
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activism of the French Council, far fiom denying the importance of institutionai context, 

seems to be explained in part by that very context. Thus far we have little reason to reject 

the neoinstitutionalist clairn ulat institutions matter. 

But what of the recent Australian expenence? Here, for the first tirne, we find a 

substantiai Court rnajority using implied rights to strike d o m  a piece of existing 

legislation. The Court did so, moreover, even though the same result couid have been 

grounded on more explicit constitutional alternatives. ACTV is an obvious exception to 

the general pattern. What is its sigrScance? Is it the proverbial exception that proves the 

rule? Or does it cast doubt on the rule itsetf. 

One way to present ACTV not as the exception that proves the rule, but as a new 

departure that replaces the d e ,  is to present it as the culmination of an historical trend. 

Certainly, one of the remarkable dimensions of the implied bill of rights phenomenon, 

when one orders the examples chronologically fiom Canada through to Australia, is that, 

on the w h ~ l e , ~  activism seems to increase over t h e .  For example while the implied bill 

of rights doctrine failed in Canada f?om 1935 to 1982 (when it became redundant in iight 

of the Charter), a very similar argument succeeded in 1992 in Australia. In Israel, the 

Declaration becarne increasingly important as the High Court's activist inclinations 

increased. It aiso took the French Constitutional Council thirteen years before its first 

invocation of implied constitutionai rights, perhaps indicating that it was not inclined to do 

" There are, of course, occasional set-backs and meats, such as the Canadian Court's retreat 
h m  activism during the 1960s and 1970s. Nevertheless, the overall pattern seems to hold 



so in the years between 1958-1971. This trend is not aiI that surprisins given that judicial 

advism, as discussed in the introductory chapter, began to grow rapidIy in the 1970s and 

1980s throughout the globe. Perhaps the previous caution with respect to implied bilis of 

rights is not explained by the residual effects of institutional context, but simply by the fact 

that an activist judicial culture had not yet developed to the point now rnanifested in 

Australia. One might hypothesize, for exarnple, that a d t u r e  of activism is developing 

(and accelerating) on a world wide basis, with the judiciaries of particular countries taking 

turns advancing the project the next step up the ladder. In this view Australia, building on 

the work of others, has taken the final pioneering sep, thus making it easier for others to 

foliow . 

A plausible case c m  certainly be made for such an interpretation. It seems 

probable, for exarnple, that the rise in judicial power, and more specificaily, the emergence 

of ixnplied bills of rights, can be traced (at least in part) to the increasing amount of 

communication that takes place between Westen courts and legal comrnunities. 

Globalization has its effects in this as in most other aspects of human existence. 

in particular, the use of comparative jurisprudence provides examples for judges, 

especiaiiy those seeicing to take an activist deparme. When presented with a sirniiar case, 

a supreme court benefits fiom the experience of foreign courts which have aiready dealt 

with such an issue. Richard Rose refers to this phenornenon as lesson-drawing: "[wlhen 

policymakers seek the resolution of a pressing problem, the starting point is a question: 

What to do? A search of one's own experience and what is done elsewhere is undenaken 



instnimentally, in hopes of 6nding an a n ~ e r . ' * ~  Aithough when Rose refers to 

'policymakers' he is speaking primarily of bureaucrats, politicians and government leaders, 

his concept of lesson drawing is easiIy extended to judges and other court o f f i ~ e r s . ~  

Regarding the parameters of the dynamics surrounding lesson-drawing, Rose 

accurately asserts that: 

[i]n the policy process a Iesson can be defineci as a program for action 
based or? a program or programs undertakm in another ci& stme. or 
nation, or by the same organzzan'.un in its own pust. Lessons can be drawn 
across tirne, as in fiequently invoked "lessons of history." An 
organization's own past is one hitfùi source of experience, but lessons 
can also be drawn across spacea3 

Similarly, courts, although relying heavily on lessons drawn fiom legal precedents in their 

own institutional history, may aiso examine the experience of the courts of other States 

which are dealing or have already dealt with a similar cas? or problern. This is especially 

true when members of a constitutioIiaI court fiel a desire to throw off the shackles of past 

precedent set a new course for constitutional interpretation. 

Rose argues that "[tlhe first step in drawing a lesson is to search for information 

about prograrns [or, for that matter, constitutional court ruiings] that have been 

introduced elsewhere to deal with a probIem [or case] similar to that confronting the 

"' Richard Rose, ~ e s o n - ~ r & n ~  in Public Policy: A Guide to Leaming Across Tirne and Space 
(Chatham, NJ: Chatham House Pubiishers, 1993). p. 19. 

Y" Lmariably, poliq literature regarding poli? change based on theories of learning is 
concerned primariSr with politicians, bureaucrats, interest gruups and siadar actors. Changes in judicial 
poiiq-makllig have been somewhat neglected br; this fiterame. A good survey of 'leamingceneed' 
poiicy iiterature is provided by Colin J. Bennet & Michael Howletf The Lesx,ns of Leaming: 
Rea>nciiing Theories of Poiig Leaniing and hlicy Change," in Policy Sciences 25: 275-295. 1992. 

Rase, p. 21. Emphasis in original. 



searchers ...'* Such a search across space, Rose argues: 

is influenceci by the level of government at which a problern arises. Local 
officials tend to tum to paraliel agencies in other cities or counties; IIJ.S.1 
state officials to othw state capitds; and national policymakers, in addition 
to examining their own p s t ,  may look to counterparts in foreign countries. 
In an international system that is becoming increasingly ope% ideas can 
flow across national boundarïes as weU as state and local b o ~ n d a r i e s . ~ ~  

Arguably, the search for relevant information it is aiso infiuenced by the branch of 

government seeking to draw a new lesson. Consequently, when the Suprerne Court of 

Canada (for example) searches across spac-e for information, it look toward its p e r s  at 

the highest lwel of the judicid branch in other statesus6 '?n local governmern [drawing 

lessons] can mean looking at the next county; for a W. S. state] govemor it is likely to 

mean looking at a nearby state. But for mional policymakers, other countrïes are often 

the logical place to look.'w The most logical place for the Supreme Court of Canada to 

look would be at the activity of other constitutional courts. This is especiaily m e  -&en 

the hierarchical structure of most Western courts; it is unlikely that the highest court in the 

land would look toward lower courts for the lesson-drawing required to advance a new 

perspective in constitutional interpretation: "Cllesson-drawing cuts across territorial 

OL Ibid. p. 28. 
hid, p. 29. 

a ibis K not to say that domestic factors are not important in shapuig legal culnue and 
constinflonal inteqmc&on It is obvious that memben of the kgal eiite. including Supreme Court 
Justices are also iduenced a d  cotmrahd domestic hrces such as inrerest groups, wider societai 
factors. political culture. and pblic opinion (to name a o. a fm). Law schaols, whch serve to eQcare 
future iayers and judges. also pl-. an integral pan in cieveloping legal ailture (see for exampIe, Mar)- 
Am Glendon -4 .VmaRon Lnder m e r s :  How the Crias in the LegaI Profsion is TrNonning Antericrm 
Sociey. (Cambridge, Mas: Hanafd 1994)). It cwid be argued that legal atademics also are k m i n g  
more internationally connected. and perhaps contributing to a larger international le@ academ~c 
commmiq. 

Rose. p. 17. 



boundaries but remains within the boundaries of a given policy community." 

Rose maintains tbat the efficacy of these 'policy communities7 bas been augmented 

by recent developments in information technology. He is certainly correct in his assertion 

that access to information across national boundaries is ïncreasing rapidly: 

"[ijnternationally, the flow of information about public policies has been radically 

accelerated by modem technoIogy moWig people and information fiom one continent to 

another. .. . International telephones and fax iines permit the instantaneous exchange of 

ideas across oceans, and their use is accelerating.'* The same is true of e-mail, the world 

wide web and other f o m  of computerized electronic communication. Judges, lawyers 

and other court officials in modem states now have easy access to the jurisprudence of 

foreign courts through a variety of means. With today's technology court officials and 

academics (who advise court officials and judges, appear as experz witnesses and publish 

commentary on the activity of the court) in different countfies can discuss possible ruiings 

and inquice about possible precedents with their foreign counterparts. More irnportantly, 

mernbers of the highest coCistitutional courts and other experts can correspond instantly 

with their foreign counterparts to discuss their experiences. It is not surprising, therefore, 

that the general rise in judicial power witnessed over the past forty years has coincideci 

with vast and firndamental changes in information and transportation technology. 

Furthemore, it is not now uncornmon for judges, lawyers and academics fiom one 
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country to contribute articles to the law journals of another. An excellent example of this 

sharing of legd ideas or legai 'cross-fertilization' is an article which appeared in the Israel 

Law Review in 1994.410 The piece, entitled "Canada's Legal Revolution: Judging in the 

Age of the Charter of Rights", was written by Antonio Larner, the Chief Justice of the 

Supreme Court of Canada and delivered as a lecture to the Supreme Court of Israel in that 

same year. On concluding his address, Lamer proclaimed: "1 deiight in the opportunity to 

share our experience with you and to be part of a broader international dialogue between 

jurists of our respective countnes which can play such an important role in helping us to 

face the challenges which we share.'"" Given that Israel, at that tirne, was in the process 

of undergoing significant constitutionai change, one wonders what influence the words of 

Canada's chief justice had on the process. This type of address is not an isolatecf example 

of direct dialogue between members of the West's highest constitutional courts and 

con6rms the existence and acknowledgrnent of a judicial policy community at the highest 

level of constitutional jurists. 

ïhe degree to wfiich judicial cross-fertilization has taken place is perhaps best 

exemplified by the degree of foreign citations found in the judgements of domestic 

Western courts regarding constitutional cases. Canadian Charter cases ofien rely heavily 

on American precedents, as do Israeli and Australian cases. Furtherrnore, when the High 

Court of Australia fùndamentaily re-interpreted the Australian constitution to construe the 

Antonio Lamer, Canada's Legal Revolution: Judging in the Age of the Charter of Rights" 
Isruel Lcnv Review (1994) 28, p. 579. 

'IL Md, p. 588. 



existence of certain 'implied' fundamentai rights and fkedorns it directly quoted 

jurisprudence fiom the Canadian implied bill of rights cases. Charter jurispmdence of the 

Canadian Supreme Court also appears to be gaining internationai interest in foreign 

co~rts.''~ The use of foreign law by national courts has also been a factor Ui transplanting 

and thus Iegitimating the notion that courts should take an activist posture in civil liberty 

cases and, as a corolary, increase the power and prestige of their own institution. 

In their analysis of the use of comparative law by common law judges, Thomas 

Men and Bruce Anderson suggest that comparative law cm be effectively employed as a 

justdjmg and legitimating instrument in jüdicial poticy-making: 

Judges use comparative law in the process of reaching decisions and also in 
the process cf &st@ing theit decision. ln the actuai decision-making 
process, comparative Iaw is used by Judges to he1p them discover that 
some sort of legal issue has emerged in a case and to help them formulate 
and classify legal issues. Also, comparative law is used as a source of 
possible solutions to domestic Iegal problems when a Judge examines a 
foreign legal systern to discover how it has solved simiiar problems. 

in the process of justifyrng decisions, Judges use comparative law to help 
test which one of a nurnber of proposed solutions is the most suitable 
option and then to j u w  the solution that has been selected. 
[r;u~themore,] comparative law is useci as a rhetorical device to give 
arguments greater authority and persuasive paver when a Judge draws 
analogies between his or her o m  decision and the work of a distinguished 
foreign jurist.. .'13 

'12 Adam Dodek, "The Charter ... in the Holy Land?" Constitutional Forum. Vol. 8, No. 1. p. S. 
Dodek argues thai the "Charler attracts considerabfe interest in a~untries such as Great Britain Ausuaiia, 
South f i c a ,  and Israel @. 3." 

Thomas Allen and Bruce Anderson. "The Use of Comparative Law by Common Law Judgw. 
Angfo-Amerfcan Lmu Review. Vol. 23. No. 4. Oct-Dec. 1994. p. 437438. Emphasis added 



The use of foreign law rnight be especially compebg h light of "changes in 

economic structure or social values [which] may prompt a Judge to question whether or 

not an established precedent is, and should be, valid  la^.'^" Moreover, "[l]egal 

developments in another country may provoke a Judge to ask questions about whether 

issues in domestic law need to be exarnined even though domestic law is settied and 

accepted by the population.'7415 Foreign law might also be usefid in pointing out defects in 

domestic law. Consequently, judges may be driven to employ comparative precedents to 

support their own ideological values. 

One way judges use foreign law to support their own ideological values is to make 

selective use of foreign jurisprudence. Judges in this position wilI tend to cite only those 

foreign precedents which reflect their own values, and ignore conflicting jurisprudence. 

For example, Harvie and Foster, after exarnining the Canadian Supreme Court's use of 

U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence, found that "there is a tendency in the [Canadian] 

Court to cite United States law when it helps, or at least, does not stand in the way of a 

result it wishes to reach, but not other~ise.'""~ They also concluded that this tendency 

reflects an ideological bias of the members of the Court: "[tlhe Court's somewhat 

414 Ibid, p. 438. 
Ibid, p. 438. 

'16 RObert Hamie and Hamar Foster, "Ties that Bind? The Supreme Court of Canada, American 
Jurisprudence. and the Revision of Canadian Criminal Law Under the Charter," Osgoode Hall L m  
Journal (1990) 28:729. p. 778. It should be noted that in their 1992 follow up study, Harvie and Foster 
observed that this situation had irnproved: "the Supreme Court is referring to United States precedent with 
increasing sophistication, and Canadian judges are becuming less inclined to treat American law as a grab 
bag of handy one-Liners to be quoted without reference to contex&." Himie and Foster, ''Düferent 
Drummers DifTerent D m :  The Supreme Court of Canada Arnerican Jurispnidenœ, and the 
Continuing Revision of Criminal Law Under the Charter," Ottawa Law Review. (1992) 24: 39. p. 112. 



selective approach is matched by its relatively consistent approach to iiberd va iue~ . ' ~  

Obviously, the selective use of foreign Iaw results in a substantiai misrepresentation ( 

how a foreign court has deait with any legal issue. 

Foreip law may also be used to either reinforce or alter domestic jurisprudence.' 

However, comparative examples would be particularly useful to mernbers of a Suprern 

Court in j u s m g  a reversal or modication of established constitutional precedent. 1 

legai transplant rnay serve to legitimize substantial changes in the constitutional ordei 

"[a] Judge with an audrence which seeks to break with p a s  traditions would be morl 

ükely to make extensive use of comparative Comparative law is also useftl for , 

court concerned with its reputation: "a court such as the Supreme Court of Canada, whicl 

presumably wants to see, or sees itself, as part of an internationai tradition will usc 

comparative law in order to place itselfwithin that intemationai tradition.'M20 

Although it is easier for judges to appIy foreign law when that law cornes fiom 2 

state with a similar legal tradition (e.g., the former dominions in the Britisk 

Commonwealth), judges are not necessarily restricted to borrowing fiom such countries 

Alan Watson has postulateci that jurisprudence can dso be borrowed fiom countries with 

substantially dissirnilar legai and politicd systems; he feels that it is the concept associated 

'" Harvie and Foster, "The Ties that Bind?". p. 779. 
AUen and Anderson note that "...comparatnle iaw is unlikely to carry the legitimaq tbat 

wouid j e  a Judge in reiying solely on it as a basis for a daision. Politicaiiy, it could be seen as an 
abdication of re spons i i  W... Comparative law may be a useful aid in teaching and judjing a decision 
but uitimately the decision mua h d  its basis of legitimacy elsewhere. @. 459)." 

'19 Ibid, p. 457. 
Ibid, p. 457. 



with the law that is important rather than the particuiars of the law itself. ' m a t  ... the law 

reformer should be d e r  in looking at foreign systems [is] an idea which codd be 

transformed into part of the law of bis country. For this a systematic knowledge of the 

law or political structure of the donor system [is] not necessary ...."421 Successful 

borrowing codd be achieved even when nothing was hown  of the politicai, social or 

economic context of the foreign  la^.''^^ Men and Anderson are in agreement with this 

point of view: 

In practice, the Judge may fail to understand the foreign system or 
misinterpret the foreign d e ,  but nonetheIess provide a suitable solution to 
a domestic problem. The scholarship may be poor, but if the solution is 
suitable then comparative law has served the purpose the Judge hoped it 
would. When used in this rnanner, comparative Iaw is irrelevant only if it 
Ms to provide possible solutions to domestic legal i s~ues . '~  

This can Iead to problems. A misunderstanding of the foreign law in question may cause 

the misapptication of those laws as well as the p ~ c i p l e s  b e b d  them. "The danger is that 

litigants rnay find that a Judge decides a case on the basis of an incorrect or insufficient 

understanding of a foreign legai sy~tern.'~" However, due to the cost, in both tirne and 

money, a complete and satisfactory examination of a comparative legal system is ofien 

prohibitive. 

Ifit is indeed the case that a legal concept can be transplanted with minimal regard 

Alan Watson, "Legal Transplants and Law Reform" Luw @arterly Review Vol. 92, 1976. p. 
79. 

Iôid, p. 79. 
a Allen and Anderson p. 444. 
%id. p. 450. 
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for varying legai traditions then it is quite possible that the 'idea' that it is the legitimate 

role and duty of the judiciary to engage in judicial policymaking can transcend formidable 

institutional barriers. In the case of the development of imptied constitutionai rights this 

lends significant insight. In fact, it wouid indicate that courts, and larger legal 

cornmunities, operating without the benefit of a formal bill of rights could still bonow 

ideas fiom those that have such a bill. The expression of those concepts, however, may 

have to be substantiaiiy altered to mesh with the domestic constitution order and legai 

system in generai. This would aIso require a high degree of judicid creatively to depart 

from established legal noms and precedents. Not surprisingly, this is exactiy what has 

taken place in the atternpt to create implied rights in constitutional or founding documents 

of the four States examhed above. 

Nor, in this view, wouid it be surprising to h d  that the international borrowing of 

concepts and precedents had an incremental dimension, with initial seps in one country 

leading to M e r  steps in another, and so on, contributhg to the gradua1 growth of an 

international culture of judicial activism sufficient to sustain a case like ACW in a counuy 

without an expticitly entrenched biii of rights. Understood in this way, ACTV would 

appear as the initiation of a new stage in judicial activism, rather than as an unlikely-to-be- 

replicated exception to the institutional constraints on activism inherent in the Iack of 

entrenched right S. 

Whiie one cannot apriori exclude the possibiiity that the ACTV case in Australia 

does indeed represent the flowering of a world historical judicial culture of activism, thus 



demonstrating the ultimate dominance of culture over institutions, some caution is in 

order. It is equaily possible, as suggested in the previous chapter, that ACW might turn 

out to be a Drybones-like exception to a more general d e  of comparative restraint in 

employing impiied rights. If so, the more general pattern of judicial behaviour with 

respect to imptied bills of rights, wouId demonstrate the continued influence of 

institutional context. 

In support of this more cautious interpretation of ACW, one might emphasize that 

this case, like so many of the other ground breaking irnplied bill of rights cases, concerned 

the bedrock political fieedoms essentid to a iiberd democracy. It is stnking, in fact, that, 

without exception, the first case in which an implied bill of rights doctrine is supported by 

high court judges in al] four countries surveyed in this study concemed the right of 

political expression, and many subsequent cases either also concemed this right, or closely 

related rights such as &dom of political association. One plausible explanation for this is 

that fkeedom of political expression is universaiiy proclaimed as essential to the 

functioning of iiberal democracies; the popdarity of the nght to fieedom of expression 

arnong the citizenry of liberal democratic States has perhaps provided an incentive for 

constitutional courts to become activist in the name of defending the values associateci 

with this undisputed right. Furthemore, it is unlikely that judicial review in defence of 

these values would attract a hostile reaction or negative publicity. in fact, taking an 

activist posture to govenunent action on the grounds that it violates established, 

intemationaily popuiar principles of politicai &dom has undoubtedly served to deflect 



criticisrn of the unprecedented judicial activism associated with development of an implied 

büi of rights doctrine. 

In other words, ACW can be seen as a relatively easy case in which to take the 

activist piunge of striking down legislation. Furthermore, to the extent that rights must be 

implied fiom requirements of representative government, activist decisions may be 

confhed within the boundaries of these relatively popular rights. True even fieedom of 

expression can be stretched far beyond its obviously political limits, and the Australkm 

Court has begun to travel down this road in Cunhfle (though it did not strike down the 

refevant taw). This rnight lead the Court into such politically treacherous waters as the 

censorship of obscenity, which would be s much stemer test of its activist resolve. The 

real sign that activist inclination has utterly trumped institutional context, however, would 

be for a court in a country like Australia to 'discover' implied rights that codd sustain 

activist decisions on, say, the subject of abortion, and for that Court to render a Roe or 

Morgentder-like activist decision. Then one rnight truiy say that institutions don't 

ultimately matter, that judges can 'hd, '  create, and apply implied nghts as broadiy and 

comprehensively as they do entrenched bills of rights. Until such a case - or more 

accurately, a pattern of them - emerges, we cannot dismiss the continuhg relevance of 

institutional context. Certainly, the general experience with the implied bili of rights 

phenornenon, ACW notwithstanding, suggests that institutions do matter. 
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